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Crystal has something better than “all inclusive.”
$2,000 to spend as you wish.

Most “all inclusive” cruises aren’t actually all inclusive. That’s why Crystal is offering you the “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.”
program. Along with fare savings up to $3,000 per couple, we’ll give you up to $2,000 in shipboard credits per couple to
spend any way you wish. From relaxing spa treatments to our finest bottle of wine or an exciting Crystal Adventures®
shore excursion, the choice is truly yours, as you wish. Plus, with the Crystal Assurance Plan, you’re guaranteed the best
applicable fare, our lowest minimum deposits ever and a flexible cancellation policy, just in case.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
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As You Wish

We’re celebrating 20 years of legendary

Enjoy a shipboard credit of up to $2,000

20th Anniversary Savings of up to

fine wines, or even Crystal Adventures®

service and luxury with special

per couple to spend on spa treatments,

$1,500 per person or $3,000 per couple

shore excursions. The choice is yours on

Northern European cruises.

truly “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.”

on all 2010 Mediterranean and

all 2010 voyages, with a credit that’s

Birthday
Bonus Cruise

20th Anniversary
Festivities

Celebrate your birthday aboard a Crystal

The celebration lasts all year with

cruise and enjoy a special birthday gift

from us. Book a 2010 birthday cruise by

December 31, 2009, and we’ll give you up
to 50% off a future cruise you take
by your next birthday.

on-board festivities, commemorative
cruises, and reunion voyages. Join us
and discover all the reasons Crystal

has been voted World’s Best more than
any other cruise line, hotel or resort.

To learn more about our 20th Anniversary celebration and
all of our exciting offers, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Begin relaxing before you even leave home with our Crystal Assurance Program. All
guests are guaranteed the best applicable fare, and you’ll enjoy our lowest minimum
cruise deposits ever and our new relaxed cancellation policy. Plus, book with your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select
sailings, including:*
• Competitive cruise fares
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception
• Full day shore event or credit for customized options or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

Discover Exotic Lands and Natural Wonders.
Unlock a treasure trove of shipboard credits with the World’s Best.

From the very cradles of civilization to the awesome majesty of Mother Nature, discover the Crystal Difference and enjoy up to $2,000 per couple
in “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” shipboard credits on intriguing journeys to the far corners of the world.
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Africa/India
Trans-Pacific
Middle East
Middle East
Australia & NZ
Australia & NZ
Black Sea
Australia & Indonesia
Asia

Cape Town to Mumbai
Los Angeles to Sydney
Mumbai to Dubai
Dubai to Athens
Sydney to Auckland
Auckland to Sydney
Athens to Rome
Sydney to Singapore
Singapore to Dubai

CL+
FF
CL+
CL+

Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony

WF
CL+
MBS

“As You Wish”
Credit Per Person

Brochure
Fare

Special
Savings Fare

$500
$500
$500
$500
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$20,290
$7,575
$13,625
$19,110
$9,990
$9,990
$12,985
$11,345
$12,100

$13,190
$3,790
$8,855
$12,425
$5,495
$5,495
$8,440
$6,240
$6,655

Explore the Pink City of Petra, the tombs of Nefertari and Tut, and exotic lands where ancient empires once ruled and monuments to their great
legacies still stand. Travel ‘Down Under’ to swim among Technicolor coral reefs, and discover a Kiwi island of glacier-capped mountains, lush rain
forests and pristine beaches. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CL+- Comprehensive Creative Learning Institute FF- Film & Theatre Festival MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact
your Virtuoso Travel Adviser for more details. Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, cruise only, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not
include port, security and handling charges or airfare. The complimentary “As You Wish” $2,000/$1,000 shipboard credit (based on double occupancy, $1,000/$500 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only, is non-transferable, cannot be used
in the casino or for Bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Up to $3,000 savings (based on double occupancy, $1,500 per person) is valid for a limited time only, varies by category, subject to availability.
Birthday Bonus applies to all 2010 voyages and must be booked by 12/31/2009. Future cruise savings (50% double occupancy; 25% single occupancy) is applied after all other discounts. Birthday redemption voyage must be taken after the Birthday voyage
and within 12 months of actual Birthday. See crystalcruises.com for full terms and conditions. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. Certain restrictions apply. ©2009 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ Registry: The Bahamas

where southern california finds the very best

SOUTH COAST PLAZA
280

boutiques

30

restaurants

4

performing arts venues

CHLOÉ • OSCAR DE LA RENTA • CARTIER • ROLEX • HARRY WINSTON • CHANEL • LALIQUE
CHRISTIAN DIOR • HERMÈS • BALENCIAGA • VERSACE • BACCARAT • ROBERTO CAVALLI
BVLGARI • CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN • LOUIS VUITTON • BOTTEGA VENETA • GUCCI
Partial Listing

BLOOMINGDALE’S • NORDSTROM • SAKS FIFTH AVENUE • MACY’S

For travel information call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
SAN DIEGO FWY (405) AT BRISTOL ST., COSTA MESA, CA 800.782.8888 TRAVELER.SOUTHCOASTPLAZA.COM

Life didn’t begin in Barbados, it was just perfected here.
Discover the Caribbean’s only Zagat® -rated island at VisitBarbados.org
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today for reservations.

Your tee time is 9:30.

MP2009-1273 ©Disney

Your tee time is 9:30.

So is theirs.
Have your playtime wish,
along with your children’s,
granted with a Walt Disney
World® vacation. With a
Magic Your Way Platinum
Package, you’ll receive a
customized itinerary that
can have you playing 18
holes on a PGA Tour golf
course, while the little ones
escape in Fantasyland® .

The smallest details can
be taken care of, from
dining reservations at fourand five-star restaurants,
to arranging children’s
activities, booking a
fireworks cruise or a spa
treatment and much more.
All you have to do is bring
your imagination, along
with your lucky club.

6-NIGHT / 7-DAY MAGIC YOUR WAY PLATINUM PACKAGE, INCLUDING :
ACCOMMODATIONS
AT DISNEY’S
GRAND FLORIDIAN
RESORT AND SPA

7-DAY DISNEY
THEME PARK
ADMISSION

ADDITIONAL
FEATURES LIKE
MEALS, TOURS
AND RECREATION

$2,879 PER ADULT
BASED ON ADULT
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

Rates are valid for stays most nights 11/29-12/17/09 in a Garden View room.
The number of rooms allocated for these packages may be limited. One Theme Park per day, and tickets
must be used within 14 days of first use. Everyone in the room must be on the same package.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to reserve this luxurious package.
MP2009-1273 ©Disney

2010 ENRICHING DIMENSIONS

LUXURY GOES EXPLORING®

2010 — Our Most Inclusive year ever
2-FOR-1 FARES, FREE AIR, FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
plus AN ADDITIONAL $1,000 OFF PER PERSON
Offer expires September 30, 2009
SPOTLIGHT ON FOOD AND WINE
Sip and savor your way through some of the world’s greatest food and wine
regions. Enjoy elegant dinners and wine tastings and practice your own cooking
skills as Regent Seven Seas Cruises delves into the world of food and wine.
DATE

NIGHTS

SHIP

FROM / TO

PER PERSON
BROCHURE
FARE

9,995

$

3,995

10,995

$

4,495

13,195

$

5,595

Mar 19

10

Seven Seas Navigator

Ft. Lauderdale to Ft. Lauderdale

Mar 29

11

Seven Seas Navigator

Ft. Lauderdale to Ft. Lauderdale

$

May 26

14

Seven Seas Navigator

San Francisco to Vancouver

$

Oct 26

21

Seven Seas Navigator

Bangkok to Sydney

$

Nov 16

15

Seven Seas Navigator

Sydney to Auckland

$

22,995

ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES

PER PERSON
2-FOR-1 FARE
including
$
1,000 SAVINGS

$

$

20,995

• 2-for-1 Fares on all sailings if booked
by September 30, 2009
Kids Sail
for $599

10,495

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
only $999

9,495

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
only $999

7,995

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
only $999

$

• FREE Economy Class Air on all
2010 voyages
• FREE Business Class Air in categories
C and above on our Europe itineraries
• FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions
•

Dec 17

18

Seven Seas Mariner

Rio de Janeiro to Ft. Lauderdale

17,995

$

$

LE CORDON BLEU® WORKSHOPS
Hands-on cooking workshops — all hosted by a Le Cordon Bleu® trained chef.
For a nominal fee, these small group culinary immersions include an introduction
to French cooking, an authentic Le Cordon Bleu® apron, hat, tea towel, cookbook
and certificate of completion
DATE

NIGHTS

SHIP

FROM / TO

Feb 23

21

Seven Seas Mariner

Rio de Janeiro to Ft. Lauderdale

Jun 19

15

Seven Seas Voyager

Copenhagen to Copenhagen

PER PERSON
BROCHURE
FARE

PER PERSON
2-FOR-1 FARE
including
$
1,000 SAVINGS

$

$

10,295

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
$
only 999
each way

23,995

$

10,995

Kids Sail
for $699

22,595

$

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
$
only 999
each way

Kids Sail from $399–$699 per
person including FREE Unlimited
Shore Excursions on select dates

• All gratuities included
• Complimentary beverages including
fine wines and premium spirits, soft
drinks, bottled water, coffee and tea
served throughout the ship
• FREE in-suite mini-bar replenished
daily with soft drinks, beer and
bottled water
• No additional charge for
Government Fees and Taxes

VOYAGER CLUB HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL PARTY AND
EXCLUSIVE SHORE EVENT ON ALL DATES

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
All fares and offers are per person based on double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, reflect promotional savings, and are for new bookings only made by 9/30/09, subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. Government Fees
and Taxes are included. 2 for 1 fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares and do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at www.RSSC.com. Full Brochure Fares may not
have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain in effect after the expiration date. Free airfare is available only from the following gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, MSP, EWR, JFK, LGA, MCO, PHL,
PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ, YVR and IAD on select voyages. Air add-ons apply for other gateways and for additional guests in the suite. Business Class Air upgrade is per person, each way and applies to international flights and may not apply to U.S. domestic or intra-continental flights within North America,
Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Business Class Air upgrade may require a complimentary hotel night. Air routing, scheduling and air carrier are at the discretion of RSSC. FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions on select voyages are capacity controlled and subject to availability. Requested excursions may not be
available at time of booking. Supplement will apply on Regent Choice excursions and excludes Private Arrangements and all Adventures Ashore programs. Kids sail from $399-$699 per person cruise only, as 3rd and/or 4th guest in a suite when accompanied by an adult, 18 years of age or older and will be entitled
to FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions and subject to all terms and conditions contained herein. The per person Kid’s Sail rate is determined by the length of the cruise: $399 for 7 nights or less; $499 for 8-10 nights; $599 for 11-14 nights; $699 for 15 nights. FREE Air and Air Upgrade Offers are not combinable with
3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Restrictions apply. Air and Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharges may apply; the Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge is additional revenue to Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Additional terms and conditions may apply. RSSC reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares,
fees and surcharges at any times. For terms and conditions visit www.RSSC.com. Ships’ Registries: Bahamas and Bermuda. © 2009 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.

Barcelo La Bobadilla
Between the legendary cities of Granada, Cordoba, Malaga
and Seville lies Barcelo La Bobadilla, regarded as one of
the finest 75 hotels in Europe. Situated on 350 hectares of
Mediterranean forests and olive groves, the replica of an
Arab settlement includes a chapel, a labyrinth of patios
and flower-lined walkways — all providing a magnificent
backdrop for the spacious accommodations.

Marbella Club Hotel —
Golf Resort & Spa
Situated on the southern coast of Spain, the luxurious
Marbella Club Hotel, is the former residence of Prince Alfonso
von Hohenlohe. Experience Spanish and international cuisine
created by starred Executive Chef Juan Gálvez. Enjoy the Beach
Club, The Marbella Club Golf Resort, the Thalasso Spa, heated
sea water pool, water sports, horseback riding and more.

• Upgrade at time of booking, subject to availability

• Upgrade upon arrival, subject to availability

• Daily buffet breakfast, served in the Breakfast Lounge

• Daily full breakfast for two, served in the restaurant

• Early check-in and late check-out, subject to availability

• A complimentary Thalasso treatment per person

• Entrance to spa water circuit

• Complimentary parking for duration of stay

With a 4-night minimum stay, guests also receive:

• Early check-in and late check-out, subject to availability

• Dinner for two at La Finca restaurant, house wine included.

• One greens fee, including cart, per person per stay

Virtuoso rates starting at 219EUR.

Virtuoso rates starting at 475EUR.

Prices are per person, based on double occupancy.
Valid through December 31, 2009.

Prices are per person, based on double occupancy.
Valid through December 31, 2009.

A multitude of sensations
overwhelm you with every
step you take.

www.spain.info
For more information, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Sentient Charter is a program of Sentient Flight Group, LLC (“Sentient”). Sentient arranges flights on behalf of clients with FAR Part 135 air carriers that exercise full operational control of charter flights at all times. Flights will be operated by FAR
Part 135 air carriers that have been certified to provide service for Sentient and that meet all FAA safety standards and additional safety standards established by Sentient. (Refer to www.sentientflight.com/standards for details.)

expect more / enjoy more

Sentient Charter is all about value…without tradeoffs. At a time when value and flexibility
are more important than ever, Sentient Charter provides access to the highest quality aircraft
at an extraordinary price point through its network of carefully certified operators. With
unbeatable personal service and uncompromising commitment to safety—Sentient Charter
will always have the right jet available when and where you need it.

Sentient Charter is proud to be a Virtuoso
Preferred Partner. To book a trip, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Photographer Gilbert van Reenen.
Rippon Vineyard, Wanaka.

Chances are you’ve heard our scenery is fairly spectacular
– but have you heard what we serve it with?

There are many secrets to be discovered in New Zealand. But perhaps the most surprising of all is the
quality of the food and wine. From small towns and lodges to the bigger cities, you’ll always find award
winning wines from a vineyard nearby and fresh local produce. All this served with some of the most
breathtaking scenery on earth, it’s no wonder they say a vacation in New Zealand is sure to give you your
life back. For more information visit www.newzealand.com/virtuoso or contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Wow Factor

03GGGGG

EGYPT!

If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.

8-Day Land and
If NON-BLEED,
it fit and centered
Nilemake
Cruise
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Please ask your

Virtuoso Travel Advisor
how to receive
free airfare on
select departures of the
“Royal Egyptian”
Land and Cruise $3,795
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ARTURO RODRIGUEZ

P

RIVATE WINE TASTINGS IN NAPA.

P R O M OT I O N

VIRtuoso people & places
®

Whether orchestrating exclusive tours, hosting client receptions, or creating honeymoon itineraries
for millions of NBC’s Today show viewers, Virtuoso travel advisors demonstrate that they are masters
in the art of delivering one-of-a-kind vacation experiences for their clients.

A Toast to Travel. (L to R): Salvatore Ferragamo, Il Borro Estate alongside Malaka and
Ryan Hilton of Admiral Travel Gallery (ATG) at a wine reception hosted by Silversea
Cruises. Ferragamo met with guests before they embarked on ATG’s exclusive tour in
Italy, which included a stay at Il Borro and a private meeting with legendary tenor
Andrea Bocelli in his hometown of Lajatico.

Sightseeing in Egypt. Four Seasons along with Egyptian Express were the perfect hosts for Strong
Travel during a recent journey to Cairo for a breathtaking view of the pyramids.

Warm Welcome. (L to R): Brian and Judy Robertson of Robertson International Travel
Consultants met with Nurdan Ustman of Nurdan’s United Travel Services in Istanbul
after serving as Virtuoso Voyager Club® hosts aboard the Seabourn Odyssey.

Good Times. (L to R): Kelly Shea, Connie
Earle, and Jane Essenburg of Earle Travel
Company paused for a photo during their
client appreciation event.

What a Wonderful World. David Lowy, Renshaw Travel
(L) arranged a meet-and-greet with James Taylor (R) for
Virtuoso clients after Taylor’s performance aboard the
Queen Mary 2.

Paradise for Two. (L to R): NBC’s Today show host Natalie Morales interviewed Misty Ewing, Virtuoso, as
she presented dream honeymoon options created by Virtuoso travel advisors for Leigh Daniel and
Nick Cordes, this year’s winners of the show’s series, “Today Throws a Wedding.”

New Friends. Patty Calvert, Century Travel, Inc., and husband Dennis posed with some
new acquaintances on a recent journey to Kenya with Micato Safaris.

Passion
An AffordAblE luxury

True passion is born when a team is devoted to perfection. Oceania Cruises’ chefs
present the finest culinary experience at sea as inspired by Master Chef Jacques Pépin.
Dine whenever you wish and with whomever you choose in four complimentary
and distinct gourmet restaurants. Immerse yourself in the cuisine and culture of more than
200 global destinations. Or simply relax with a massage in our Canyon Ranch SpaClub®.
Our passion is
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without compromise.
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c A r i b b E A n

$

Price Reduction

2,000

Off

2 fOr 1 Cruise fares with free airfare
per stateroom*

plus VirtuOsO exClusiVe $100 CanyOn ranCh spaClub
Venetian Rhapsody

®

Credit

• b a r c e l o n a t o at h e n s • 1 4 - d a y V O y a g e

april 18, 2010
Barcelona, Spain • Palme de Mallorca, Spain • Provence (Marseille), France
Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy • Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Sorrento/Capri, Italy • Taormina (Sicily), Italy • Umbria (Ancona), Italy
Venice, Italy overnight • Dubrovnik, Croatia • Corfu, Greece
Zakinthos, Greece • Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Deluxe Ocean View from

4,499 per guest

$

with free airfare

Spring Escapades

Veranda from

5,199 per guest

$

with free airfare

• I s ta n b u l t o M a r s e I l l e • 1 0 - d a y V O y a g e

May 14, 2010
Istanbul, Turkey • Mitilini (Lesbos), Turkey • Kusadasi, Turkey
Santorini, Greece • Valletta, Malta • La Goulette, Tunisia
Olbia/Porto Cervo (Sardinia), Italy • Cinque Terre (La Spezia), Italy
Saint-Tropez, France • Provence (Marseille), France
Deluxe Ocean View from

3,499 per guest

$

with free airfare

Veranda from

3,999 per guest

$

with free airfare

Sun-Splashed Rivieras

• MarseIlle to VenIce • 12-day VOyage

May 24, 2010
Provence (Marseille), France • Cannes, France
Cinque Terre (La Spezia), Italy • Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy • Sorrento/Capri, Italy • Taormina (Sicily), Italy
Corfu, Greece • Kotor, Montenegro • Dubrovnik, Croatia overnight
Koper, Slovenia • Venice, Italy overnight
Deluxe Ocean View from

3,899 per guest

$

with free airfare

Veranda from

4,599 per guest

$

with free airfare

SpaClub credit offer expires October 31, 2009. $2,000 discount is per stateroom based on double occupancy. Fares listed are cruise only in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Government Fees and
Taxes of up to $8 per guest per day are included in the fares shown. Cruise ship fuel surcharge may apply. All fares and offers are subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time
without prior notice. 2 for 1 fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; all fares are cruise only, and do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest
Ticket Contract which may be viewed at www.OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain in effect after the
expiration date. Air promotion applies to economy, round-trip flights only from select Oceania Cruises U.S. & Canadian gateways and does not include ground transfers, air taxes and air fuel surcharges. Air ticketing fee will apply. Free Airfare is available
only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, JFK, EWR, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ, YVR, IAD. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge.
Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time. The Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. Additional terms and conditions may apply.
Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. SEP0910
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For reservations, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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There are some things money can’t buy. For a midnight climb to
the summit oF Kilimanjaro where you’ll watch the sunrise
From the rim oF a crater, there’s World Elite® MasterCard.®

World Elite® MasterCard ® offers access to truly unique travel experiences,
as well as airport lounge access, 24/7 concierge service and a variety
of travel benefits and rewards. Learn more at priceless.com/we
MasterCard and the MasterCard Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. ©2008 MasterCard

A Match Made for Paradise

Your Virtuoso® Affiliated Travel Advisor + Your World Elite MasterCard®
Your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor + World Elite MasterCard together provide you with a host
of special travel benefits. Simply reserve your travel experience through your Virtuoso affiliated
travel advisor and pay in full with your World Elite MasterCard to receive:
Complimentary companion tickets, Business Class upgrades and savings on private jet flights.
$125 per person shipboard credit, shore event, welcome reception and services of an onboard host.
Or, in place of the shipboard credit and shore event, receive $250 per person shipboard credit.
Room upgrades (if available), daily breakfast and customized amenities at more than 800 hotels
and resorts worldwide. Plus, receive enhanced suite amenities at more than 150 select hotels.
$250 per person savings with more than 35 tour companies worldwide.
Special car rental offers and complimentary loyalty program membership.
Ask your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor or visit www.priceless.com/we for full program details
and terms and conditions.

+
Complimentary companion ticket and Business Class upgrade are available for international travel on participating airlines from select cities. MASTERCARD, WORLD ELITE and the MasterCard Brand Mark
are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved.

CONTRIBUTORS

“These illustrations are about the essence
of place,” JON CANNELL says of his colorful
drawings (“Taste of Asia,” page 84). “India
was the most fun, with the brightly colored
architecture of the Amber Fort and Hawa
Mahal (the Palace of the Winds), both of
which I now hope to see in person one day.”
Cannell lives just east of Seattle in North
Bend, Washington. His work has appeared
in children’s books and magazines such as
Wine Spectator, Time, and Country Living.

Photographer DAVID NICOLAS (“Fork on
the Road,” page 92) was raised in Bogota,
Colombia, and currently lives in Brooklyn.
“I ate cassoulet every chance I got on this
trip,” he says. “The ingredients change from
one place to another, but it always makes the
perfect meal. I mean, how can you go wrong
with sausage, duck, pork shoulder, and garlic
all in one dish?” Nicolas’ images appear in
Travel + Leisure, Food & Wine, and Outside,
among other publications. He most recently
photographed Crete and the Peloponnese for
Virtuoso Life.

AD XXXXX
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“I’m grateful that chefs continue to generously
feed our culinary curiosity, no matter what
the state of the economy,” says writer JUNE
NAYLOR (“Destination Dining,” page 105 and
“Culinary Cabo,” page 132). The Texas native
recently wrote about barbecue for American
Way and has penned a new cookbook,
Cooking the Cowboy Way (Andrews McMeel
Publishing), which will hit stores this October.

“New Yorkers tend to think we’ve got the best of
everything,” says Manhattan-based freelance writer
GAIL HARRINGTON (Worldview, page 22 and
“Best of the Best,” page 42). “But when I’m on the
road, I’m constantly reminded of just how many
serious contenders around the globe are giving us
a run for the money. The best just keep getting better.” Harrington has written about travel and lifestyle
for publications such as Departures, Travel + Leisure,
and Spa, among others.
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There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

WORLDVIEW

Map Out
Your Travels
A globe-trotter’s guide
to what’s happening now.

Check out the Four Corners area at Amangiri (opening October
15), on 600 acres of wilderness near Page, Utah. In sync with the
surrounding desert mesas, the 34-suite, 28-villa resort has some 50
indoor and outdoor fireplaces, as well as a spa, an open design that
lends itself to stargazing, and a wine room with an extensive selection
available by the glass.

Utah

Toronto
Boston

Parrot
Cay

Take your sun salutation and upwardfacing dog to a private island in the
Turks and Caicos. Elena Brower from
New York’s Virayoga Studio is teaching the seven-day Como Shambhala
Yoga Retreat at Parrot Cay October 25
through 31. Doubles from $8,829.
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After a dry-dock makeover in Boston Harbor, Crystal
Cruises’ Crystal Symphony emerges on October 1 for a
seven-day sailing of New England color from Boston
to Montreal. In addition to redesigned penthouses, the
Lido Café has been transformed for more upscale dining, the Neptune Pool now has additional lounging and
dining space, and Prego restaurant wears a new bistro
style. Departure: October 1, 2009; from $2,575.

(MAP) MELANIE FOWLER‚(ICONS) MICHAEL LIVESAY-WRIGHT

The Toronto International Film Festival (September 10 through 19) features more
than 300 flicks and world premieres such as The Informant!, starring Matt Damon;
Solitary Man, with Michael Douglas, Susan Sarandon, Danny DeVito, and MaryLouise Parker; and Creation, with Paul Bettany and Jennifer Connolly. Ticket packages range from $128 to $479 for 10 to 50 showings (877/968-3456). During the festival, the Park Hyatt Toronto’s rooftop lounge is converted into Roof II, where film
stars and guests convene to discuss the day’s showings.

Check out Butterfield &
Robinson’s first walking tour of Japan. The
round-trip trek from
Kyoto wends along peaceful paths through bamboo
groves, virgin forests, and
traditional villages, with
activities such as meeting kimono makers who
still dye their silk with
natural seaweed pigments,
soaking in hot springs, and
listening to Shinto priests
chant. Departures: October
18, 2009 and April 18, 2010;
from $8,995 and $9,495
respectively.

Saint-Tropez

Shanghai

Okavango
Delta

Soak up Saint-Tropez’s yachting scene during
the grand finale of the racing season, Les Voilés
de Saint-Tropez. From September 26 through
October 4, you can board a spectator boat or
charter a yacht to watch more than 300 modern
and traditional sailing craft rendezvous in the
Bay of Saint-Tropez and 16-meter classic racing
yachts compete for the Rolex Trophy.

Kyoto

There’s a new landmark on
The Bund: the 235-room
Peninsula Shanghai,
which opens October 19
with art deco touches
recalling the city’s 1920s
glamour, jaw-dropping
views of the Huangpu River
and Pudong’s skyscrapers,
and some of the largest
guestrooms in the city. The
property is celebrating with
a great opening rate – $294
a night, which includes
breakfast and round-trip
airport transfers too.

Focus on the elusive leopard and other big game during a photo
safari in Botswana’s Okavango Delta with Orient-Express
Safaris. Limited to just eight travelers, the seven-day trip is led
by award-winning wildlife and nature photographer Heinrich
van den Berg and includes two nights each at Khwai River Lodge,
Savute Elephant Camp, and Eagle Island Camp. Departure:
October 25, 2009; from $4,630.
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tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic suites

tastic dining

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

PASSPORT
EXCLUSIVES, 30 BON VOYAGE, 32 SUITE TALK, 34 CITY TO GO, 36 VANITY CASE, 38

dESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE

Hiking the Cornisas, a
warm-up for Licancabur.

High Time Chile’s Atacama Desert, the driest in the world, is
ringed with volcanic peaks. Now explora en Atacama offers guests
a chance to summit one of the region’s most iconic, the 19,409-foot,
snowcapped Licancabur. Adventurers spend the first five of seven
days acclimating while hiking volcanoes in the 17,000-foot range,

with comfortable overnights in the 50-room Hotel de Larache,
where soothing amenities include four outdoor pools. The last two
days are spent navigating Inca ruins along Licancabur’s final 4,430
feet en route to the crater’s lake. Departures twice monthly; $4,768 per
person, including all meals and activites.

by Elaine Glusac
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PLANE TALK

Rest Assured

SWISS International Air Lines’ new lie-flat seat allows business-class passengers
to adjust cushion firmness. In addition to a massage feature and USB and iPod ports,
each chair displays a large entertainment screen and, thanks to a nifty configuration,
offers every flier aisle seating. SWISS has already installed the seats on flights between
New York and Zurich and is currently retrofitting the entire long-haul fleet.

VIRGIN GALACTIC NEWS

RepoRt fRom the motheR ship
TRAVEL GEAR

Fancy
Footwork
Architect Zaha Hadid has
crafted contemporary
icons in locales as diverse
as Leipzig and Cincinnati.
Her latest offers: striking
boots and shoes. The
Zaha Hadid for Lacoste
limited edition boots
coil embossed leather
around the ankle, for him,
and up the calf, for her.
Couture meets comfort in
the rubber soles designed
to cushion the impact of
daylong touring. Women’s
models come in black or
purple; men’s in black or
navy. $525 (boots) and
$315 (shoes); lacoste.com
for retailers.
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On June 19 Spaceport America broke ground on its eco-conscious facility, which includes earth tubes
to help cool air and rooftop solar panels to heat the terminal’s hot water. Here’s what the mother ship
WhiteKnightTwo has been up while its runways are readied:

•15 successful test flights

• Peak altitude flown:

52,400 feet

(nearly 10 miles)

TRAVEL GEAR

Tech to Go

WaterField Designs’ new
Muzetto unpadded messengerstyle bag maintains a sleek profile
while housing a 15-inch laptop
and accessories in dark brown
leather with six color accent options. $179 to $259 at sfbags.com.

• 2.5 Gs pulled

during test flights

• Flight times in excess
of

6 hours

travel Gear

BYO HOME

Safeguarding Bordeaux for the
journey chez vous, the BottleWise
Duo snugly holds two 750 ml
bottles in a padded, leakproof pack
for travel in checked luggage without risking wine-stained laundry.
Choose from fabric or leather
models. $59 to $149 at bottlewise.com.

CurtainS up

Thinking
Man’s Theater
Move over Mamma
Mia! New York’s fall
theater debuts trade
fluff for brainier stuff:
Cate Blanchett does
Blanche DuBois in A
Streetcar Named Desire,
directed by Liv Ullmann
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music (November 27 through December 20; bam.org); the
Public Theater opens
Othello with Philip
Seymour Hoffman as
villain Iago (September
12 through October 4;
publictheater.org); and
Superior Donuts, from
Pulitzer Prize-winning
playwright Tracy Letts,
takes the stage at the
Music Box Theatre
(opens October 1; shu
bertorganization.com).

Master class: Fifth Floor
Restaurant and (left) Emily Wines.
Wine and SpiritS

Tough gig

Wine tasters can go pro with the Sommelier for a Day program at the Fifth Floor Restaurant in San
Francisco. Oenophiles shadow master sommelier Emily Wines (yes, it’s her real name) from earlyafternoon meetings with winemakers and distributors to preservice menu tastings and tableside pairings from the 10,000-bottle cellar. The day ends sometime after 9 pm in a wine-paired meal with the

master herself. $250; 12 Fourth Street; 415/348-1555; fifthfloorrestaurant.com.
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BOOkS

awesome landscapes. The National Parks, which
coincides with a Burns/Duncan documentary series
airing on PBS this fall, is a comprehensive, lushly
illustrated history rich with first-person accounts
from John Muir to an Ahwahneechee Indian. An
American Idea reaches back to Plato to ponder the
question: Why preserve wild places at all? A former
park ranger, Heacox traces the philosophical,
artistic, and literary inspirations for a once-radical
conservation ideal we now take for granted.
RIcE PASTA cOUScOUS: ThE hEART OF
ThE mEdITERRAnEAn kITchEn

SLOW: LIFE In A TUScAn TOWn
BY DOUGLAS GAYETON (Welcome Books, $50)
In the 1990s, multimedia artist Douglas Gayeton
moved with his wife to her home village of Pistoia, not far from Florence. Things didn’t work out
as planned with the renovation of their 300-yearold apartment, but rather than returning to California, Gayeton plunged deep into the traditions
of his adopted home with a willing palate and his
camera. He foraged for wild salad, joined in on
secretive mushroom hunts, brought bad luck to
a boar hunt, and much more – his shutter clicking
madly along the way.
Slow reassembles multiple shots of such
experiences into single sepia-toned images, which

Gayeton illustrates with handwritten notes, recipes,
identifications, and expressions. The finished
product is part painting, poem, and film, rich with
mouthwatering detail. It’s a satisfying and simultaneously hunger-inducing portrait of living close to
the land, in sync with nature.
ThE nATIOnAL PARkS: AmERIcA’S BEST IdEA
BY DAYTON DUNCAN AND KEN BURNS (Alfred A.

Knopf, $50) and An AmERIcAn IdEA:
ThE mAkIng OF ThE nATIOnAL PARkS
BY KIM HEACOX (National Geographic, $15)

Two books exploring the origins of a uniquely
American concept take different but complementary approaches, with each inspiring a visit to these

BY JEFF KOEHLER (Chronicle Books, $30)
Barcelona resident and Virtuoso Life contributor Jeff Koehler serves up the building blocks
of Mediterranean cuisine. The culinary journey
begins with a cultural primer, followed by cooking
tips and 80 recipes gleaned from Koehler’s experiences cooking and eating his way from Spain
through North Africa to Turkey and back along
southern Europe’s shores.

cRAVIng FOR TRAVEL: cELEBRATIng LIFE’S
mOmEnTS BY JIM STRONG (Brown Books, $25)
Cherry-picking from among the finest destinations
in the world, travel advisor Jim Strong presents
more than 40 locations for proposals, weddings,
birthdays, reunions, and more. Prepare to swoon
at sites ranging from a baronial house in Scotland
and elegant lodges in New Zealand and Alaska to
a sultan’s palace in Morocco, then hatch plans for
a big event. – LISA WOGAN

PEN NOTES

The world’s architectural icons – from Paris’ Eiffel
Tower and Athens’ Parthenon to Dubai’s Burj Al
Arab and Sydney’s Opera House – assemble on
the World Skyline Pen from New York-based Jac
Zagoory Designs. A virtual International Date
Line separates the hemispheres, with Western
landmarks silhouetted by day and those in the East
outlined against a night sky. $65 at jaczagoory.com.
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Written in the Sky

PASSPORT EXCLUSIVES

High Five

Hot Deals, trips, and hotel stays available through your
virtuoso travel advisor.

Bring a friend to Cap
Juluca’s pool villas.

4

WEEKEND 		
GETAWAY

Wet Republic, MGM
Grand’s adults-only pool.

1

CAPE MALAY CUISINE

Private wine tastings, seafood picnics,
and spice-blending
sessions are on tap for
Micato Safaris’ culinary
tour of South Africa. Chef
Bruce Robertson leads
the ten-day adventure,
which pairs four days at
the Cape Grace Hotel in
Cape Town with four more
on safari at Thornybush
Game Reserve. Only
Virtuoso travelers enjoy
a sommelier-led whiskey
tasting with truffles and
cheeses at Cape Grace’s
bar – home to more than
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400 whiskeys. Departures: Any day through
2009; from $17,500.

2

DOUble Your
Pleasure

For the first time ever,
Anguilla’s Cap Juluca will
stay open this September
and October, and the
18-villa resort is offering
an unprecedented deal:
Guests booking five
nights can either choose
a room for a friend or
five additional nights for
themselves on the house.
Through October 31, 2009;

doubles from $425, including breakfast, afternoon
tea, and complimentary
yoga, tai chi, and Pilates.

3

Play Vegas’ naughty
or nice side with two
new getaways at the
1,728-suite Signature
at MGM Grand. Choose
between a 40 percent
discount at The MGM
Grand’s Crazy Horse
Paris, two passes to
Studio 54, an in-suite
vodka shot station, and
a $75 beverage credit;
or 40 percent off Cirque
du Soleil’s KÀ, breakfast
in bed, a $25 spa credit,
and Champagne and
strawberries in your
room on arrival. November 1 through December
28, 2009; junior-suite

Green Scene

Golfers can tee
up for a great escape at
LaPlaya Beach & Golf
Resort in Naples, Florida.
The 189-room property
is offering reduced rates,
half-off greens fees, a $50
dining credit, breakfast, and
complimetary valet parking for Virtuoso guests.
Through November 15,
2009; doubles from $249.

Now is the time
to play at LaPlaya.

accommodations from
$129 per night with a
two-night minimum stay.

5

GET THE SCOOP

It does exist:
that mythical land with
an endless supply of
ice cream. Exclusively
for Virtuoso travelers,
One&Only Resorts are
offering unlimited complimentary ice cream
and smoothies to guests
14 and younger. The
sweet program has
launched at the Cape
Town and Los Cabos
properties and will soon
be part of resort programs worldwide.

6=C@B=6CA66=C@

Turquoise sea, white sandy beaches, hidden coves, swaying palm trees, tropical fragrances and pastel colours - could paradise be any
better than the British Virgin Islands? An archipelago of 60 close islands and cays, each one will weave its special magic as you island-hop
between them. But wherever you go, you’ll receive a warm welcome from the islanders delighted to introduce you to their particular brand
of Caribbean music, food and drink. And to share with you their little bit of heaven.

Rosewood Little Dix Bay

Guana Island

Peter Island Resort

Necker Island

Rosewood Little Dix Bay is renowned as
a truly authentic destination of stylish,
understated elegance. The resort is
tailored perfectly for those looking for
relaxation, tranquility and refinement.

Guana is one of the few remaining
privately-owned islands. Relax on one
of seven powder-sand beaches, sample
excellent food and accommodation in
this luxurious hideaway.

Peter Island is a 1800 acre private island
resort and one of the most sought after
Caribbean retreats. Unwind and relax in
the unpretentious atmosphere of your
own personal paradise.

Nestling amid lush tropical flora, the
distinctive Balinese accommodation,
affords views amongst the Caribbean’s
finest. The island’s understated elegance
offers the ultimate luxury experience.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

PASSPORT BON VOYAGE

Kids signed
up for Royal
Caribbean
International’s
My Family Time
Dining get their
meals immediately upon
sitting down in
the main dining
room, then are
whisked away
by a kids’ camp
counselor after
45 minutes,
allowing parents
to linger over
multicourse
dinners.

Last
Hurrah

Adventurers have
one more chance to
experience Antarctica from the comfort
of Crystal Cruises’
940-passenger Crystal
Symphony (in 2011
new regulations will
bar most cruise lines
from the continent’s
waters). The 19-day
sailing from Buenos
Aires to Valparaíso
offers excursions
such as a walk on the
Antarctic ice shelf and
a helicopter ride to
a humpback whale
preserve, with lavish
dinners and parties
celebrating Christmas
and New Year’s. Departure: December 20,
2009; from $8,995.
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European
Debuts
Seabourn cruise line is enhancing
the allure of the new 450-passenger
Seabourn Odyssey (as well as the
450-passenger Seabourn Sojourn,
which launches in June) with new
ports on 2010 voyages. Highlights
include maiden calls at Argostólion,
Cephalonia, with its preserved Venetian architecture; Iráklion, Crete, with
museums devoted to Minoan culture;
and Szczecin, Poland, the country’s
largest seaport, for excursions to
Dabie Lake and Berlin.

Laugh
It Up

Comedian and writer John Cleese performs on the Silver Spirit during Silversea Cruises’
16-day voyage from Buenos Aires to Santiago in February. The new 540-passenger ship
debuts in December with the largest suites in the company’s fleet, as well as six dining
venues and an expansive spa. Watch for Cleese’s famous silly walk to meet its match in the
Magellanic penguins of Camarones, Argentina. Departure: February 20, 2010; from $11,676.

All aboard: Last call for
Crystal Cruises (and
many others)
in Antarctica.

See the World
There are world cruises that embark on multimonth
journeys and visit dozens of ports, and then there is
Cruise West’s inaugural circumnavigation, on which
the intimate, 120-passenger Spirit of Oceanus will depart Singapore in March and spend 335 days circling
the globe. Following in the wake of explorers such as
Captain Cook and Magellan, the journey comprises 24
segments of 10 to 20 days, taking in a staggering 242
ports in 59 countries before returning to Singapore on
February 3, 2011. Departure: March 6, 2010; world cruise
from $181,745 and segments from $3,995.
Singapore’s waterfront.

By Jim Gullo

(Greece) Fantuz Olimpio/SIME/ESTOCK,
(SINGAPORE) Dallas and John Heaton/ALAMY

Food
and Fun

Argostólion, Greece, is one of many new
ports for Seabourn cruise line in 2010.

Africa
A lask a
Asia & Pacific
Austr alia
New Zealand
Canada
New England
Caribbean
Ber muda
Europe
Hawaii
Mexico
Panama Canal
South A merica
Wor ld Voyage

Splendid

We invite you to take a deep breath. To begin each morning enveloped
in anticipation and end each day with a fresh set of treasured memories.
To introduce your palate to delicacies in each new port; to have each request met
with a smile; to let every minute absorb you. We invite you to consider your
wants every bit as important as your needs, and our mid-sized ships
your chance to fulfill them. We invite you, and we are at your service.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands

PASSPORT SUITE TALK

Tasteful Travels

Fans of food and drink have had plenty to celebrate at hotels this
year. From unique programs to downright curious creations, here
are three to whet your appetite.

Caviar de Riofrío of Andalusia,
Spain, bills itself as the world’s
only sustainable caviar producer,
raising sturgeon to adulthood
over the course of 20 years. Now
Loja’s 70-room Barceló la Bobadilla, a ten-minute drive away,
offers guests the opportunity to
make Riofrío caviar. After a tour
of the farm, guests don waders
and climb into a tank to catch a
fish with their bare hands and
give it an on-the-spot ultrasound
to determine maturity. They then
join specialists in a surgery-like
lab to generously salt the batch
and pack it away in caviar tins,
where it receives an additional
three to four months of aging on
the farm before being shipped to
their home. Doubles from $448,
including breakfast and a bottle of
sherry on arrival. Caviar program
from $8,444 for up to five people.

On the Caribbean isle of Saint
Lucia, the 49-room Cap Maison
delivers bubbly by means of
its Champagne zipline. The
technology more commonly associated with rainforest canopy
tours transports refreshments
from the bar down to a private
deck built on a rock above the
surging waves. Doubles from
$405, including breakfast.
Making the table his farm, chef
Pierre Gagnaire of restaurant
Pierre in the 501-room Mandarin
Oriental, Hong Kong recently
created the world’s first dish
made entirely of pure compounds. Available à la carte,
the plate’s jellylike beads have
the texture of tapioca and taste
of apple. Doubles from $632,
including breakfast and a $100
dining credit.

Clockwise from top:
Cap Maison’s Champagne zipline, Riofrío
caviar, and chef
Pierre Gagnaire’s
unique dish.

Candy land: A new cottage
at the Hotel Hershey.

The 278-room Hotel Hershey just unveiled ten new cottages that
elaborate on the Pennsylvania resort’s original 1933 dwellings, long demolished. The four- and six-bedroom additions feature stone fireplaces
and great rooms with cathedral ceilings. Some $67 million went into the
resort’s extensive clan-friendly expansion, which added an aquatic center
with a dual-slide family pool, as well as an adult pool, an ice rink, and
a new restaurant focusing on the foods of Lancaster County, which, of
course, include Hershey’s chocolate. Doubles from $379 and cottages from
$449 per room, including a $100 spa credit.
By ELAINE GLUSAC
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Sweet Times

CASINO
ROYALE

Guests checking
into a suite at Las
Vegas’ 3,933-room
Bellagio now get
VIP treatment
beginning at McCarran International
Airport. Complimentary limousine
transportation to
and from the resort
is included with a
suite reservation.
A private check-in
lounge for suite
residents also provides concierge and
business services.
Suites from $450,
including an $85
lunch credit at Todd
English’s Olives.

Sanctuary
of Chic

Royal Treatment

A crew of butlers and a restaurant from chef
Jean-Georges Vongerichten move into the
new St. Regis Princeville Resort on Kauai
when it opens October 1. The 252-room hotel
closed for a yearlong renovation to install
residential interiors with native woods, an
infinity pool overlooking Hanalei Bay, and
a 10,000-square-foot spa with treatments
inspired by native healing rituals. Doubles
from $650, including breakfast.

Princely surroundings on Kauai.

Sunset Reveille

In a tradition that dates to the 1930s, bartenders at The Beachcomber in Orange County’s Crystal Cove State Park
blow a bugle and hoist a flag emblazoned with a martini glass at 5 pm daily, the call to cocktail hour. Now guests of
the neighboring Resort at Pelican Hill can set their watches by the ritual. The new 332-room blufftop golf resort in
Newport Beach shuttles guests to the cliff-backed beach, where valets stake sun umbrellas and chairs and pick up
beachgoers from the bar at day’s end. Doubles from $595, including a $60 breakfast credit and a $100 resort credit.

Pearls of light at The
Dorchester’s new spa.

A chandelier made of
72,000 white pearls
greets visitors at the
new spa at London’s
250-room Dorchester.
Exuding art deco style
in white with glass and
mirror accents, the
nine-treatment-room spa
recently reopened after
a six-month rehab, luring
locally renowned facialists Vaishaly and Carol
Joy London. Guests can
extend their stays over
Champagne and cocktails
at the new spa café,
Spatisserie. Doubles from
$569, including breakfast
and a three-course dinner
once during stay.

S E P T E M B E R | O C TO B E R 2 0 0 9
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passport CITY TO GO
Victoria Gin (victoriaspirits.com)
at Solomon’s (542 Herald Street;
250/590-7656; solomons.ca) or a
glass of British Columbia’s famous
ice wine at The Fairmont Empress
Hotel’s Bengal Lounge (721 Government Street; 250/389-2727).

Farm-to-table is a
delicious way of life in
Victoria, B.C.
By ALi BASYE

Victoria’s tasty secrets
(clockwise from top):
The Inner Harbour,
Stage fare, and drinks
at Solomon’s.
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GO FOR Long before “slow
food,” “sustainable,” and “locavore” entered the popular lexicon,
Vancouver Island chefs were
championing simple, delicious
meals made solely from the
island’s bounty. Feast of Fields
(September 20; ffcfprojects.ca/
feast) gets gastronomes out to
picturesque country farms to
experience how food and drink go
from soil to table while sampling
local wines, microbrews, and
gourmet bites. The 12th annual
celebration is held at Providence
Farm, about 45 minutes north of
Victoria. Back in town, you can’t
throw a locally foraged chanterelle without hitting a restaurant
partnered with the Island Chefs’
Collaborative (iccbc.ca), an
organization of chefs dedicated
to serving island offerings. Meet
the farmers at the Bastion Square
ICC Local Farmers Market every
Thursday and Friday from 10 AM to
4 PM through September.
EAT Cafe Brio (944 Fort Street;
866/270-5461; cafe-brio.com)
was an early ICC member and
for more than a decade has

maintained its reputation as the
city’s best restaurant. Brasserie
l’École (1715 Government Street;
250/475-6260; lecole.ca) is a sexy
candlelit bistro that transforms local ingredients into classic French
cuisine. Small plates and wine are
the focus at Stage (1307 Gladstone Avenue; 250/388-4222),
a bustling restaurant across from
the Belfry Theatre in the quaint
Fernwood neighborhood.

DRINK Victoria is known for
its breweries, and the beer-andchocolate tasting at the city’s oldest
licensed brewpub, Spinnakers Gastro Brewpub (308 Catherine Street;
250/386-2739; spinnakers.com), is
a can’t-miss. Try the Victoria Crusta
cocktail made with locally crafted

Stay Along with the grand
Parliament Building, no other
edifice defines the Victorian landscape more than The Fairmont
Empress. Book a room facing
the waterfront, and awake to the
clip-clop of horses’ hooves and
the hum of seaplanes. A massage at the Willow Stream Spa is
rejuvenating, and the chef at the
Empress Room crafts haute island
fare as well as decadent, very British high tea. Doubles from $510,
including breakfast and two drinks
in the Bengal Lounge.

(harbor) age fotostock/roy ooms, (solomon’s) Shelora sheldon,
(stage) gary mckinstry

Capital
Dining

SHOP In the grand buildings of
the LoJo (lower Johnson Street between Wharf and Douglas streets)
neighborhood in Old Town,
boutiques offer made-in-Vic
fashions and all-natural cosmetics
and products. Antiques meet high
style on North Fort Street, where
shops such as Studio Ryu (1032
Fort Street; 250/590-5081) sell
Vivienne Tam and Thakoon, while
Not Just Pretty (1036 Fort Street;
250/414-0414; notjustpretty.
com) offers modern organic clothing down the block from antique
stores and auction houses. Bordered by Chinatown, the Design
District features more than 25
design-related businesses.

Lomo Salt
ado

F

ew cultures can boast the 5,000-year-old culinary tradition -- seasoned by influences
as diverse as Italy and the Far East -- that is found in even the humblest of Peruvian
kitchens.
In a land where ‘potato’ and ‘chili’ require you to specify the variety out of dozens of
choices, the world is only now discovering a symphony of aromas and flavors the average
American palate can't even begin to imagine...

Ask your Virtuoso agent

PASSPORT VANITY CASE

Autumn Brights

Hues of geranium give your next journey a color boost.
PRODUCED BY JASON OLIVER NIXON PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHIN OHIRA
1. Sephora deluxe antibacterial brush set, $60, sephora.com. 2. Trina Turk Frances silk-and-cashmere sweater, $178, trinaturk.

com. 3. Miller Harris Geranium Bourbon eau de parfum, $140, saks.com. 4. Hot sunglasses by Carrera, $120, solsticestores.
com. 5. Ayala Rosé Majeur NV Champagne, $53, liquor stores nationwide. 6. Marc by Marc Jacobs large zip-around wallet,
$248, marcjacobs.com. 7. Maggie bag in polished leather by Coach, $398, coach.com. 8. Alexis Bittar small Psychedelic Fur and
tapered Fur Print Lucite bangles, $245 each, alexisbittar.com.
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V IRT U O S O
EXCLUSIVE
Receive up to $300
Onboard Credit†
per stateroom

Be a part of the most celebrated legacy in travel
2010 World Cruise Segments — Balcony Fares starting at:
$5,248*

$6,588*

$3,986*

San Francisco to Sydney
23 Days — January 27

Sydney to Bangkok
29 Days — February 20

Dubai to Southampton
17 Days — April 5

Reserve with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club benefits:
Competitive Fares • Exclusive Shore Events • Onboard Welcome Reception and Host

C A L L YO U R V I RT U O S O T R AV E L A D V I S O R T O P L A N YO U R A D V E N T U R E T O D AY
*Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy, voyage only, subject to availability and capacity controlled. $5248 fare applies to category A6 01/27/10 Queen Victoria World Cruise segment SFO-SYD, $6588 fare applies to
category A6 02/20/10 Queen Victoria World Cruise segment SYD-LC1, $3986 fare applies to category A6 04/05/10 Queen Victoria World Cruise segment DXB-SOU. Government fees and taxes of up to $255.23 per person are additional and may be higher
for Canadian residents. Cunard reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. Additional government fees
and taxes are per person. †Up to $300 Onboard Credit is based on double occupancy, applies to the first two guests in a stateroom only, is $75 per person for inside and outside staterooms, and $150 per person (Max $300 per stateroom) for Balcony
and Grill staterooms. See applicable 2010 Cunard World Cruise brochure or visit Cunard.com for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all reservations. Certain restrictions apply. Ship’s Registry: Great Britain. ©2009 Cunard.

PASSPORT VANITY CASE

Kind of Blue

Coolly classic takealongs for a laid-back seaside sojourn.
1. J. Peterman Vallauris cotton jersey shirt, $59, jpeterman.com. 2. Jack Purcell distressed sneakers, $65, jcrew.com. 3. Timex
Ironman Endurance Shock 30-Lap watch, $60, timex.com. 4. Bonobos Shogun stretch corduroy pants, $118, bonobos.com.
5. Un Jardin Aprés la Mousson unisex eau de toilette by hermès, $125, hermes.com. 6. Naturopathica Cleansing Facial Wash,
$28, naturopathica.com. 7. Hunter Original Short Boot, $105, saks.com. 8. L.L.Bean Essential Web Belt, $30, llbean.com.
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Your winter playground

canada’s western mountain region

The dramatic winter setting presents an enticing wonderland of unique mountain recreation.
Collectively, Banff, Jasper, Lake Louise and Whistler are renowned for being among
the best alpine ski destinations in the world, and these same slopes offer endless snow
adventures: the pure exhilaration of heli-skiing and dog sledding; the pristine backcountry
scenery of cross-country skiing and snowmobiling; and the romance of horse-drawn
sleigh rides and ice skating.
Whatever the activity, the sheer beauty of the landscape will capture your imagination.

To book your ultimate winter holiday in Western Canada,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist

GLOBAL GOURMET

editors’ list

THE BEST OF
THE BEST
For the third year in a row, the editors oF
Virtuoso Life celebrate the world’s best places to stay.

Glamour, refined: Park Hyatt Shanghai is serenely sophisticated,
from the dining room to the elevator lobby (opposite).
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MICHAEL MORAN

With a vast network of more than 800 hotels and resorts,
Virtuoso travelers stay in some of the most extraordinary
places on the planet. And though every one of those hotels
offers exclusive amenities and experiences, each year we
recognize ten newsworthy properties that are truly the
best in their class. What makes them stand out? Dedication, innovation, social conscience, and even courage.

PHOTO CREDIT

HOTEL OF THE YEAR
PARK HYATT SHANGHAI, CHINA

Soaring to New Heights Not only is Park Hyatt Shanghai the
highest hotel on the planet (at least for now), it over-delivers on every
level. First, the company hired renowned designer Tony Chi, who believes that in a frenetic city, luxury is silence. A sophisticated modern
Chinese residence on the 79th through 93rd floors of the Shanghai
World Financial Center, the hotel offers total serenity with towering
ceilings, sweeping views, less-is-more decor, and such features as a tai
chi courtyard on the 85th floor, where classes take place every morning by an infinity pool designed not to slosh with the building’s natural sway. The world’s highest restaurant, 100 Century Avenue, boasts
unparalleled views of the entire city and spectacular show kitchens.
With 750 staff members for 174 rooms, you can expect exemplary

service, starting at the top: General manager Christophe Sadones
goes to the floral market to personally choose the flowers throughout
the hotel and even invites guests to join him for this weekly outing.
He’s a genius at creating fun, introducing ballroom dancing classes
to bring some of that Old Shanghai glamour to the cloud-piercing
tower, as well as a Friday night masquerade party with DJs, dancers,
and costumes, plus bespoke excursions to explore Shanghai’s feng
shui gardens, auction houses, and antiques shops, or any personal
interests. For extra space, book a corner deluxe king or twin, the only
room types that have a bathroom on the window side with stunning
views of the city. Doubles from $439, including breakfast and an $85 food
and beverage credit.
S E P T E M B E R | O C TO B E R 2 0 0 9
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EDITORS’ LIST
This page, clockwise from top: Whimsy rules
in SLS Hotel’s private guest lobby, clever
cocktails, and sexy suites.

BEST DESIGN
SLS HOTEL AT BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

Style Lovers Salute What happens when you put legendary
designer Philippe Starck on a hotel project with nightclub creator/
hotelier/film producer Sam Nazarian? An elegant hot spot that breaks
all the rules. Starck brought his own special whimsy to SLS, in details like oil paintings of eighteenth-century gentlemen that morph
into monkeys and an elevator lined with life-size photographs of
people from all walks of life, so you’ll never ride alone. In the guestsonly lobby, bookshelves are curated by subject, and a PETA-friendly
mounted deer head made of Plexiglas hangs above the fireplace.
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“I shall not care if people tell me the hotel is beautiful and elegant,” says Starck, “but I’ll be proud if they find it inspiring … if
they feel more brilliant, smarter, more in love.” While SLS stands
for Style, Luxury, and Service, the letters peppered around the
297-room hotel have other meanings: Society’s Latest Scandals on
the newspaper holders, Sign Letters Sincerely on stationery boxes,
and, on the wall behind the front desk, Starck Loves Sam. Doubles
from $469, including breakfast, a $100 food and beverage credit, and
a $75 spa credit.

Spa stunner: Four Seasons
Resort Bora Bora.

MOST INNOVATIVE
GUEST EXPERIENCE
SIX SENSES HIDEAWAY
ZIGHY BAY, MUSANDAM
PENINSULA, OMAN

Philosophy of Life Talk about making
an entrance: This just may be the only
resort in the world where guests arrive
by paraglider, soaring from a rugged
mountaintop to the beach. Two other
options for reaching this isolated peninsula in the sultanate of Oman? A 15minute speedboat ride from the nearest
port of Dibba or a four-wheel drive over
the barren, rocky mountains that encircle the 82-room Six Senses property.
After an exhilarating arrival, start living
the Six Senses’ SLOW LIFE philosophy
(sustainable, local, organic, wholesome,
learning, inspiring, fun experiences) by
taking cooking classes in your own villa,
trekking to ancient villages, and riding
camels to a secluded spot in the dunes set
up with bedu tents, carpets and cushions,
and flaming torches for your own Arabian Nights feast. Six Senses also offers
rooftop yoga classes at sunset, a spa with
two Arabian hammams, mountaintop
cocktails, moonlit dining at the beachfront chef’s table, and private dinners in
the chilled wine cellar with parkas and
hot water bottles to keep your feet warm.
Love it so much you don’t want to leave?
A win-win offer gives you additional
nights for free when you contribute four
hours a day to help rebuild and renovate
traditional homes in a nearby village.
Doubles from $900, including breakfast
and one 50-minute massage for two.

(SPA) BARBARA KRAFT

BEST SPA
FOUR SEASONS RESORT BORA BORA,
French Polynesia
Pure Paradise Perched on the high point
of a small motu uniquely situated between
the Pacific Ocean and a calm lagoon, the spa
at the 107-room Four Seasons Resort is pure
paradise, French Polynesian style. From the
jaw-dropping 72-foot-high balau-wood walls
that meet a steep-pitched roof to the fragrant scent of kahaia blossoms and breathtaking views, you know you could only be in
Bora-Bora. An aroma steam room, a sensory
shower with tropical storm and polar mist

settings, and a vitality pool beckon before
your spa session in an open-air treatment
pavilion deep in a tropical grove. Couples
shouldn’t miss the overwater Kahaia Spa
Suite with its open-air soaking tub for two
and treatment beds positioned over glass
floor panels for watching colorful fish in the
lagoon – the best massage-table views we’ve
ever seen. Doubles from $957, including breakfast, airport boat transfers, and a 15 percent
discount on spa services.

Six Senses’ reflective pool.
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EDITORS’ LIST

ONE TO WATCH
JOHN REED,
GENERAL MANAGER,
AMANKORA, BHUTAN

The Ambassador Whether dressed in
a tuxedo, khaki trekking garb, or the
showstopping traditional Bhutanese gho,
45-year-old John Reed is always comfortable bridging cultures. As general manager of Amankora, Amanresorts’ collection of five small lodges in the Himalayan
kingdom of Bhutan, Reed is the ultimate
host, employing his New Orleans charm
as he enthusiastically shows guests the
wonders of a country that famously values “gross national happiness” over gross
national product. For the Bhutanese, he’s
like an ambassador who spearheads improvements in the surrounding communities. Since 2003, Reed has embarked
on various community service projects,
such as cleanups of trails and hospitals;
maintenance of monuments and ancient
monasteries; English and math classes for
monks and villagers; tree planting; and
assistance for aging farmers with their
potato harvests. So far, Amankora’s staff
has contributed 11,000 hours to these efforts. “Our guest experiences are very
much based on the relationships we’ve developed over the years,” Reed says – such
as spending time with a high lama for an
understanding of life from a Buddhist
perspective or joining monks in an ancient monastery for prayers or a blessing.
Doubles from $1,100, including breakfast
and an excursion for two.

Clockwise from top: Palazzo Sasso’s
executive chef Pino Lavarra, seaside
views, and stylish canapés at Rossellinis.

Shining Stars With two Michelin stars retained every year since 2004, Rossellinis
executive chef Pino Lavarra is doing the
same thing he’s always done: striving to do
even better. While he’s always handpicked
the best ingredients from local growers
and fishermen, Lavarra now gets many of
his vegetables and herbs from the garden
he planted last winter. Located at Palazzo
Sasso, a stunning twelfth-century, 43-room
villa that towers over the Mediterranean,
intimate Rossellinis reigns as the culinary
star of the Amalfi Coast, sophisticated but
unpretentious despite touches like Frette
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linens, Rosenthal china, and footstools for
ladies’ handbags. Dine outside in the early
evening or at a window table and the views
can only be outdone by the meals, with
dishes such as agnolotti stuffed with freerange chicken and buffalo taleggio, accompanied by langoustine carpaccio with
stewed artichokes and porcini mushrooms.
Some scoop: Palazzo Sasso’s summer guests
now have access to Sasso by the Sea, a seaside villa with a saltwater pool, gardens,
and a small terrace restaurant. Doubles from
$440, including a welcome bottle of spumante,
breakfast, spa access, and Internet service.

Amankora’s John Reed.

(PALAZZO SASSO) Genivs Loci

BEST HOTEL DINING
ROSSELLINIS AT PALAZZO SASSO,
RAVELLO, ITALY

Cheers: The Landmark
Mandarin Oriental’s MO Bar.

BEST BAR
MO BAR AT THE LANDMARK MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG KONG, CHINA
Gatherings with Good Fortune By day, MO Bar is a clubhouse
for ladies who lunch or take afternoon tea, but by night a change in
lighting and music attracts a cosmopolitan party crowd. Either way,
the large illuminated red “O” at one end of the bar says it all: In Chinese tradition, the circle symbolizes an important place for social
gatherings and the color red signifies good fortune. Designer Adam
Tihany always has some playfulness in his bag of tricks – here it’s a
floating lotus pond on a moving glass drawbridge that’s the center-

piece of the bar, with a mirrored underside that reflects all in its path.
Located on the ground level of the 113-room Landmark Mandarin
Oriental in Hong Kong’s Central District, MO Bar brings in master
mixologists from around the world for a week of specialty cocktails.
But the most talked-about show in town could be Unplugged at MO
Bar, a series of events featuring musicians such as Alicia Keys, Annie Lennox, and John Legend. Doubles from $671, including an escort
through customs at the airport, breakfast, and a $100 hotel credit.

Half Moon’s colorful kids’ club.

BEST FAMILY PROGRAM
HALF MOON,
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA

Kiddos in the Caribbean With its tropical breezes, sunkissed beaches, and postcard-worthy sunsets, you might think
we’d pick Half Moon as a top spot for a lovely romantic getaway,
but the 400-acre, 398-room resort is equally appealing for
families, with an array of activities for the whole clan. Parents
can partake in spa treatments and tee times, but for kids, think
swimming with the dolphins and tennis clinics tailored just
for them. The new Anancy Children’s Village is a destination
in itself: This sprawling indoor/outdoor kids’ spot, an enclave
of colorful buildings designed to resemble a Caribbean village,
features shaded recreation areas, activity rooms for things like
puppet shows and storytelling, a wading pool, sandbox, and
expansive outdoor playscape, all under the supervision of Half
Moon’s certified staffers. Doubles from $205, including private
airport transfers and breakfast.
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MOST SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
FAIRMONT HOTELS
& RESORTS

The Taj Mahal Palace & Tower’s
Karambir Singh Kang.

Going Green and Giving Back Hotels everywhere claim shades of green,
but Fairmont Hotels & Resorts has been
walking the talk for almost 20 years.
The company has led the way with practices such as offsetting greenhouse gas
emissions, irrigating grounds and golf
courses with wastewater, recycling and
transforming kitchen oil into bio-diesel
fuel to power equipment, and purchasing
sustainable foods. Fairmont also offers
community-conscious experiences for
guests, from saving sea turtles in Mexico
and the Caribbean to building homes for
families in need in Winnipeg.
“It’s hard not to be aware of your impact on the environment when you’re
in such amazing locations as Banff National Park in Alberta or the Sian Ka’an
Biosphere in Mayakoba,” says Thomas
W. Storey, president of Fairmont Hotels
& Resorts. “We’re often the first to kick
things off in our communities. Now we’re
moving to climate change. Our goal is to
reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
by 20 percent below our 2006 levels by
2013 – the equivalent of removing almost
20,000 cars from the road each year.”

HOTELIER OF THE YEAR
KARAMBIR SINGH KANG, GENERAL MANAGER,
THE TAJ MAHAL PALACE & TOWER, MUMBAI, INDIA

It’s easy being green at
The Fairmont Banff Springs.
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Profile in Courage During his two years
as general manager of the Taj Mahal Palace
& Tower, Karambir Singh Kang, 41, showed
the kind of leadership that wins loyalty
from staff, and happy employees are what
he believes leads to happy guests. Upon taking charge of Taj’s 565-room flagship hotel
in 2007, he told the staff, “There are two
jobs important in this hotel: first, helping
the guests and second, helping associates
who help the guests.” That leadership was
put to the ultimate test during the Mumbai

terrorist attacks last November, when the
hotel was under siege. Kang and his dedicated staff courageously helped guests flee
danger – an extraordinary act for Kang,
who continued to look after guests even
after his wife and two sons perished in
the attack.
“When I think of what Karambir Kang
did for our guests during the November
26 crisis,” says Raymond Bickson, managing director and CEO of Taj Hotels Resorts
and Palaces, “I am left speechless.”

The Walled City
of Londonderry

Castle Leslie

Christchurch
Cathedral

Tea Room
Matchmaking
Festival

The Burren

Glendalough

Bunratty Medieval
Banquet

Cliffs
of Moher

Waterford
Crystal
King John’s Castle, Limerick
Blarney Castle

Lakes of Killarney

Sometimes, it’s the things you didn’t plan that make the journey more interesting.
So if you’re trying to get from Shannon to Galway but find yourself in a castle
in Donegal, don’t worry – Galway is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more information on Ireland’s Wonderful West.

QUICK ESCAPE

No AC required: Cade
bored 200 feet into a
hillside to make its
greenly cooled wine cave.

Pleasant Valley
A long weekend
in Napa satisfies
the entire palate.
By MARIKA MCELROY CAIN
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W

e just drive across two cat-

tle guards to the sign that says,
‘End county-maintained road,’ ” our
driver Lance was telling us. It was
only 9 am, and my husband and I were en route to
our first tasting of the day in Napa’s Spring Mountain District.
I was already glad we’d handed the reins over
to someone else – and not just because a daylong

four-winery tasting tour would render driving
ourselves potentially illegal. We crested the hill at
the end of the winding road, and Lance parked the
black flex-fuel Suburban at the day’s first winery.
Napa sprawled out below us. We would never have
found the place on our own.
With at least 750 wineries in Napa (it’s tough
even for insiders to keep track of the ever-growing
crowd), the first-timer navigating them alone can

Clockwise from top left: Rubicon
Estate, St. Helena Olive Oil Co. wares,
a Carneros Inn pool, and Bouchon.

feel at sea, buffeted by waves of venerable
cabernet and pinot, and blown off course
by conflicting reviews. My advice: Before
you go, chart your course with the help of a
pro. It may not be the biggest trip you plan
all year, but a few precious days of leisure
makes smart planning essential. I checked
in with our travel advisor for recommendations (don’t miss Fleury Winery, he counseled) and the supremely well-connected
Linda Viviani of Viviani, Inc. tour company,
who planned our day of tasting.
“A lot of people come to Napa and they
never make it out of the flats,” Linda said, referring to the stretch of Highway 29 between
Carneros and Calistoga lined with big-name
wineries, “but they miss out on a lot.” Surveying the view below us, I had to concur.
We had planned three nights, beginning
in Carneros and making our way north to
Calistoga, with a day of wine tasting and
time for exploring the area’s small towns,
strung along Highway 29 like jewels on a
necklace. A very, very delicious necklace.
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Carneros, the cooler southern part

of the valley, straddles the line between
Sonoma and Napa and produces excellent
pinot noir and chardonnay grapes. The
Carneros Inn is a tidy collection of beigeand-white cottages, arranged along a grid of
paths and surrounded by fragrant flowering
plants and fruit trees. Italian blood orangescented Red Flower products perfume the
bathrooms. By day, guests sit in rockers on
their front porches, tool around the property
on handsome teal-and-red Bianchi bikes, or
sip wine by the pool, which looks out over the
surrounding vineyards. By night, they cozy
up in front of a roaring fire outside the finedining restaurant Farm or beside their own
private backyard fire pits at the cottages.
Between Carneros and our second destination, Calistoga, is the town of Yountville and,
ten miles north of that, Saint Helena. It’s accurate, if a bit reductive, to say that Yountville is
for dining and Saint Helena is for shopping.
Possibly to help residents and visitors
soak up the thousands of gallons of premium

wine it produces, Napa has developed a
proliferation of legendary (and deservedly
so) restaurants. It’s a given that the food at
these spots is some combination of local, organic, and sustainable, but in most cases, it’s
also exquisitely presented and memorably
delicious. Many of these restaurants line the
few short blocks of downtown Yountville.
The French Laundry is there, of course,
and those who go in for Thomas Keller’s
spectacular fare (or who want an alternative
to the nine-course, $240 French Laundry
extravaganza) can also try his French bistro, Bouchon. There, classic jazz mixes with
the clatter of cutlery, and servers in black and
white bustle about with heaping plates of lobsters, oysters, mussels, and clams from the
seafood bar and entrees such as poulet rôti
or steak frites. Down the street at the spalike
Redd, slickly attired staff glide from table to
table in the expansive white dining room, and
precisely plated creations showcase regional
fare. One hazard of dining in Yountville is the
likelihood of gourmet overload.
If all the meals of grass-fed, organic meats
and lovingly harvested, biodynamic, locally
grown legumes begin to feel a little precious, stop in for a burger and fries at Taylor’s Automatic Refresher in neighboring
Saint Helena, where the fare is humble and
the question of the day is, “Want wine with
that?” (by the glass or bottle). While you’re
at it, pick up a new pair of Louboutins at
Footcandy or some local condiments at St.
Helena Olive Oil Company.
Farther north still lies the town of Calistoga, a down-home foil to the moneyed,
more calculated quaintness of Saint Helena
and Yountville. Life moves a little slower in
Calistoga’s one-street downtown. Above the
boardwalk, signs on false-fronted buildings
Storied course: Oyster
and Pearls dish from
The French Laundry.

(RUBICON, OLIVE OIL) CATHERINE KARNOW, (BOUCHON) MATT WILSON/CEPHAS, (POOL) ANDREA FAZZARI

QUICK ESCAPE

These extended journeys will take you through undiscovered
worlds, with each stop extending a new cultural frontier. On an
overnight in Dubai, see how engineers are bringing the desert to
life. Make two stops in India, including two days in Bombay and
one in Cochin, a vital point on the ancient spice routes, where
threads of an ancient Chinese culture are all around us. You’ll also
visit Phuket, Thailand, where you can unwind on some of the
world’s most beautiful beaches.
*AZAMARA CRUISES RESERVES THE RIGHT TO IMPOSE A FUEL SUPPLEMENT ON ALL GUESTS IF THE PRICE OF WEST TEXAS INTERMEDIATE
FUEL EXCEEDS $65.00 PER BARREL. THE FUEL SUPPLEMENT FOR 1ST AND 2ND GUESTS WOULD BE NO MORE THAN $15 PER GUEST PER DAY,
TO A MAXIMUM OF $200 PER CRUISE.

Azamara Quest®
24 Night Athens to Singapore Cruise
November 28, 2009

Ocean View starting from: $2,299*

24 Night Singapore to Athens Cruise
April 9, 2010

Ocean View starting from: $2,699*

Book by October 31, 2009 and receive:
$200 Shipboard credit for Ocean View Staterooms
$400 Shipboard credit for Veranda Staterooms
$500 Shipboard credit for Suites
Ocean view and above staterooms also receive a Pair of Luxury Robes

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR ITINERARIES,
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL SPECIALIST.

Prices are cruise-only, per person, based on double occupancy, on select sailings and subject to availability. Certain restrictions apply. Prices quoted in U.S. dollars. Itinerary and prices subject to change without
notice. Government taxes and fees are additional. Shipboard Credit offer is in U.S. dollars and is not redeemable for cash. This offer is not transferable. Offers are only valid for new individual (FIT) bookings,
made September 1 - October 31, 2009 on select sailings and are not combinable with any other offers, excluding Reduced Deposit. All Unrestricted and select Restricted promos (Reduced Air AR**, Resident
RES, Seniors SRS, Military, Police & Firefighter, Outside special or gty, Balcony special or gty) can be combined with this program offer. Offers can not be applied to deep discount promos, off-tariff price
promos, or agency phone # driven promos such as, Net rates, Deluxe Deals, Ind. incentive rates (IIT), Gross rates, Interline rates, Friends & Family rates, EZN rates, travel agent rates, etc. Offers also can not
be combined with other offers or promotions, including, but not limited to, other onboard credit or dollars (savings) off offers, Captain’s Club Offers, Shareholder benefits, Future Cruise offers and benefits.
OFFERS DO NOT APPLY TO INSIDE STATEROOMS. Pair of Robes will be delivered to guests once onboard. Offer is applicable to Ocean View staterooms and above. Singles paying 200% are entitled to
full face value. No redemption form is needed. Onboard Credits will be applied by Azamara Cruises to those applicable bookings once booking window closes. ©2009 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships registry:
Malta. 09015537 • 7/2009
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Rustic luxe: The Lakehouse
at Calistoga Ranch.
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SWEET AND SAVORY
Strike the right balance on your next Napa trip.
DOING IT
Viviani, Inc. devises custom itineraries to fit any
wine country whim: Travelers can bike along the
Silverado Trail or take a Sherpa-led hike through
the Mayacamas Mountains. They can suit up
for polo among the vineyards or sign on for a
collector’s tour, with a private villa and catered
dinners in the company of some of the region’s
top vintners. Prices vary.

have outdoor bathtubs for moonlit soaking.
Dining options at the 27-acre resort range from
swank dinners at Farm to laid-back breakfasts at
the Boon Fly Café. Doubles from $525, including
breakfast, spa access, a $50 spa credit, and passes
to the Vintner’s Collective tasting room in Napa.

STAY
In the hills just south of Calistoga, Calistoga
Ranch has an air of rugged refinement. The property’s 48 cedar lodges have fireplaces, outdoor
showers, and decks (some with hot tubs) connecting separate living and sleeping areas. Doubles from
$850, including breakfast and a bottle of wine.

Splendid table:
Cade’s tasting room.

Guests at the 86-room Carneros Inn stay in
airy cabins where private backyard gardens
have fire pits and outdoor showers. Some even

Cottage chic at
the Carneros Inn.

WHAT MATTERS

Uncharted
Territory
A two-seas vacation provides
a thrilling foray into the unknown.
BY ALi BASYE
PHOtography by KERRICK JAMES

W
Brilliant finds: Molas
made by Panama’s Kuna
people (left) and a
lipstick tree pod in
Costa Rica (right).
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HEN IT COMES

to irrational
fears of unlikely
encounters,
sharks place near the top of my
list. But whitetip reef sharks are
plentiful in the Pacific waters
of Panama, and there I was,
snorkeling alongside a six-foot
specimen – with a few of her
friends tooling about nearby.
Strangely enough, I was not in
flight mode but aiming to keep
pace with what has been my
lifelong monster-in-the-closet.

And, most surprising, it felt
completely peaceful.
I was swimming in Coiba
National Park, an archipelago
located in some of the most
marine-rich waters in Central
America. Just a few hundred
yards away floated the Pacific
Explorer, a cozy ship with four
decks and 50 cabins, and my
home-away-from-home for ten
days. Along with the 72 other
passengers aboard the Cruise
West vessel, I was exploring
the beaches, jungles, parks,

gardens, and villages along the
Pacific coast of Costa Rica and
Panama, through the Panama
Canal, and into the Caribbean
before reurning to civilization.
That I was looking forward
to the chance of possibly swimming with more sharks once
we crossed to the Caribbean
says a lot about travel’s ability
to transform you. I was, as the
ship’s Costa Rican crew was
fond of saying, experiencing
pura vida, a local phrase that
loosely translates to “the good

life’s better vacation
on

NCL’s Balcony, Penthouse, and Garden Villas

Now booking our Newest Ship
Norwegian Epic’s 2010 inaugural sailings featuring Blue Man Group!
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to be among the first to set sail on this
innovative vessel. It’s Freestyle Cruising on a truly grand scale.

Looking forward to looking forward to something again?
NCL’s Balconies, Suites and Villas are Freestyle Cruising® — turned up a notch. These luxury accommodations
give you everything you’d expect from an NCL cruise and more. Try spacious rooms, to-die-for bathrooms,
endless views and private balconies with hot tubs. There’s also priority embarkation and disembarkation,
and priority boarding for launches to shore. Reserve your suite or garden
villa with your Virtuoso travel advisor and receive up to $250 shipboard
credit per stateroom. Or, for even more savings, ask about balcony or
oceanview accommodations. Now balconies include a $100 shipboard
credit. This is luxury living, Freestyle.
© 2009 NCL CORPORATION LTD. SHIP’S REGISTRY: BAHAMAS AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. #11729 11/08
On-board credit amount is per person, based on price category booked and will be applied to the first guest in the stateroom. On-board credit has no cash value,
may not be used in the casino or toward service charges, has no cash value and is not transferable. On-board credit offer is not combinable with any other offer.
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Complimentary valet parking.
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V[UR_R²
;\\aUR_d\_Q`P\bYQUNcRSRYaZ\_RdRY
P\ZRDUR[aUR`UV]QR]N_aRQ9\`@bR\`
SVcRQNf`RN_YVR_6dN`QRSV[VaRYf[\aYVcV[TYN
]b_NcVQN.`dVaUaURYRNQb]a\ZN[fcNPN
aV\[`6d\_XRQYVXRZNQb]b[aVYZfQR]N_
ab_RYRNcV[TYVaaYRaVZRa\]NPX\_]YN[AUV`
dN`N±Q_RNZa_V]²Oba6SRYaSN_S_\Z_RYNeRQ
V[aURORTV[[V[T

The Pacific Explorer
moored in Coiba National Park and (right)
some Emberá people.

The package also includes the following
Virtuoso amenities:
s

Daily breakfast for two

s

Complimentary access to the
hot-springs spa bathing ritual

s

Upgrade upon availability at check-in.
Rates starting from $499 per night.*
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

*

Rates are based on double occupancy. Taxes & gratuities not included.
Three, four and extra adult rates are not included in package.
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O\b[QOfN]N``V\[S\_YRN_[V[TNa_NVaaUNa
PNZRV[UN[Qf\cR_aURQNf`NURNQ
OUR FIRST DAY OUT, WE BROKE INTO

T_\b]` N[Qa\\X`ZNYYO\Na`a\:N[bRY.[
a\[V\;NaV\[NY=N_XNORNPUS_\[aS\_R`aaUNa
V`U\ZRa\&QVSSR_R[aZNZZNY`%!OV_Q
`]RPVR`N[QdU\X[\d`U\dZN[fS\_Z`\S
]YN[aYVSR1N[VRYYRQ\b_T_\b]\SaR[\_`\
N[QUV`Re]R_aV`RV[0\`aN?VPN[RP\`f`aRZ`
N[QNOVYVafa\`]\aRYb`VcRN[VZNY`N[QOV_Q`
dR_R V[cNYbNOYR :VQ`R[aR[PR UR´Q dUV]

N_\b[Q N[Q ]\V[a RePVaRQYf V[a\ aUR QR[`R
S\_R`a Na N `Y\dZ\cV[T P\NaV N _\\`aV[T
SNZVYf\SaV[fONa`\_NO\NP\[`a_VPa\_UVTU
V[Na_RRORN_V[TNORYYfSbY\SYb[PU.a\[R
]\V[aURNPabNYYfPYVZORQaURON`R\SN]NYZ
a_RR a\ QRZ\[`a_NaR aUR b[b`bNY ReP_RaV\[
UNOVa`\SaUR`Y\aU¯`R_V\b`Yf.OYbRZ\_]U\
ObaaR_SYf SYbaaR_RQ ]N`a Va` \]R[ dV[T` N
`aN_aYV[TSYN`U\SRYRPa_VPOYbR(dUR[PY\`RQ
aURdV[T`P_RNaRNQN_XPY\NX\SPNZ\bSYNTR
±.U dR´cR dVa[R``RQ N OYV] V[ aUR SNO_VP \S
_RNYVaf² 1N[VRY W\XRQ . QbYY `PVR[PR PYN``
aUV`dN`[\a
2NPUQNf\b_Re]Y\_NaV\[YRNQR_`TbVQRQ
b`NO\cRP\_NY_RRS`aU_\bTUNZN[T_\cR
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b`dVaUaURV_R[QYR``X[\dYRQTR\SUV`a\_f
N[QQVcR_`RRP\`f`aRZ`. [QRNPUQNfdRSRYa
RZO\YQR[RQa\dNYXSN_aUR_V[a\aURS\_R`a
N[Q`dVZQRR]R_V[a\aURdNaR_6adN`YVO
R_NaV[Ta\RZO_NPRaURb[X[\d[R`]RPVNYYf
S\_`\ZR\[RdU\`R\_VTV[NYP\[PR_[`UNQ
ORR[Z\_RNY\[TaURYV[R`\SU\d6´QXRR]
Zf Yb[PU Q\d[ N[Q Nc\VQ `b[Ob_[ ]\]
1_NZNZV[RN[QdRN_NSY\]]fUNa
<b_ `PURQbYR SRYY V[a\ N[ RN`f _UfaUZ'
Z\_[V[Tf\TN\[aUR`b[QRPXdVaU.ZN[
QNaURNPaVcVaVR`QV_RPa\_(NO_VRSV[TdVaU
\[R \S \b_ Re]Y\_NaV\[ YRNQR_`( N [Rd

Your Table Awaits...
(On Safari with Micato!)
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Savour the joys of safari life.
( Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor can arrange it!)
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WHAT MATTERS

Clockwise from left:
A Kuna resident in
Panama, tropical
foliage, and a chestnut
toucan in Costa Rica.

exciting adventure; an evening presentation on something we’d seen or would
soon be seeing; and bed. (Oh, and lots of
eating. This was a cruise, after all). The
ship sailed almost exclusively at night in
order to allow passengers to play under the
hot, nearly equatorial, sunshine.
One morning we woke to find the ship
anchored in a cove before a community of
thatched-roof huts on stilts. A thin trail of
smoke snaked up from somewhere in the village, home to a remote tribe of Emberá people in Panama’s Darién jungle. Because of
its sheltered, rocky coastline and dangerous
riptides, the village was relatively unknown
to Westerners until recently. A Cruise West
exploration guide learned of it just a few
years ago, and now infrequent visits from
the Pacific Explorer’s crew and passengers
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are more or less the Emberás’ only contact
with tourists.
Our guides stressed the importance of not
giving gifts and leaving anything behind.
“You’re more than welcome to purchase
crafts,” our exploration leader Marco told
us, “but we do not want to create an expectation of free handouts from Westerners.”
Once we were on land, smiling little
girls mumbled shyly in Catío Emberá and
clutched hands while leading us into the
village. Giggling, they mimed how to grind

seeds and press juice from sugar cane
while we snapped picture after picture.
Clamor, a swarthy, serious Emberá man,
then demonstrated different spearing and
carving techniques before suddenly asking, “Would anyone like to come upstairs
and see our home?” (My arm has never
shot skyward so quickly.) A moment later
I gracelessly scrambled up a carved ladder and sat cross-legged next to his wife,
Selena, who was holding my holy grail: a
half-woven, intricate straw basket. Clamor continued to talk to the group while
Selena showed me how to weave vibrant
colors through the weft. My handiwork
was loose and shabby, but I was in awe of
the process. Working with Selena was like
training with one of art’s great masters.
Before I rose to leave, Clamor stood and
made a solemn speech. “We want to thank
you for coming into our home and sharing
your culture with us,” he said in halting English. With a wide smile he gently took my
wrist and tied on a beautiful blue-and-gold
beaded bracelet. “Please accept this gift
of friendship and take some of our culture
back to your own culture.”
Climbing down the ladder, I felt it again:
pura vida.
Later on, one of our guides, Stephen, presented a moving slide show called “Sharks:
The True Story.” His personal photographs
of working with these ancient fish showed
their beautiful existence in the wild as well
as the devastation wrought upon them by
those who fear their reputation.
“The unknown,” Stephen warned, “is
only scary until you know about it.”
Vulnerability, it turns out, can be a good
thing. Whether confronting an unfamiliar
culture, environment, or creature, facing
the unknown is a surefire way to bond with
others, test strengths, and overcome fears.
The room was filled with travelers who had
overcome their personal unknowns. In exchange, each of us would be bringing a little
pura vida home to our cultures.

DOING IT From the end of October through April each year, Cruise West runs ten-day cruises from
Panama’s Caribbean side through the canal and up the Pacific coast to Los Sueños, Costa Rica (or
the reverse). Departures: Multiple dates, October 31, 2009, through April 3, 2010, and October 30 through
December 27, 2010; from $3,999.

Join horizon & co for a
3 night Toronto/Niagara
Culinary adventure

Make the most of the fall season at one of Ontario’s 100 wineries.

Tour top Canadian vineyard Hidden Bench,
get a lesson at the Good Earth Cooking
School, and head to Flat Rock for a wine paired
gourmet meal. All this as part of the Twenty
Valley tour, plus wine tasting at Cave Springs
and a 100-mile gourmet dinner. One night at
Boutique Hotel Le Germain and two nights at
the Inn on the Twenty. Book through your
Virtuoso travel advisor and receive a free gourmet
dinner for two at award-winning Canoe.

For art and architecture, natural wonders, exquisite cuisine and lush

$495 per person per night

Savor local wines perfectly paired with dishes inspired by the fall harvest.

wineries, there’s no place like Ontario.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor today for a custom itinerary.

entréE canada

Amuse Your Bouche
in Québec
Everything is on the menu in Québec,
where a go-go North American spirit infuses
authentic Gallic traditions going back 400 years.
In lively cafés and pubs, serious haute cuisine
establishments and public markets, Québecers
eat and drink well. Delight in hearty French cuisine,
handcrafted cider, wine and cheese and
quintessentially Canadian maple products.
One night at Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac with your choice
of buffet dinner or breakfast at Le Café de la Terrasse, gastronomic dinner
at Le Champlain ($30 extra per person), or in-room dinner.
From $382 per weekday night or $426
per weekend night, double-occupancy.

Art, Architecture,
and Culinary Magic
in Toronto
Toronto is a big, beautiful, innovative city
that has emerged in recent years to become a
center for architecture, art and culture and cuisine.
Cutting-edge architects such as Frank Gehry,
Daniel Libeskind, and Jack Diamond have
revolutionized the cityscape. Walk the cobblestone
streets, dine at award-winning restaurants,
and tour private art collections.
Horizon & Co.’s three-night Art & Architecture adventure includes
three nights in Toronto; a tour of Gehry’s Art Gallery of Ontario, the historic
Distillery District; dinners at notable Canoe, Colbourne Lane, and C5; and
lunch at celebrity chef’s restaurant in the Gardiner Museum. Book through your
Virtuoso travel advisor and receive a private tour of the local farmer’s market.
From $550 per person per night, double-occupancy

share the excitement in British columbia

Beat the Gold Rush
at Whistler
Whistler Resort, in British Columbia, is the
Host Mountain Resort for the 2010 Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games but early birds can catch the
thrill before the crowds arrive. Ski down slopes groomed
to perfection for the world’s greatest athletes. Glide from
one majestic peak to another on the new state-of-the-art
Peak 2 Peak gondola. And delight in an international
après ski scene in the charming village.
Ski getaway includes four-nights in a luxury hotel; 3-day dual mountain
lift ticket (for two adults); round-trip SUV transfers to/from Vancouver
airport. Exclusively for Virtuoso guests: daily continental breakfast
for two and an upgrade upon check in, based on availability.
From $1,299 at Fairmont Chateau Whistler, valid 11/24-12/09,
and from $1,646 at Four Seasons Resort Whistler,
valid 11/22-12/12/09. Prices are per person, double-occupancy.

Cook with the Pros
in Vancouver
Vancouver, Host City of the 2010 Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games, is recognized as one of
the “Top 10 best restaurant cities in the world” by
Food & Wine magazine. The city pulses with a
vibrant food-and-wine vibe that thrills even the most
experienced gastronome. Think: Pacific Rim cuisine
and handcrafted varietals in a jaw-dropping setting.
Why not savor your pan-seared Arctic char with
coconut curry lime sauce amid sailboat-dotted waters,
gleaming skyscrapers and snow capped peaks?
A private culinary excursion caps three nights in Vancouver — shop the
Granville Island Public Market and prepare and enjoy a three-course meal
with a pro from the Pacific Institute of Culinary Arts. Includes deluxe room
at the Fairmont Hotel Vancouver; daily continental breakfast for two;
private, round-trip sedan transfers to/from Vancouver airport and PICA.
From $1,008 per person, double-occupancy.
Valid for travel 10/1/09-4/30/10.

GO GREEN

On the Menu
How what you eat can save the world.

W
Back to basics:
Salad, sustainably.
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hen we think

of sustainable
travel, a hotel’s
policy to wash
bathroom towels every other
day might come to mind, or
perhaps the use of energy efficient lightbulbs. But not many
of us consider what could have
the biggest impact of all on
the environment and the wellbeing of local communities
when we travel: what we eat.
Twenty years ago, the Slow
Food movement began in Italy

in response to an increasingly
fast-food culture, with a goal of
promoting local food traditions
and increasing not just interest
in where our food comes from,
but how our culinary choices affect the rest of the world. Since
then, chefs around the globe,
from city hotels to countryside
resorts, now advocate sustainable cuisine. The result is a
greening of the supply chain – a
culinary farm-to-table philosophy where fine food and wine
not only deliver for the palate,

but also give back to the planet,
providing an alternative to the
corporate cattle ranches that
supply burger chains while
clearing rain forests for megabeef production or the rapid
growth in commercial shrimp
farms that destroy endangered
marine mangrove ecosystems.
It goes well beyond the notion of eating local produce and
free-range meats because they
are good for you – which they
are. Food shipped from faraway places translates into huge

Bill Sykes/cultura/Corbis

BY COSTAS CHRIST

GO GREEN
amounts of fossil-fuel emissions going into
the atmosphere and contributes significantly
to global climate change. Industrial farming of poultry and pork – where thousands
of animals are kept in tight living conditions
ripe for the spread of disease – includes the
massive use of antibiotics, creating more and
more drug-resistant strains. Johns Hopkins
University reports that 50 to 80 percent of all
antibiotics now produced in the United States
are used in industrial animal feed, widely dispersing drug-resistant bacteria that impair
medicine’s ability to protect the public. The
H1N1 flu epidemic (also known as swine flu)

is a case in point: Its origins have been traced
to industrial pig farms.
And yet, like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz,
we have had the answer to this problem all
along, and now are finding our way home
again. Leading the effort are Michelin star
chefs like Eric Ripert, whose Blue Restaurant at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman
echoes the sustainable food commitment
of Le Bernardin, his flagship eatery in New
York. Chef Ripert, who once said, “The fish
station seemed to be the destiny of my life,”
focuses heavily on seafood. But at Blue, you
won’t find on the menu farm-raised salmon,
which has been linked to serious pollution
problems, or endangered marine species
such as Chilean sea bass and bluefin tuna.
When advising students at the Culinary Institute of America earlier this year, he put it
this way: “We don’t want to give our guests
a guilt treatment … but we support SeaWeb
and the Monterey Bay Aquarium [sustainable seafood guidelines]. Ninety percent of
our fish is wild, but it is caught in a very artisanal way – using day boats. Supporting day
boats and small fisheries is the future.” At
Blue, you can be sure that the sautéed ocean
yellowtail with mango-jalapeño salad was

Blancaneaux Lodge serves dishes
made with homegrown produce.

Environmental integrity is
on the menu at Cayo Espanto.
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Dinner in the organic
garden at Six Senses
Hideaway Nihn Van Bay.

caught by fourth- and fifth-generation Cayman fisherman who make their living from
the sea, helping to support traditional island
life while also delivering the best-quality
and freshest food to the table.
At The Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn &
Spa in California, arguably the birthplace
of the “back to the land” lifestyle, even the
restaurant name – Santé – means “to your
health.” The inn embraces a “think globally,
eat locally” philosophy, which in California
comes relatively easy, but is no less important for its commitment.
“This is one of the only places in the
United States where fruits and vegetables
are picked in the morning, delivered to the
restaurant, and are served on the plate that
same afternoon. It represents the freshest,
most earth-friendly, natural, and best-tasting ingredients,” says chef Andrew Cain.
The annual Wine Camps at The Fairmont
Sonoma (2010 dates to be determined) take
that commitment even further, offering
some 200 local and organic wines to match
the menu.
Across the Atlantic, in Amsterdam’s Michelin star La Rive Restaurant at the Amstel
InterContinental hotel, the char-grilled

Like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, we have had
the answer to this problem all along, and now
are finding our way home again.
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Produce with a purpose at The
Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn’s Santé.
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DESIGN TOUR

New York’s classic landmarks
have timeless appeal.
BY MICHAEL WEBB

N
Illuminated icons:
Rockefeller Center
(left) and the Chrysler
Building’s roof.
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ew York, New York,
it’s a helluva town,”
the sailors sang in
On the Town, a brassy
1940s Leonard Bernstein musical. They try to see it all in their
24 hours of shore leave, but you
can savor its delights in manageable bites. The best place to start
is midtown. Within the blocks
bounded by 42nd and 52nd
streets, and Lexington Avenue
west to Sixth (also known as Avenue of the Americas) – an easy
stroll in fine weather – are the

grand Beaux-Arts and art deco
landmarks that define the city.
These temples of learning and
transportation, commerce and
entertainment were built with
an extravagance that went out
of style with the Great Depression. Most have been restored
to their original glory, and new
towers have been added in the
language of today. Many of the
city’s top hotels are located in
and around this urban hub. To
the north are the smart shops
of Fifth and Madison avenues,

Central Park, and the great art
museums, from the Modern to
the Metropolitan. To the west
are Times Square and the theater district.
Revisiting these timeless
treasures never loses its appeal.
They embody the civic pride of
a city that once spent its wealth
on the public realm rather than
private indulgences. Nobody
will build like this again, but
at least the legacy is being well
cared for. Standing on the steps
of the New York Public Library,

(ROCKEFELLER CENTER) LYNN GOLDSMITH/CORBIS, (CHRYSLER BUILDING) GEORGE HAMMERSTEIN/CORBIS

Journey to the
Center of
the Universe

Barcelona a city of unique experiences

2,000 years of history and art begets the only city in the world
with nine UNESCO World Heritage sites. Add to that the birthplace
of the finest architects in the world, warm Mediterranean lifestyle
and beaches, and stir in a history of innovative cuisine resulting
in 16 city restaurants claiming Michelin stars.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to arrange a custom itinerary today.

www.barcelonapremium.com

DESIGN TOUR

Clockwise from top:
Brasserie’s slant on
dining, Grand Central’s
stars, and Radio City
Music Hall.

Experience the
Magic in the Mountains
this winter.
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Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor
to arrange a custom package with
Alpine Adventures.
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Lenk , Bernese Oberland

MySwitzerland.com
Switzerland offers experiences that are as natural as they come: dips into crystal-clear spring water, glorious mountain highs, and unlimited pure, refreshing Alpine air.
Discover our wellness hotels, and your stay will become an all-round sensory experience that will help you relax and recharge y our batteries. Follow our motto and
If BLEED,
it fit and
in the
spend your vacation in Switzerland: Get natural. Contact your
Virtuoso make
travel advisor
for center
more information.
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Modern, mighty:
The Seagram
Building and the New
York Public Library.
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Occupying the 27th through
42nd floors of the WaldorfAstoria, The Waldorf Towers
caters to privacy seekers with
a tucked-away 50th Street
entrance (separate from the
main hotel) and 181 sky-high
rooms, 123 of which are suites.
Doubles from $549, including
buffet breakfast and a $100
Guerlain spa credit.
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PHOTO CREDIT

The New York Palace hotel
fills the nineteenth-century
Villard Mansion, as well as a
soaring 55-story tower. The
mansion houses the lobby and
Gilt, the hotel’s two-Michelinstar restaurant, while the
tower is filled with 899 rooms
and suites. Doubles from $690,
including breakfast and 20
percent off spa treatments.

#
"

Urban oasis:
Bryant Park.
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St. Moritz Engadin

MySwitzerland.com
Whether you are looking for glitz and glamour or peace and serenity - the Engadin/St. Moritz area has it all. Here you can find the best in luxury accommodation,
unique boutiques, high caliber events, gourmet cuisine and majestic scenery all at your doorstep. The many contrasts in this region make it a place where you can
enjoy the most sublime scenery in perfect solitude or rub elbows with the rich and famous. The choice is yours, and you can find it all here.
If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

DISCOVER THE HOTTEST DEALS
UNDER THE CARIBBEAN SUN

RIGHT NOW, JAMAICA IS MORE IRRESISTIBLE THAN EVER!
FULL COLOR / CENTERED VERSION

Because Classic Vacations is offering amazing airfare deals and hotel packages at some of Jamaica’s most luxurious resorts.
Come sunbathe on a sugar sand beach. Explore a cascading waterfall. Snorkel in turquoise waters. Go horseback riding.
Or just relax with a refreshing rum cocktail.

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S

ONLY IN JAMAICA
AND ONLY FROM CLASSIC VACATIONS

THE RITZ-CARLTON GOLF & SPA RESORT
ROSE HALL, JAMAICA

ROUND HILL HOTEL & VILLAS

BLACK & WHITE / CENTERED VERSION
Grand resort on site of historic sugar plantation featuring
a golf course and health spa
• Receive a $100 resort credit per room and daily
breakfast for two
4 nights from $739 per person in an Ocean View Guestroom

Famed getaway for the rich and famous secluded on a
peninsula west of Montego Bay
• Receive a 4th night free and $100 food & beverage
credit per room
4 nights from $619 per person in an Ocean Front Room
Book by 12/15/09; Travel by 12/19/09

Book and Travel by 12/23/09

OTHER JAMAICAN PROPERTIES INCLUDE: ROYAL PLANTATION | JAMAICA INN | HALF MOON

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR FOR RESERVATIONS

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S

Offers valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy, except if expressly noted otherwise. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued
at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other
promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20.
289-0709

Discover the grape feared gone for good
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Rosario Valley in Chile’s
hottest up-and-coming
appellation, San Antonio.

on Chile’s Andean flank. By ChArles runnette
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Locals can’t get enough of
Matetic Vineyards. Right: The
winery’s grapes near harvest
(late February through May).

There’s a STORY in Chile that

anyone vaguely related to the wine industry – and I mean all of them – wants every visitor to
hear. It’s about how this onetime wine-making lightweight of a country unknowingly saved
one of the world’s most coveted varieties from extinction, and it always starts with the question, “Do you know the story of carménère?”
Speeding along the Pan-American Highway out of Santiago, Chile’s charm-challenged capital, my ruggedly handsome guide, Agustin Landeta, starts in on the legend of carménère. As a
former production manager at Concha y Toro, perhaps Chile’s best-known winery, Agustin
knows the business. He also knows that despite all the fuss about Chilean wines in recent years,
few people outside the country understand how it changed the course of drinking history.
“Carménère is a grape that came from France in the nineteenth century. But then we, as a
country, forgot it was here,” he says. “When the phylloxera plague killed all the vines in Europe, this delicious grape was thought wiped out. Gone from the planet.” Agustin motions
dramatically, letting both hands slip from the wheel and causing the car to drift toward the
walls of vines whizzing past on either side. We’re just minutes out of town, but already vineyards blanket the gently sloping hills as far as the eye can see.
Stretching 2,700 miles from Peru to Tierra del Fuego along South America’s westernmost
edge, this ribbon-shaped country should be world renowned for its surfeit of natural wonders – the moonscaped Atacama Desert; Patagonia’s Torres del Paine; the pristine, volcanoriddled Lake District; mysterious Easter Island. Yet the one thing that finally put it on many
travelers’ maps is an import: wines that blend carménère with the original grapes dragged
across the ocean by sixteenth-century conquistadors and missionaries.
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Over the past 450 years, those carpetbagging vines have put down deep roots
in Chilean life, but only recently has wine
moved from a lucrative product to a source
of national pride. When a carménère-based
blend, Clos Apalta Colchagua Valley 2005,
was named the top wine in the world by
Wine Spectator last year, it proved a watershed moment. As when California’s wines
beat out France’s wines in the famous 1976
blind taste test chronicled in last year’s
movie Bottle Shock, Chile’s have finally broken into the club and assumed their position
in the world’s most exclusive cellars.

Like Atlanta in the South‚
to reach anywhere in Chile, travelers must
first transit Santiago. Though it will never
win any beauty contests against its crossAndes rival, Buenos Aires, vibrant, prosperous

Santiago (called “Sanhattan” by the wealthier locals) surprises many visitors with its L.A.
feel. The sprawling city boasts a wide variety of distinct neighborhoods, each with its own set
of excellent restaurants and hotels. In the parlance of New York, Las Condes is the tony Upper
East Side of Santiago, Providencia and Bellavista its Greenwich Village and Soho, and Parque
Forestal its Central Park. Santiago is worth exploring, but for this trip, a winetasting tour of
the many vineyards orbiting the city, it takes a back seat.
First a lay of the land: Generally speaking, the warmer valleys immediately adjacent to Santiago and to the south – Colchagua, Maipo, Curicó, Cachapoal, and Maule – are best known
for their reds. The valleys known for their world-class whites are for the most part farther
from the city and closer to the Pacific Ocean, where cooler nights make for sharper, more
complex vintages. Of those, the two producing premier wines are Casablanca and the emerging, biodynamic-friendly San Antonio Valley just a few miles from the ocean – which is where
I started my most recent tour of Chilean wine country earlier this year.
When not gesturing wildly about Chile saving the world from life without carménère,
Agustin is driving me to three valleys over the course of a few days: San Antonio, where we’ll
see Matetic and Casa Marin; Casablanca, for Veramonte and Casas del Bosque; and Colchagua, south of the city, for tours of Montes, Casa Silva, and Casa Lapostolle’s Apalta Winery.
I’ve written about Chile for ten years now, and never has the wine culture been a more
vibrant and essential part of the country’s image. The first clue that things have changed
since my last visit: the four-page wine
list handed to me on the national airline,
LAN, featuring a cabernet sauvignon
blend from one of the country’s best
young vineyards. The Altaïr Sideral, a
spicy, nutty blend of cabernet sauvignon, carménère, and cabernet franc, is
a rare delight when spotted on a wine list
at an excellent restaurant, so to have it
on a plane is quite a shock. There’s even

a sommelier to recommend which wines
pair best with meals (I took whatever went
with the Altaïr).
After a night in Santiago, we head to the
San Antonio Valley for two relatively new
wineries highly regarded by oenophiles.
First up: Matetic, started in 1999 by a prominent Croatian-Chilean family. Starting a
winery is a common practice among wellto-do Chileans (so they have bottles with
the family name to serve to their friends),
but most families don’t take their wine as
seriously as the Matetics. Beautifully set in
a private valley within the San Antonio region, it’s the perfect place for a winery that
doesn’t want its vines “infected” by runoff
from other vineyards. The family went to
great lengths to implement biodynamic and
organic practices.
The result is near-universal praise for Matetic wines, particularly the award-winning
EQ Sauvignon Blanc, which has notes of
tropical fruits and citrus and a vibrant acidity balanced with a little wood for a fresh
and elegant wine. Matetic also has one of the
best restaurants – all-organic, of course – in
the area, where chef Matías Bustos selects
locally harvested ingredients for modern interpretations of traditional Chilean dishes.

(SIGNPOST) MATT WILSON/CEPHAS

Clockwise from top: Sign of good times in the Colchagua Valley,
Matetic Vineyards’ cellar, and The Ritz-Carlton, Santiago’s Wine 365.
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The second spot not to miss in San Antonio is Casa Marin, an even smaller family-run vineyard. Though not quite as visually stunning as Matetic, this charming boutique winery is the
creation of one woman, whose abiding passion for wine drove her to make some of the most
daring, interesting, and widely praised vintages in the world. “I want to make enduring classics, not Hollywood blockbusters,” says founder, owner, and winemaker María Luz Marin. A
small woman chicly dressed in jeans and a pressed shirt, she’s extremely involved in every
aspect of her winery, to the point of harvesting the grapes by hand with her son at her side.
The care she and her family show from vine to bottle is finding great success: Casa Marin’s
bright, crisp sauvignon gris is the most talked-about pure example in all of Chile and features
a perfect balance of seductive oak and complex fruit.
Back on the road, Agustin gives me the rundown on the country’s five wine regions and rattles off dates and statistics about each. “This valley has traditionally been a chardonnay and
sauvignon blanc area, but now it’s producing some world-class syrahs, and pinot noirs too,”
he says when we reach the Casablanca Valley, seemingly stunned by his own news. “Chile may
be a syrah country!”
For an evolving area first planted in 1982, Casablanca has already made a name for itself
as one of the best wine discoveries in recent history. Many of the foremost Chilean wineries
call it home; we’re here to visit two. The first is chic Casas del Bosque, where we settle in at
a stylishly modern restaurant, Tanino, for chef Álvaro Larraguibel’s five-course menu, featuring Ecuadorian shrimp sautéed in honey and olives paired with the winery’s acclaimed

Sauvignon Blanc Gran Reserva, and beef
fillet wrapped in prosciutto alongside the
delicious cool-climate Syrah Gran Reserva.
As fantastic as the food is, the wine upstages it – particularly the peppery syrah.
On the way back to Santiago, we drop by
another Casablanca Valley highlight, Napaesque Veramonte. Frequent comparisons
to California’s wineries persist because the
Chilean-born owner, Agustin Huneeus,
who now lives in the Bay Area, gathered
many of his ideas for this powerhouse when
working in Napa and Sonoma. He started at
Concha y Toro, moved to the United States
during Pinochet’s regime to run Franciscan
Estates, and returned to Chile as one of the
pioneering vintners in the Casablanca Valley. It’s not the most charming vineyard,
but it’s impressive and definitely worth a
stop for the lauded sauvignon blanc and
the cabernet, merlot, and carménère blend
called Primus, both of which are available
in the States.

I plan to take a night off
wine at The Ritz-Carlton, Santiago before
moving on to Chile’s full-bodied-red country. But I break down and hit its famed bar,
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(CASA SILVA) Matt Wilson/Cephas

Top right: Casa Lapostolle’s five-floor, gravity-fed Clos Apalta winery.
Below, clockwise from left: Casas del Bosque’s sauvignon blanc, founding Casa Marin
winemaker María Luz Marin, and harvesting syrah in Casa Silva’s Colchagua Valley vineyards.

Wine 365, for tapas and a preview from sommelier Magda Saleh: Montes’ Alpha M from Colchagua and a Viñedo Chadwick from the Maipo Valley.
Earlyish the next morning, Agustin and I head two hours south to the steamy Colchagua
Valley. Despite what Mendoza fans may think, this has become South America’s preeminent
appellation. Declared Wine Region of the Year in 2005 by Wine Enthusiast, it’s home to Chile’s
celebrated big-bodied red grapes (including the bulk of the country’s fairy-tale carménère
vines) and what’s recognized as one of the world’s best wines, Casa Lapostolle’s Clos Apalta.
The air thick with heat, we peel off the Pan-American Highway at the two-lane Carretera
del Vino (the Wine Route) and wind our way past sleepy Santa Cruz to the heart of the region,
where the terroir infuses the grapes with tannins that impart a signature rich and almost
chocolaty taste to the wine. (One thing to watch out for, however, is the other main quality of
Colchagua wine: higher alcohol levels, which top 15 percent in some cases.)
Agustin pulls the car over at Montes, Chile’s original superpremium success story, founded
more than 20 years ago by Aurelio Montes and two friends and now one of the largest exporters
of wine to the States. Low-slung on the landscape, the new modern winery is a testament to the
label’s global popularity. Visitors can watch the gravity-flow winemaking process in action and
take a tractor tour through the vineyards to an observation deck overlooking the Apalta microvalley, then head back to the tasting room to try the results (the Montes Alpha M and the Folly
are great). Finally, be sure to try Aurelio’s personal favorite, Purple Angel, a blend of 92 percent
carménère and 8 percent petit verdot.

We move from one of Chile’s newest wineries to one of its oldest, Casa Silva, which
was originally planted by Frenchman Emile
Bouchon in 1892 and churned out bulk wines
for the Bouchon-Silva family for the better
part of a century. Then, in 1997, Mario Pablo
Silva and his father refocused the vineyard
on quality. Walking around the winery and
the estate grounds and polo field is a journey
through mission-style whitewashed adobe
walls and dark wood furniture. Casa Silva
has aged, but it doesn’t look weathered, and
it’s a wonderful example of some of Chile’s
great wines that don’t make it to the U.S.
Our final stop in Colchagua is Casa
Lapostolle’s magical Apalta vineyard, which
resembles a giant bird’s nest perched on the
hillside. It took four years and $10 million
to blast away tons of granite and build the
stunning gravity-flow Clos Apalta Winery.

Worth checking out: The wine library at Clos Apalta.
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Unlike many vineyards in other countries, most of Chile’s wineries prefer visitors to
make reservations for tastings. At Apalta, they’re a requirement – it simply can’t handle
large groups. Though casual wine lovers will enjoy it, tasting at Apalta costs about double
its neighbors; for serious oenophiles, however, this is Chile’s new pilgrimage spot.
Founded by Alexandra Marnier Lapostolle (part of the family that owns Grand Marnier) in 1994, the winery blends strict French techniques with some of the oldest cabernet sauvignon, merlot, and carménère vines in the valley. A young and enthusiastic
winemaker and Casa Lapostolle ambassador, Diego Urra, meets us for a tour of the facility. We descend into the hillside, swirling down a grand Guggenheim-esque six-story
staircase as Diego points out the grape receiving and sorting area up top, the maceration
level, the fermentation level, and finally, the blending and bottling area. By avoiding the
aggressive pumps that most wineries use to move wine from tank to tank, Apalta claims
to produce calmer, better-tasting wines.
After the tour, it’s time to see if that claim is true. Diego sets up glasses in the tasting
room – the last one is what I came to Chile for, Clos Apalta. He walks me through their
delicious lineup: the mineral- and citrus-tinged Cuvée Alexandre Chardonnay, the juicy
and red fruit aromas of the Casa Merlot, the black-fruited and peppery Casa Cabernet
Sauvignon, and the tobacco- and mocha-nosed Cuvée Alexandre Cabernet Sauvignon.
Then we get to it, the Clos Apalta, and sure enough, as I am sipping it Diego mentions
that it’s a blend of carménère, merlot, cabernet sauvignon, and petit verdot. I look up,
thinking, “Not him.”
Seconds later, he says it: “Have you heard the story about carménère?”
I almost spit out the wine laughing, but I’ve been waiting too long for this. So I smile,
nod, and enjoy a wonderful wine made from the grape that – let me tell you – Chile saved
from near extinction.

The San Antonio Valley’s Casa Marin is the closest winery to the coast – just 2.5 miles.

Essence of the AnDes

Taste Chile’s carménère with a malbec back.
Getting there
Fly nonstop to Santiago from New York (Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday) and Miami (daily)
on LAN Airlines. The airline also offers daily connecting service from Los Angeles via Lima, Peru.

Stay
On the city’s tony east side, San Cristobal Tower,
Santiago features 139 butler-serviced rooms within
walking distance of the Providencia neighborhood’s
cafés and boutiques, and L’Étoile Restaurant, which
presides on the 21st floor with panoramic views of
the city. Doubles from $489, including breakfast.
Guests at The Ritz-Carlton, Santiago can explore
the exclusive El Golf neighborhood and return to
catch the sunset from the 205-room property’s
rooftop spa. Save time for Wine 365, one of the city’s
top wine bars, with 365 Chilean selections to choose
from, including 24 by the glass. Doubles from $348,
including breakfast and a 30-minute massage.
Recently renovated, the Grand Hyatt Santiago, in
the middle of the city’s Las Condes neighborhood,
boasts a large pool area, spa and fitness facility,
and tennis courts. The best rooms, at the top of the
circular building, have views of the majestic Andes.
Doubles from $248, including breakfast, club lounge
access, and a $100 dining credit.

Ways to Go
Travelers taste their way across the continent on
Ladatco Tours’ 15-day journey from Santiago to
Buenos Aires. The route takes in four of Chile’s finest
valleys (Casablanca, Rosario, Colchagua, and Maipo)
before crossing over the Andes for four days in malbec heaven, Mendoza. Departures: Any Wednesday
through 2009; from $9,400, including most meals and
economy airfare from Miami.
Discover Matetic, Casa Marin, Altaïr, Casa Lapostolle, and more of Chile’s top wineries on Abercrombie & Kent’s gourmet pilgrimage from Santiago to
Buenos Aires. The 11-day trip begins with a cooking
class in Santiago and includes four days of tasting
in the surrounding valleys. Parties head to Mendoza
for vineyard visits and the chance to blend, bottle,
and label their own wine. Departures: Any day through
March 31, 2010; from $12,287, including most meals.
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Direct flights from NY now available!

eye on valencia

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Head to Valencia, Spain to experience 10,000 years
of Art, History and Heritage in Castellón-Costa Azahar. Stroll through
the streets of the walled town of Morella and visit Peñíscola to see
the castle where Pedro de Luna (Pope Benedict XIII) once lived.

TASTE OF ASIA

An annotated sampler of the East’s culinary high points,
from noodles in Bangkok to aloo gobi in Jaipur.

By Jeff Greenwald
Asia is an enormous place, but even its most far-flung destinations are woven together
in a web of history, mythology, religion, and language. Its cuisine is also a pastiche, informed by common themes and
spices: curry and coriander, noodles and lime.
One good example is Burma’s signature dish, an appetizer called lephet thoke, “tea leaf salad.” The small heaps of ingredients (which can include garlic, sesame seeds, peanuts, chili, coconut, dried shrimp, and fermented tea leaves) seem
weirdly discordant, but when tossed together, the flavors create something phenomenal – and bigger than the sum of
their parts. It is, in essence, a culinary map of Asia.
Tea leaf salad may borrow inspiration from Burma’s neighbors – China, India, Thailand, and Laos – but like all Asian
specialties, its interpretation of those themes is unique.
During the past three decades, I’ve explored some of Asia’s hidden corners and ordered from menus featuring everything from yak lasagna to crocodile wine. What follows is a sampler of my favorite experiences. Some are linked to specific
restaurants; others were magical, but perhaps unrepeatable. As they say in Burma, “Thong saung pa!” Enjoy your meal!

Illustrations by Jon Cannell
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River of curry: A multitude
of flavors line the banks of
Bangkok’s Chao Phraya.
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Take a mom-approved
culinary tour of India.

Thailand: The Avenue of Pad Thai
“A city becomes a world,” wrote Lawrence Durrell, “when one loves one
of its inhabitants.” A close friendship, in my estimation, is as good as
love – and my great friend Annie, an artist who has lived in Bangkok for
nearly 20 years, has turned that megalopolis into a world for me.
Annie is intimate with facets of old Krung Thep that most travelers
never get to see. During a recent visit, she took me on a night tour she’d
created for close friends. A ferry up the moonlit Chao Phraya River
brought us to a waterside pub, where we gazed across the water at the
illuminated spires of Wat Arun. After a few drinks, we crept into the
darkened courtyards of nearby Wat Po, Bangkok’s most magical Buddhist temple. We prowled quayside warehouses where kumquats and
mangosteens formed huge piles and explored the maze of the flower
market, with its aromas of jasmine, rose, and orange blossom.
But the ultimate payoff came on Mahachai Road. Although it was
nearly 11 pm, the street was filled with pedestrians – and lined with
small, fluorescent-lit eateries selling one thing only: noodles.
Outside #313 – Thip Samai – a quick-moving line of locals waited
for the best pad thai in Bangkok (and, therefore, the world). Piping
hot, subtly spiced, and enlivened with green onions and succulent
shrimp, the hearty stir-fried noodle dish is one of the world’s great
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comfort foods. It’s as good a reason as any to visit Bangkok – and a
great way to fall in love with the world of Thai cuisine.

thailand At a glance:
Complex curries, prepared with
herbs such as lemongrass, Kaffir
lime leaves, and galangal (a local
ginger), make Thai cuisine one of
the most colorful I know.

Don’t miss: Try an aromatic
red curry with boneless chicken or
fresh local vegetables, and soak
it up with an order of sticky rice.

Coconut or mango ice cream makes
a perfect dessert.

Doing it: Stay on the banks of
the Chao Phraya at the Mandarin
Oriental, Bangkok and learn to
make red curry with roast duck,
and more at the famed Oriental
Thai Cooking School. Doubles from
$299, including breakfast and one
lunch for two. Cooking lessons extra.

China: Wok Happens
When I was growing up in New York, going to the neighborhood Chinese restaurant (China View, still in Plainview) was a family ritual.

china At a glance: Food
styles vary dramatically from region
to region, but my favorites are the
spicy, chili-and-garlic-infused wok
dishes of west-central Sichuan.

Don’t miss: Sichuan peppercorns, peanuts, and Shaoxing wine
are essential ingredients in kung
pao chicken, named for a nineteenth-century Sichuan gōng băo,
or palatial guardian.

Doing it: Absolute Travel
rolls out the culinary red carpet for guests on an eight-day
private tour in China. The journey
begins with a meal in the home
of a Beijing family, followed by a
dumpling-making class. A trip to
Chengdu includes a stop at the
Sichuan Cuisine Museum and
an afternoon of typical snacks.
Departures: Any day through 2009;
from $3,360.

India: Dining with Mom in Jaipur

This is where I discovered the joys of stir-fried garlic shrimp, chicken
with cashews, and pastel pillow mints.
It was a shock to travel through China 30 years later and realize
the fare I’d grown up with on Long Island had nothing in common
with real Chinese cooking. Though a few restaurants almost satisfied my cravings, most of them specialized in parts of animals that
one might sooner manicure than eat.
My disillusionment came to an end during a minibus trip through
Sichuan province, en route to Chengdu. Somewhere between villages, the driver pulled over to let the passengers stretch their legs.
This must have been our lunch destination because several food
carts awaited our arrival. One sold steamed pork buns; another,
dried fish and sausage.
I gravitated toward the third, where a huge wok sat above a roaring
burner. As I neared, the cook lifted a metal lid. Small trays held dozens of ingredients: garlic cloves, mushrooms, diced chicken, green
onions, shrimp, peanuts, tofu, bell peppers, sliced beef, broccoli,
ginger. I began to point. Each item danced on a sheen of sizzling oil,
tossed in the wok by this expert roadside chef.
The shrimp and chicken dishes were the grown-up versions of
what I’d loved so much as a kid. No pillow mints, unfortunately.
Luckily, I’d packed a tin of Altoids.

When I took my mother to India for her 75th birthday, I had enough
trepidation to fill the Amber Fort. How would she fare amid the heat
and crowds? Would she stay healthy and energetic? Above all: What
would she eat?
My mom is not what you’d call a culinary maverick. She has never,
for example, tasted an oyster, a lobster, or a shrimp. She has never
touched bacon. The fact is, my mother keeps kosher.
I needn’t have worried. India’s cuisine, like its art and music, is an
all-embracing banquet. This is especially true in Jaipur, the fabled
Pink City of Rajasthan, where the Maharaja’s black sedan shares the
road with camels and rickshaws. Our vigilant guide chaperoned us to
the hopping Niros restaurant, famous for its north Indian, Continental and Chinese cuisine since 1949.
Mom couldn’t indulge in the mutton kebabs or butter chicken.
But – sticking to a vegetarian diet – she made equally delectable
discoveries. Dal (lentil) soup, vegetable cutlets, and spicy masala dosas (enormous crispy crepes stuffed with potatoes and peas) became
her staples, along with palak paneer (soft, cube-shaped cheese with
spinach) and the sautéed potato and cauliflower dish called aloo gobi.
We washed these down with fresh lime sodas, which soon became
an addiction.
For dessert? Kesar pista (saffron pistachio) ice cream, only 80 rupees
(about $2) a serving. “So it’s not Carvel,” Mom shrugged. “But I love it.”

India At a glance: Cumin,
turmeric, tamarind, and ghee
(clarified butter) are defining
ingredients of Indian food, which
is often served with pungent chutneys made with everything from
lemon slices to garlic cloves.

Don’t miss: Chicken or lamb
dishes prepared in the tandoor
(clay oven), served with crispy
naan and sweet mango chutney.

Doing it: Greaves India takes
travelers on an eight-day private
journey through the subcontinent’s flavors. First stop: Delhi,
with a trip to the spice market.
In Jodhpur, there’s a Rajasthani
cooking demonstration and in
Jaipur there's a feast at The
Oberoi Rajvilas Hotel and a tandoor cooking lesson. Departures:
Any day through March 31, 2010;
from $5,300.
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Sri Lanka: Island of a Million Curries
Outside the window of our guesthouse in Unawatuna, the setting
sun framed an extraordinary sight: lone fishermen balanced on
stilts, perched above the water like patient acrobats. As night fell,
they brought their catch to the local inns.
Unawatuna means, loosely, “where it fell to earth.” The name refers
to a scene from the Hindu epic Ramayana. The warrior Laksmana lies
wounded; his comrade, the monkey general Hanuman, jumps over
the sea to India, where healing herbs grow on a sacred mountain. Unable to find the herbs, Hanuman lifts the whole mountain and leaps
back to Sri Lanka with it. In flight a piece breaks off – falling into the
sea right off this coast.
That big splash seems to have frightened off all but the reef fish – and
they’re not very exciting fare. But on the west coast of Sri Lanka they
provide vital protein and serve as a vehicle for a wide range of curries.
Black peppercorns, cinnamon, tamarind, and local chilies – along with
yellow and black curry powders – are essential ingredients in these
dishes. Add island-grown cardamom and ginger, local coconut milk,
lemongrass and garlic, and the combination of flavors is infinite. The
resident chef took our tongues for a wild ride. From sweet-and-sour to
scorching hot, the dozen small dishes he prepared demonstrated that
even a humble parrot fish can be an unforgettable feast.
The land once known as Ceylon is famous for gemstones, but its
spices are equally cherished. It’s as if the island’s uniquely pungent
herbs washed ashore from that chunk of Hanuman’s mountain, imparting an epic quality to every meal.

Sri lanka At a glance:
Coconut milk is the common denominator in cuisine that’s by turns sweet,
savory, or spicy enough to challenge
the most fire-resistant palate.

Don’t miss: String hoppers
are delicious thin waffles made from
steamed rice flour and topped with
any number of toothsome sauces.

Doing it: A seven-day exploration of Sri Lanka from Sri Lanka In
Style offers feasts for the stomach
(a market tour and curry cooking
lessons through Amangalla resort)
as well as the eyes (lazy beach days
in Unawatuna, Tangalle, and Bentota). Departures: Any day through
April 30, 2010; from $2,200 (cooking
class extra).

Nepal: The World’s Best… Pizza?
To the sculptors, painters, and sages who once flocked to Nepal, the
circular Kathmandu Valley resembled a mandala: a sacred diagram.
Bowl-shaped, with misty peaks at four compass points and two rivers crossing its fields, the verdant kingdom in the Himalayan foothills was a playground for artists and gods.
“Modern” Kathmandu is a jumble of temples, shops, and billboards. Ash-covered sadhus beg for alms at cybercafes, and motor
scooters dodge sacred cows.
Nepal’s national dish is daal bhaat, a lentil stew served with mountains of rice, seasonal vegetables, warm chapatis (tortilla-like bread),
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and a spicy relish called achar, prepared fresh in every home.
Daal bhaat is delicious, and I could eat it every day (many locals
do). But few visitors go out for Nepalese fare more than once or twice.
They’re more likely to be found in one of the city’s many Thai, Indian,
Chinese, or Continental restaurants – or waiting for a table on the
outdoor patio of Fire and Ice.
Opened by Naples-born Annamaria Wiseman in 1995, Fire and Ice
isn’t just the best place in South Asia for Neapolitan pizza and Italian
soft ice cream (softer than gelato). It may be the best thin-crust pizzeria in the world (a statement this New Yorker does not make lightly).
Annamaria uses all local ingredients – except for her soft ice cream
products (imported from Bologna) and anchovies (from Sicily). Her
cheeses, herbs, and toppings are all Nepal-made. The place is always
packed, with a clientele that has included Bollywood stars, Sting,
Richard Gere, Nepal’s royal family, and legendary mountaineer Reinhold Messner (the prospect of a Fire and Ice pizza has provided motivation for many weary trekkers, myself included).
Food is a spiritual experience, and each lovingly thrown Fire and
Ice pizza is a culinary mandala – a perfect metaphor for this ancient
city, winking behind its modern mask.

NEPAL At a glance: Daal
bhaat is the national dish, but its
many accompaniments include
roasted goat meat, chicken, duck,
and various khaaja (snacks), such as
chiura (pounded rice), samosas, and
spicy fried potatoes.

Don’t miss: Down on New
Road, small shops still sell a delicious
local treat called gund pak: a cross
between cookie dough and halvah.

Doing it: Travelers with a
hunger for the extreme can join an
Abercrombie & Kent trek to Everest base camp with some of the
area’s most experienced Sherpas.
After descending a staggering
18,000 feet from base camp, wrap
up the 20-day expedition back in
Kathmandu with a celebratory dinner – perhaps a pizza. Departures:
Multiple dates, April 18 through
November 4, 2010.

Cambodia: Amok in Siem Reap
The great Khmer empire built the enormous city of Angkor between
the ninth and the fifteenth centuries ad. At its height, the complex
of temples and palaces, shops and stables housed perhaps a million
people. Today, the famous ruins abide in various states of restoration
and decay. Some sections, like Angkor Wat itself, are buttressed with
hidden joists and bolts; others are dissolving into the jungle.
Angkor’s star may have faded, but the neighboring town of Siem Reap
is aglow. There’s no moss growing on these streets, which jostle with a
constant stream of visitors bound for the nearby World Heritage site.
Cambodia’s cuisine is a skillful amalgam of its geographical and
colonial influences: Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, Continental, and
French. During a stay in Siem Reap, travelers won’t need to eat at the
same place twice, there are so many to chose from. I did develop an
affection for a regional specialty called amok: succulent minced fish,
prepared with local curries and steamed in a banana leaf pouch.

Every afternoon, or after a glorious sunset over the temples, you
can discover another fabulously inexpensive local haunt and sample
a variety of dishes: sour chicken soup with basil, beef in lettuce cups,
sticky rice and coconut on a banana leaf. Cambodia’s cuisine, like its
ruins, is often served with foliage – not a bad thing in either case.
Like Angkor itself, Siem Reap is slowly becoming overgrown – with
restaurants (the popular Dead Fish Tower already has its own crocodile pond). But there’s still time to savor the charm of this booming
town and explore the flavors of the former Khmer empire.

cambodia At a glance:
Seafood – often spiced with galangal, turmeric, and shallots – is the
mainstay of Khmer cooking, an aromatic cousin of cuisines in nearby
Thailand and China.

Don’t miss: The curried and

Doing it: Brendan Vacations’
four-day independent tour of Angkor Wat and the surrounding countryside lets travelers get acquainted
with the temple complex – and the
area’s culinary offerings – at their
own paces. Departures: Any day
through 2009; from $547.

steamed fish creation called amok
is one of Southeast Asia’s classic dishes. Try it in a few different
restaurants.

restaurant grows its own organic greens, fruits, and rice (even the
utensils and soap are biodegradable). Oded practices Fair Trade,
which means that farmers sell directly to him. At present, 15 families
are supported by the farm.
The food is delicious, the view is gorgeous, and guests have the
satisfaction of knowing that – unlike some creatures in Ubud – they
have evolved beyond bananas.

bali At a glance: Traditional
Balinese food centers around nasi
(rice) and pork, but centuries of
trading and tourism have inspired
menus that draw from every culture
in the world.
Don’t miss: A couple of (literally) cool dishes: Indonesia’s signature gado-gado (a vegetable salad

dressed with peanut sauce) and the
island’s amazing avocado smoothies.

Doing it: Experience Bali’s
culinary pleasures on a nine-day
Backroads’ cycling trip with a hike
through rice paddies, a tasting of
local fruits, and a cooking class.
Departures: Multiple dates through
December 29, 2010; from $3,698.

From paddy to table in Bali.

Bali: Two Roads to Nirvana
Ubud’s luxuriant Monkey Forest is a wonderful place to wander beneath the shade of
huge trees and marvel at how a single food –
the ubiquitous banana – can be enough to
please the most discerning primate palate.
For primates of human ilk, however,
Bali is celebrated for its culinary diversity.
Here, food preparation and presentation
have reached a level of artistry on par with
the island’s fire dances.
A short walk from the Monkey Forest,
the famous Bebek Bengil (“Dirty Duck”)
restaurant is the go-to site for tourists eager to try Ubud’s signature dish: local duck
stewed in exotic spices and deep-fried. The
restaurant, like many in Ubud, is an openair veranda overlooking rice paddies, with
flickering candles, fragrant flowers, and a
celestial ambience marred only slightly by
the arrival of the next package tour bus.
For a more down-to-earth (and hearthealthy) taste of modern Bali, the lesserknown Sari Organik restaurant lies ten
minutes from town, along Ubud’s enchanting Rice Field Walk. Started by an Israeli
expatriate, Oded, this homespun farm/
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Dinner/theater: Vietnam
offers a feast for all the senses.

Vietnam: Snake Wine and Water Puppets
Vietnamese music can be mesmerizing – especially when the ancient, single-stringed dan bau is played beside a stage made entirely
of water.
Travelers visiting Hanoi are duty-bound to attend a performance
˘ Long Water Puppet Theater, on the edge of scenic
at the Thang
Hoan Kiem Lake. Colorful lacquered puppets, controlled by unseen
hands, cavort upon a mercurial surface. Ducks, frogs, and horses
dive and reappear, enacting scenes from Vietnamese folklore before
disappearing below. Most of the vignettes are brief slapstick, but the
evening’s finale – the “Dance of the Four Magic Animals,” featuring
a dragon, unicorn, turtle, and phoenix – has a storybook sweetness
right out of classic Walt Disney.
The Vietnamese infatuation with animals extends beyond the kitchen. In the labyrinthine lanes of the Old Quarter, sidewalk vendors sell
baked sparrows and bowls of rice noodles heaped with barbecued pork
and crab. Poisonous snakes marinate in bottles filled with rice wine,
adding their diluted venom to Asia’s endless virility potions.
It’s a sometimes luscious, sometimes off-putting cuisine – and
the best place to make sense of it is at Highway4: a group of newish
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restaurants named for the road that winds along the Chinese-Vietnamese border. Each location in Hanoi features a vast entree menu,
traditional Vietnamese liquors (including snake wine), and a lively,
inclusive ambience.
While more conservative eaters might prefer to dine on chicken
with cashews and fresh seafood spring rolls, adventurous diners can
sample crocodile fillet with ginger, crickets roasted with tamarind,
or (not recommended) grilled skewers of wild horse. So far, at least,
none of the Four Magic Animals have found their way onto the menu.

vietnam at a glance:
Simple, fresh ingredients (such as
cilantro, carrots, rice paper, and
noodles), grilled meats, and hot
dipping sauces define this delicious, quickly prepared cuisine.

Don’t miss: Fresh spring rolls with
shrimp and Vietnamese-style drip
coffee (or a Hanoi beer) along the
banks of scenic Hoan Kiem Lake.

Doing it: See Vietnam by
bicycle on Butterfield & Robinson’s
11-day journey through the country.
Mouthwatering interludes include
sampling smoked duck salad at Le
Rabelais restaurant in Da Lat, dining
with descendants of the royal family
at their home in Hue, and a cooking
class in Hoi An. Departures: Multiple
dates, November 11, 2009, through
December 22, 2010, from $6,995.

We spent the day exploring siam’s ancient capital. But seaBourn’s

Welcome

aBoard

Was even more magical. this isn’t cruising, this is yachting With seaBourn.

seaBourn’s

save

Yac h ting 65%
up to

collection

dec 5, 19*, 2009, Jan 16, 30*, Feb 13, 27*,
mar 13, 27*, apr 10, 2010
14-day asian capitals and vietnam
seabourn pride - singapore to hong Kong
FROM $4,999
nov 23, dec 7*, 2009, Jan 4, 18*, Feb 1, 15*, 2010
14-day panama canal and costa rica
seabourn legend - Fort lauderdale to caldera
FROM $3,999

ships’ registry: Bahamas © 2009 seaBourn

nov 14†, 28, dec 10, 22†, 2009
12 or 14-day cariBBean
seabourn odyssey - round-trip Fort lauderdale
FROM $3,499
Jan - april, 2010
16 to 39-day World cruise segment voyages
seabourn odyssey - Fort lauderdale to athens
FROM $6,999
*

itinerary operates in reverse
†14-day sailing

Winner oF the World’s Best small-ship cruise line *
intimate all-suite yachts For 208 to 450 guests
nearly one staFF memBer per guest
aWard-Winning cuisine By charlie palmer
open-seating dining and alternative restaurants
open Bars throughout the yacht
marina With complimentary Watersports
introducing seaBourn odyssey, the World’s most exciting neW yacht
sailing to harBors and WaterWays Where only yachts can go

To set sail, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Virtuoso Travel Advisors’ Performance Awards, 2008
*Condé Nast Traveler Readers’ Choice Awards, 2008

This is my yacht.

All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, per person, double occupancy, subject to availability. Some suite categories may not be available. Seabourn reserves the right to manage World Cruise segment inventory and availability at
its discretion. Seabourn’s Yachting Collection Savings are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, subject to change without notice and are available to only to residents of the
Americas. Government fees of $75.82 to $569.28 per person are additional. Seabourn reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70.00 per barrel, and may collect
such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid in full. Certain restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas ©2009 Seabourn.
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PHOTO CREDIT

J
Recipe for the Riviera: Château de la
Chèvre d’Or and (right) Restaurant
Le Sloop’s salade niçoise.

J

Fork
on the
road

PHOTO CREDIT

Pack your appetite for a gourmet’s drive through southern France.
BY SHANE MITCHELL PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID NICOLAS
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GLOBAL GOURMET

c
C

onsider the cassoulet –

in its own right, reason for epicureans to
journey to France. At heart, this earthy dish
is a bowl full of beans and pork sausage and
roasted meats, usually including – but not always – duck or goose or partridge that has
been preserved in its own fat. Originally favored by peasants in the Languedoc region,
especially on stormy nights when the mistral howls outside,
cassoulet is a culinary focal point of much Gallic contention
regarding preparation and “correct” ingredients by chefs from
“Correct”
Toulouse to Castelnaudary to Carcassonne. These gastrocassoulet:
nomic squabbles are endearing to me, and I’ll gladly risk the
One within
ruin
of liver and figure searching for perfect variations of not
arm’s reach.
only cassoulet, but also other standards of southern France’s
culinary canon.
Bounded by the Pyrenees to the west and the Alps to the east, the departments of France
that abut the Mediterranean Sea and dovetail inward through medieval hill towns have historically shared an affinity for garlic, tomatoes, and olive oil with neighboring Spain and Italy.
Cuisine here is decidedly gutsy and sunnier in character than the fiddly sauce-centric dishes
of Dijon, Lyon, or Paris. This is the geographic nexus for Minervois vineyards that grow robust
grenache, carignan, and syrah varietals, as well as Camargue marshes filled with long-grain rice
and Provence lavender fields that are harvested for bouquets garnis. Farmers haul violet-tinged
artichokes, girolle mushrooms, and rounds of organic chèvre to morning markets, while bakers
still stoke wood-fired ovens in Valbonne. Fishermen repair their nets by hand on the quays in
Marseille after selling off their catches of red snapper and mullet. In the old district of Aix-enProvence, shops specialize in calissons (fruit and almond paste candy) and rustic table linens.
Butchers from Toulouse to Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat cure their own piquant saucisson.
Tasting my way through these places always proves a slice of heaven, which is why I
recently embarked on a seven-day drive to hunt for the south’s finest variations of bouillabaisse, frog legs Provençal, aioli, and salade niçoise. Starting at the stately Carcassonne
and heading east toward the sleek and carb-conscious Riviera provides a journey that begins with the hearty traditional fare of the fortified cities (cassoulet, roast lamb, foie gras,
pommes dauphinoise) and finishes with lighter bounty of the seashore (prawns, lobsters, mussels, anchovy tartlets).
carcassonne: all it’s crocked up to be
Most cooks recognize seven different styles of cassoulet in the Languedoc, but all I desired
was a single good one. Thanks to a crepemaker, I found it on my first night in Carcassonne,
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Café staff in Carcassonne
and (right) a sweet end to the day.

above a bend of the sycamore-lined Canal du Midi. This walled city,
once an embattled bastion of the Cathar religious sect, now contains
sufficient ice cream parlors and souvenir shops to withstand a siege
by invading day-trippers, and it’s easy to be lured into boutiques selling fig-and-walnut nougat, rustic pain d’épices (spice cake), stitched
linen covers for jam pots, and fleur de sel. Every visit to France, I crave
Nutella spread on a hot crepe, so I ordered one on a whim on a quiet
side street from a lady named Sofie. She poured a thin layer of batter
on her griddle, spread it with a spatula, flipped it over to brown, and
then flippantly used the same utensil to emphasize how the cassoulet
from Le Saint Jean pasted pounds to her already ample hips.
How to resist local knowledge so frankly delivered? At dinnertime,
on cobbled streets vacant of tourists, residents opened their window
shutters and children emerged to play tag in odd-angled alleys. In a wide
square facing the turreted château and its moat, a dapper waiter sashayed
up to the table at Le Saint Jean, balanced a blackboard menu on one of
the café chairs, and cheerfully assured me that the dried white beans
were properly soaked overnight, the sausage was from Toulouse, and the
chef’s secret ingredient would go to the grave. The glazed earthenware
crock finally arrived with wonderfully scorched beans, crusty on top
and still bubbling underneath. Chunks of sausage, shredded duck confit, and pork shoulder were fragrant with garlic and tomatoes. And truly,
there’s nothing more glorious than the salty, crunchy skin clinging to
the frenched bone of a roasted duck leg, the cassoulet’s centerpiece.
Cassoulet isn’t on the menu at La Barbacane, the wood-paneled dining room in Carcassonne’s grand Hôtel de la Cité, but the next evening

I discovered chef Jérôme Ryon’s deft hand with frog legs. Admittedly,
part of the reason it’s the best place to stay in this ancient burg is the
proximity of linen-draped table to bedroom – mine was just at the
top of an oak staircase that leads directly into the Library Bar – and
perhaps just as important, the opportunity to practice a French accent while ordering regional stalwarts, including this amphibian delicacy that’s lauded or derided, depending on which side of the English
Channel its critics reside. A stocky man with long sideburns, Ryon
sent out pan-fried frog legs, the tender meat boned and tossed with
asparagus, morels, and potato gnocchi. A main course of juicy pink
Pyrenean lamb chops followed, paired with a tart red wine from a
domaine near Mont Alaric in the Corbières range, just visible beyond
the city’s ramparts.
Aix-en-Provence and Marseille: Fishy conversations
The direct route from Carcassonne to Aix passes through fields of
red poppies on either side of a superhighway, but it’s not inspiring
from a culinary standpoint, apart from a quick stop in Arles to buy a
wheel of unpasteurized Camembert and a baguette. If time allows,
take a detour through Bouches-du-Rhône, where black bullocks and
white horses graze in pastures between flooded fields of the Camargue lowlands and the Rhône River empties into the Gulf of Lion. The
tiny seaside town of Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer is slightly more bourgeois than the Riviera’s ritzy beaches, but it’s genuinely French in
character: Teenage boys play soccer on the hard sand while Gitanessmoking sailors scrub down their boats in the marina. It’s a great
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Hôtel de la Cité welcomes
travelers to medieval Carcassonne.

Flavors of Aix: Chef Christophe
Gavot’s red mullet fillet at Villa Gallici
and (below) a shop’s vinegar selection.
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place to stock up on sacks of the region’s long-grain black rice, a culinary
treasure not readily available in the States. I walked past an old-fashioned
carousel and a bullfighting ring while collecting the tidy canvas sacks, which
are sold, along with eau-de-vie and woven baskets for condiments, in shops
throughout town.
My goal accomplished, I landed in Aix-en-Provence by cocktail hour, just
as staff at the honey-toned Villa Gallici lit votives on the terraced garden
paths lined with cypress, jasmine, and oleander. Rose petals were scattered
on the tables in an intimate dining room, but the true embellishment arrived
on floral-painted Limoges china: chef Christophe Gavot’s red mullet fillet
with a batter-fried zucchini blossom, fava beans, coarsely crushed olives,
and a ratatouille timbale. Gavot, a wiry man dressed in black kitchen togs,
mentioned that he purchased his fish from Marseille, only 20 miles south,
which immediately sparked a debate about bouillabaisse. He promised to
organize a table for the following evening at the city’s best fish stew restaurant, L’Épuisette.
The next afternoon, I skipped lunch. Perhaps that’s a slight exaggeration.
It was market day in Aix, and no one should miss the pleasure of sampling
fresh goat cheese, sausage links dusted with herbes de Provence, blushing
pink radishes, marinated cloves of sweet garlic, dainty tomatoes, and cured
black olives from vendors. In a narrow shop called Jacquèmes, an attentive wine expert recommended a young bottle of Château Paradis “Terre
de Provence” red, produced at a winery north of the city near Mont SainteVictoire, and a wood-handled Laguiole picnic knife with a retractable corkscrew for opening it. To tide me over on the quick drive to Marseille, I picked
up a handful of lavender calissons from a patisserie on rue Vauvenargues.
Marseille is one of the south’s fastest-growing cities, and it’s easy to get
slightly lost on its broad avenues that funnel down to the waterfront – the
jumping-off point for passenger ferries and ships heading to North Africa.
(Signs advertising couscous and tagines outside restaurants underscore

Drop by La Cure Gourmande
for almondy calissons.

Tea blends in Saint-Paul de Vence.

A FOODIE’S GUIDE TO SOUTHERN FRANCE

Let boutique hotels and multistarred restaurants be your road map to the Riviera.
STAY The 61-room Hôtel de la Cité features

eat Le Saint Jean Superb cassoulet and seared

a garden setting next to the medieval citadel’s
ramparts and the Michelin-starred La Barbacane
restaurant. Doubles from $495, including breakfast
and a bottle of crémant.

duck breast with foie gras in a casual setting
make this restaurant worthy of discussion.
1, place Saint-Jean, Carcassonne; 33-46/847-4243;
le-saint-jean.fr.

A handsome eighteenth-century home with terraced gardens and a swimming pool, Villa Gallici
offers 22 rooms and suites lavishly decorated
in Provençal florals. Doubles from $325, including
breakfast and afternoon tea.

L’Épuisette Stop here for haute bouillabaisse
on the harbor. Vallon des Auffes, Marseille;
33-49/152-1782; l-epuisette.com.

Hôtel Le Saint-Paul is a townhouse hotel with 16
comfortable rooms and views of the surrounding
hills and streets of Saint-Paul de Vence. Doubles
from $318, including breakfast and afternoon tea.

(MAP) MICHAEL LIVESAY-WRIGHT

Scattered through a medieval village, the Château
de la Chèvre d’Or‘s 36 rooms and suites have dramatic vantages on a granite bluff above the Riviera.
Doubles from $396, including breakfast.

Club les Palmiers Live the good life with light
entrees such as tomato tarts, grilled giant shrimp,
and pastas on a Saint-Tropez beach. Route de l’Epi
Pampelonne, Ramatuelle; 33-49/479-8270.
Café des Arcades On Fridays, order the grand
aioli special of boiled vegetables, cod, and housemade mayonnaise. place des Arcades, Valbonne;
33-49/312-0006.
Restaurant Le Sloop Chose salade niçoise and
bouillabaisse
at this informal
bistro on the
waterfront. SaintJean-Cap-Ferrat;
33-49/301-4863;
Toulouse
restaurantsloop.com.

WAYS TO GO Take a page from Napoleon’s
stomach-marching army on EuroPanache’s eightday walking tour from Nice to Arles. Hikers visit the
hilltop village Gourdon, Verdon Gorge, and Cannes
(for urban strolls), and refuel at Alain Ducasse’s La
Colombe d’Or in Saint-Paul de Vence and on bouillabaisse in the Lubéron. Departures: Any day through
2009; from $9,244, including most meals.

SHOP Jacquèmes

Chocolatine’s seven-day self-drive trip through the
south of France features a night in Carcassonne
followed by three more in Aix-en-Provence and
Nice. When not dining or winetasting, travelers can
take in the Roman town of Arles, visit a glassblower
in Biot, or sunbathe in Saint-Tropez. Departures: Any
day through 2009; from $3,382, including breakfasts.

An excellent
store to pick up
local wines and
Laguiole knives.
9, rue Méjanes,
Aix-en-Provence;
33-44/223-4864;
jacquemes.fr.

La place aux Huiles Stop here for a great selection of infused vinegars, confiture, and artisanal
olive oils from Provençal producers. 14, rue Gaston
de Saporta, Aix-en-Provence; 33-44/296-2128.
La Cure Gourmande This regional candy
shop specializes in cookies and almond-paste
calissons. 16, rue Vauvenargues, Aix-en-Provence;
33-44/221-2648; cure-gourmade.com.
L’Entrecôte The owners of this attractive butcher
shop stock a wonderful assortment of Provençal
violet jam, duck confit, pepper sausages, baguettes, and cheese. 7, avenue Jean Mermoz,
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat; 33-49/376-0512.

DON’T MISS This fall, Cooking With Friends
offers one-day classes at Julia’s Child’s former residence in Valbonne. Participants prepare a full menu
and enjoy including lunch, aperitif, and wine. $170;
cookingwithfriends.com.

FRANCE

Carcassonne

Saint-Paul de Vence
Aix-en-Provence

Èze

Marseille

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
SPAIN
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the ethnic influences that have enriched
this city’s cuisine in recent decades.) Several
hours later, after watching yachts bob around
the Vieux Port, I finally stumbled on Gavot’s
favorite fish restaurant in a hidden cove
called Bassin de Carénage. Tucked under a
stone bridge just before Fort Saint-Nicolas at
the harbor’s mouth, L’Épuisette’s cul-de-sac
looks out on Château d’If, the island prison
made famous in Alexandre Dumas’ The Count
of Monte Cristo. Standing on chalky tumbled
granite as the sea sloshed below, I was wooed
by the heady scent of reducing fish stock from
Little boats that could: Marseille’s
the kitchen.
fishermen gave rise to one of the
world’s iconic dishes, bouillabaisse.
The proper ingredients for bouillabaisse à
la Marseillaise are just as debated as those for
cassoulet in French gastronomic circles. It’s
believed that fishermen along this coast originally threw leftover catch of the day into
a single pot for dinner: spiny lobster, firm-fleshed fish such as rascasse (scorpion fish),
and softer species that disintegrated in a white wine broth containing onions, tomatoes, garlic, and parsley. At a small table in this modernist beach cabin, where views of
seawater reflect through plate glass windows, the sommelier professed to be a Knicks
fan and promptly brought me a chilled glass of Vacqueyras Domaine Montirius 2004.
Chef Guillaume Sourrieu’s grand bouillabaisse is a far cry from the seaside potluck
preferred by the professional pêcheurs, who eat in little private dining syndicates on
the docks. It began with coarse dark broth, spooned from a large tureen, accompanied
by toasted croutons slathered with garlic-infused rouille and shredded Parmesan. I
finished every drop. So dismay was my immediate response to part two: a huge platter
of boiled potatoes and fillets of saffron-tinted monkfish, snapper, John Dory, and a tiny
red crab – a more artistic than edible flourish. By the time I was good and truly fished
out, other restaurants in the cove were packed, as were open-air cafés on the old port,
with boisterous local diners who didn’t have to remain sober for a drive back to Aix.

A mouthful: Pack this peppered
pecorino for a perfect picnic.
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Saint-Paul de Vence and èze: Lighten up
The next morning, Saint-Tropez summoned. Much like the Hamptons, Coconut
Grove, or Santa Monica, it’s a manicured enclave that pretends not to be. Everyone on
the town’s main square dresses in their resort-wear best. This is where Coco Chanel
“discovered” the suntan in the 1920s and Bridget Bardot popularized the bikini in the
1950s. Battling traffic on the secondary road, I landed at Pampelonne Beach in neighboring Ramatuelle for a brisk baptism in the Med and a languorous, if sandy, lunch at
Club les Palmiers, one of several hyperchic lounges lining the strand where sun worshippers pay a tidy fortune to rent chaises and umbrellas. Instead, I spent the same
amount in the club’s plein air restaurant on a crisp tomato tart, spicy giant prawns, and
a fritto misto of baby octopus with zucchini batons.

That was nothing compared to the meal
served that evening by chef Ludovic Puzenat
at Hôtel Le Saint-Paul. In three connecting
stone townhouses, the rooms at this petite
property in Saint-Paul de Vence stack high
enough for glimpses of the misty hills beyond
their windows. The village has its fair share of
art galleries, outdoor cafés, and boules courts,
but its real distinction lies down a steep cobbled stairway, where the hotel’s dining room
faces a patio terrace in a narrow alley. How
can travelers pass through the land of duck
and not dine on foie gras at least once? Or
twice? Or as often as decorum permits?
Market day in Aix and (below)
Camargue’s tasteful souvenirs.
Puzenat may be better known for his deconstructed lobster lasagne, but he wins best-oftrip praise for his swiftly caramelized lobes of
duck liver with a spiced macaroon, rhubarb compote, and balsamic vinegar sauce, just
sweet enough to offset the tang of a rough La Madura Vin de Pays d’Oc 2006.
The densely forested hills above the Côte de l’Estérel shade a winding drive on unposted country lanes that eventually lead to the market town of Valbonne. I arrived in
time for lunch with Kathie Alex, who operates a cooking school in the house formerly

J

J

The waiter cheerfully assured me that the dried white beans
were properly soaked overnight, the sausage was from Toulouse,
and the chef’s secret ingredient would go to the grave.

owned by Julia Child. At Café des Arcades, she ordered a humble aioli – boiled vegetables, a chunk of undressed cod, and a generous dollop of the house mayonnaise – a dish
habitually favored on Fridays in Catholic Provence. Around the corner, a boulangerie
still bakes baguettes in a wood-fired oven, an art swiftly becoming lost as old-fashioned
artisan producers struggle to operate under restrictive EU regulations. (This malaise
is wonderfully addressed in Michael Steinberger’s newly published Au Revoir to All
That: Food, Wine, and the End of France.) By the time we left the café the baker at Le Fouvenild d’Eugenie had sold her last loaf, but I still admired the motto above her narrow
shop’s doorway: Labourer, Rigueur, Bonheur (hard work and happiness).
At a table in Eden, the fusion restaurant at Èze’s Château de la Chèvre d’Or, guests
can sip Taittinger Rosé Champagne while watching the setting sun cast an equally
rosy glow over the mega-yachts anchored in the neighboring bay of Saint-Jean-CapFerrat. Perched on the verge of a granite massif above the azure sea, the hotel’s rooms
and suites scatter along the stone walkways of Èze in converted, centuries-old townhouses. The property has one of the grander restaurants on the Riviera, but after a
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The star attraction
of Le Saint Jean.

Insider Expertise

J

J

highly caloric week of ripe cheeses and hazelnut-chocolate crepes,
I really just craved a simple salad. My final morning, I abandoned
plans for yet another multicourse tasting menu for the hairpin turns
on the Villefranche-sur-Mer coastal road and bistros at Saint-Jean.
On avenue Jean Mermoz, a bountiful charcuterie display distracted
me. Inside L’Entrecôte, a cheerful middle-aged couple stood behind
the counter packed with cuts of Charolais beef and jars of duck confit. We struck up a conversation about their thumbnail-size pepper
sausages, which the butcher recommended pairing with an aperitif,
so I asked where they would normally go for lunch. After a vigorous
discussion with each other, the wife recommended Restaurant Le
Sloop, declaring it “sympathique, traditionnelle.” Plus, she insisted, it
has a nice view of the harbor. Her husband graciously conceded and
handed me a sack of the tiny sausages for the late-afternoon flight
back to Paris.
It was a great choice. In full view of motorboats tied to the marina
Chateau de la Chevre
docks, a waitress placed a perfectly portioned salade niçoise on the
navy blue tablecloth. Popularized in nearby Nice, this basic dish of
lettuce, French beans, anchovies, and tuna is tossed with vinaigrette
dressing; Le Sloop’s version is slightly more refined, substituting
crisp fennel and arugula, hard-boiled quail eggs, and a basil sorbet
amuse-bouche splashed with balsamic vinegar to cleanse the palate.
And it proved a maxim about the French with regard to their most
iconic dishes: Always trust the crepemaker, the chef, and the boucher.
Or, at least, his wife.

Virtuoso travel advisors pick three of their favorite gourmet drives in Europe.

Spain Castilla y León is one of
Spain’s most culturally rich and
historic regions and contains
one of the its top wine valleys,
Ribera del Duero. Road trips
here reward travelers with
sights such as the walled city of
Ávila and Peñafiel and Segovia
castles, as well as rich winefriendly foods such as suckling
pig and jamón.
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France Pick up a car in Paris and drive to Reims for dinner at the
world-renowned Les Crayères in the heart of Champagne, then head
to Relais Bernard Loiseau in Saulieu for classics such as frog legs with
garlic puree. From there it’s on to Vonnas and Valence before wrapping up in Lyon – which rivals Paris for number of stellar restaurants
per capita.
Italy Fuel up with a perfect risotto at Milan’s Antica Trattoria della Pesa for the drive to
Fornovo di Taro just west of Parma (take route 9 for a more scenic trip). There, sample
traditional ham, salamis, and the fantastic torta fritta at A La Maison. Next, head to the
walled city of Lucca for Bucadisantantonio, a former staging post for horses that’s
been converted into a marvelous restaurant. Finish in style with Florence’s plentiful
picks and San Domenico in the nearby village of Imola – considered by many the best
restaurant in all of Italy.
Thanks to Virtuoso advisors Peggy Jones, Peter Herff, and Bob Malmberg.

SEE HEAR SMELL TASTE TOUCH
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EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
BET WEEN A HOTEL AND A HYAT T.

Whether you’re seeking the bright lights of a city location or escaping to the serenity of a resort destination, you’ll
find distinctive design, extraordinary service, world-class amenities and award-winning cuisine at our 28 participating
Virtuoso Hyatt Hotels & Resorts® worldwide. It’s all part of our commitment to make you feel more welcome at our
properties than anywhere else in the world. For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Park Hyatt Beaver Creek Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Milan

Park Hyatt Tokyo

Grand Hyatt Shanghai

Palacio Duhau Park Hyatt Buenos Aires

Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow

Park Hyatt Toronto

Hyatt Grand Champions Resort, Villas & Spa

Park Hyatt Chicago

Park Hyatt Paris–Vendôme

Park Hyatt Washington D.C.

Hyatt Regency Hill Country Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Dubai

Park Hyatt Saigon

Park Hyatt Zurich

Hyatt Regency Hakone Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Goa Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Seoul

Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa

Hyatt Regency Kyoto

Park Hyatt Melbourne

Park Hyatt Shanghai

Grand Hyatt Santiago

Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe Resort, Spa & Casino

Park Hyatt Mendoza, Hotel Casino & Spa

Park Hyatt Sydney

Grand Hyatt Seattle

Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort & Spa

Hyatt Hotels & Resorts® encompasses hotels managed, franchised or leased by subsidiaries and affiliates of Global Hyatt Corporation. HYATT, Hyatt Hotels & Resorts,® Park Hyatt,® Grand Hyatt,® Hyatt Regency,® names, designs and related marks are trademarks of
Hyatt Corporation. ©2009 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.
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DINING
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Where to eat now at
top tables across the country.
BY JUNE NAYLOR

The season’s best soup trio from
Philadelphia’s Oyster House.
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f the growth in must-try new restaurants FROM

coast to coast serves as any indication, the economy hasn’t
affected our collective appetite for exceptional edibles. The
past year delivered an enticing number of openings that
beckon you to book a table now. Some of these fabulous food
capitals were so generously blessed, in fact, that we just had to
recommend two new spots instead of only one. Dig in.

PHILADELPHIA

Antipasti at Convivio
in New York.

Oyster House
Why it’s worth a visit: Hailed as a “Philadelphia classic, reinvented,” the best oyster
palace in town offers a whole new energy,
menu, and look.
Reopened after a thorough and impressive reinvention, this smash hit is perfect
for drinks or a casual family dinner in a setting defined by hardwood floors, subway
tiles, whitewashed brick, and a cocktail rail
made from antique milk glass. Right away,
locals began calling it the finest raw bar on
this part of the East Coast. An approachable menu includes roasted dishes such as
oysters Español with crispy chorizo and
cilantro lime butter, oysters fungi with vermouth and thyme, and clams casino with
red pepper and bacon. 1516 Sansom Street;
215/567-7683; oysterhousephilly.com.

NEW YORK
The John Dory
Why it’s worth a visit: A culinary who’s
who put this seafood pub on the Meatpacking District map.
Mario Batali teamed up with other notables
in town to bring new energy to a historic building facing Chelsea Food Market. Shell-framed
mirrors and fishing lures figure into the decor,
as does a giant aquarium, putting you in the
mood for charred striped bass, grilled octopus, and red snapper ceviche. 85 Tenth Avenue;
212/929-4948; thejohndory.com.
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Convivio
Why it’s worth a visit: Passionate interpretations of Southern Italian cuisine raise
the Midtown dining bar.
This casual trattoria hums with neighborhood familiarity. Solo diners feel comfortable but it’s cozy enough for dates, too,
both indoors and outside on the patio. The
antipasti menu is laden with such things as
slow-poached veal with salsa verde, capers,
and egg, or braised pork meatballs with
Parmigiano-Reggiano and broccoli rabe – at
surprisingly moderate prices. 45 Tudor City
Place; 212/599-5045; convivionyc.com.

Why it’s worth a visit: Chef Jose Garces,
with recent James Beard and Iron Chef recognitions, puts Mexico City on the plate.
Whimsy-on-steroids defines this highenergy scene in the West Philadelphia
neighborhood, where two dining floors are
splashed with hot pink and green and decorated with lucha libre (free fight) wrestling
masks, a jukebox, and rattan-covered banquettes. You can even sip one of 60 kinds of
tequila in a booth made from a VW Beetle.
Better yet, try a fresh-fruit margarita with
scallops al pastor, marinated scallops grilled
with fresh pineapple, or guindilla chilemarinated lamb chops. 3945 Chestnut Street;
215/222-1657; distritorestaurant.com.

MELISSA HOM

Distrito

washington, d.c.

High-energy dining at
Philadelphia’s Distrito.

CommonWealth
Why it’s worth a visit: The gastropub
concept lands in the capital city, delivering
contemporary, clean interpretations of British bar food.
Owner-chef Jamie Leeds, who enjoyed
a meteoric rise from Union Square Café in
New York to the Washington Terrace Hotel in D.C., now turns heads in newly hip
Columbia Heights with fresh, seasonal, locally produced ingredients that lighten up
the traditional fish and chips, bangers and
mash, and Sunday roast, the latter served
family-style. Appealingly affordable, the
pub offers warmth in a setting noted for
vintage, salvaged barnwood, and its hangout spirit plays out on tables set for games
of checkers, backgammon, and chess. 1400
Irving Street NW, Suite 109; 202/265-1400;
cwgastropub.com.

atlanta
Abattoir

(commonwealth) dakota fine

Why it’s worth a visit: It’s on the leading
edge of the latest meat-centric food trend.
Suitably placed inside a meatpacking
plant, fashionably rehabbed to reveal rustic, exposed ceilings and worn brick walls,
this large, meat lovers restaurant takes on
soft touches from fresh wildflowers on
tables to a wood-burning fireplace on the
patio, all evoking the feel of a comfortably
worn Belgian home. With a “whole animal
cuisine” focus on small plates starring offal, such as tripe stew with pork belly, fried
chicken livers with sweet pickled onion relish, and lamb sweetbreads with sour plums
and rosemary, the progressive menu – which
also offers jewels for fish and vegetable eaters – scored an instant hit since its spring
debut. 1170 Howell Mill Road; 404/892-3335;
starprovisions.com.

miami
Sra. Martinez
Why it’s worth a visit: No tapas menu
is hotter.
Opened last December by James Beard

Commonwealth’s take on bar food.
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Seville-styled Sra.
Martinez in Miami.

Award winner, ballerina turned chef, and
Top Chef darling Michelle Bernstein, along
with her husband David Martinez, Sra. Martinez matches substance with its considerable style. A Seville-styled remake of an old
post office in the trendy Design District, the
lounge-feel hangout offers indoor and outdoor tables, overseen by huge bullfighter
and flamenco posters. A savvy selection of
wines and sherries pairs beautifully with the
kaleidoscope of small plates, with standouts
including the classic pan con tomate (tomato
bread), roasted piquillo peppers, and a comforting tortilla, as well as inventive offerings
such as the sea urchin sandwich with soyginger butter. Moderately priced dishes add
up, but the tab’s worth it. 4000 NE Second
Avenue; 305/573-5474.
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New orleans
Iris
Why it’s worth a visit: Devine deviations from the Southern norms elevate this
swank bistro.
The genius level of energy offered in this
cuisine-driven favorite – which recently
relocated to expanded digs in the French
Quarter – comes at the hand of co-owner
Ian Schnoebelen, who was among recent
Best New Chefs noted by Food & Wine.
Pairing unlikely ingredients spells inarguable success, witnessed in plates such as
the green-peppercorn-crusted yellowfin
tuna with baby greens, proscuitto, and cornichons, and seared scallops with braised
Vietnamese greens and grapefruit butter.

The bar offers similar creativity in wild
cocktails accented with botanicals such as
pine needles for foodies unafraid to drop
good money on a great evening. 321 N. Peters
Street; 504/299-3944; irisneworleans.com.

chicago
L2O
Why it’s worth a visit: A fish-centric
ode to beautiful dining balances a playful attitude with hip sensibilities.
French native Laurent Gras has been
called “a chef of terrifying talent” by no less
than Anthony Bourdain. Gras employs clean
ingredients from small producers to serve
lobster with Tahitian vanilla, chanterelles,

Pull up a chair
at The Publican.

and watermelon radishes or cod with green
olives, lemon, and grits. Go slowly into the
multicourse experience, easing in with the
house aperitif, a flute of Champagne infused with strawberry and hibiscus juices –
a sublime way to sink into the Lincoln Park
setting noted for ebony tables and towering
columns, white leather chairs and blond
wood paneling. 2300 N. Lincoln Park West;
773/868-0002; l2orestaurant.com.

L2O’s stylish seating.

Trailblazing Southwestern
cuisine at RDG+Bar Annie.

The Publican
Why it’s worth a visit: Impressive beerpairing cuisine revolutionizes thinking about
meat-and-brew dining.
Opened last fall in the Fulton Market
neighborhood, this spacious, popular pub
offers Belgian atmosphere and clever presentations of rustic dishes like natural Angus beef heart from Montana’s Meyer Ranch
served with mushrooms and bone marrow,
as well as lighter offerings such as striped
bass in a preserved tomato and black-olive
vinaigrette. Even the brunch dishes fascinate with the likes of wood-fired eggs served
with Gouda, harissa, and grilled bread. A
good value, this one’s perfect for dinner or
brunch. 837 W. Fulton Market; 312/733-9555;
thepublicanrestaurant.com.
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Nobody does dinner-as-theater at Steve
Wynn’s level except the master himself. In
a dining room where the walls and ceiling
change color and shape every 20 minutes,
the food must be thrilling to capture your
attention. Thanks to chef Rene Lenger it
does, in the form of lobster salad with artichoke and asparagus in a truffle vinaigrette
and in seared Alaskan halibut with sweetpea coulis. Dressy patrons linger at the table
over dessert, paired with pours from a roving Champagne cart, or cozy up at a bar specializing in the finest boutique bourbons on
the planet. 3131 Las Vegas Boulevard South;
702/248-3463.

Bar Jules’ blackboard
menus add casual charm.

PHOENIX
Noca
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RDG+Bar Annie

Raku

Why it’s worth a visit: The new signature restaurant from revered Southwestern
cuisine trailblazer Robert Del Grande.
Consider this a best-of Café Annie in the
revamped Uptown-Galleria neighborhood.
Replacing a three-decade-old legend, this
sleek new edition had patrons eagerly awaiting its opening in mid-summer. The clubby,
two-story showplace done in red Western
cedar, Mexican onyx, and red granite offers
multiple seating venues and clever cocktails. Pair chile-pepper-spiked Manhattans
with crabmeat beignets and baked potato
fritters, pomegranate margaritas with lamb
in spicy tomato sauce and toasted hominy,
or glasses of boutique wine with prime New
York strips. Show up in jeans with the family or decked out for the Houston Opera’s
season opener October 23 with a special
date. 1800 Post Oak Boulevard; 713/840-1111;
rdgbarannie.com.

Why it’s worth a visit: A chef hangout for
stellar Japanese food in a surprise setting.
Tucked within a mini-mall that’s seen
better days, this tiny James Beard Best
New Restaurant semifinalist has become a
favorite off-Strip lure for members of the
town’s celeb chef club. Credit the culinary
wizardry of owner-chef Mitsuo Endo, whose
daily offerings may include exotic ideas such
as grilled pork ear or pickled bonito or the
moderately tame scallops sautéed in butter,
Kobe beef skewers, or portabella with chicken. No matter what you settle on, you’ll be
utterly seduced by the food and reasonable prices. 5030 W. Spring Mountain Road;
702/367-3511; raku-grill.com.
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switch
Why it’s worth a visit: Entertainment
lies in decor and menu drama at the Strip’s
newest showplace.

SAN FRANCISCO
Bar Jules
Why it’s worth a visit: It’s a daily adventure for the palate at this foodie haunt, which
doubles as a stylish wine bar.
Adored soups are among the numerous
reasons for heading to chef Jessica Boncutter’s casual hangout, which opened last year
in Hayes Valley. An intimate space, Bar Jules
should be shared with a partner passionate
about the fresh finds posted on a blackboard
menu. You’ll be knocked over by the offbeat sensibilities found in well-priced jewels such as prawns with smoked fennel and
lemon aioli and wood-grilled quail with
figs and wild arugula. 609 Hayes Street;
415/621-5482; barjules.com.

Ana Homonnay

houston

Why it’s worth a visit: Tasting menus
and a smart mix of background music combine for a memorable meal in the desert.
Named for its trendy North of Camelback
locale, Noca’s innovative dishes had critics
swooning at its summer opening. The wow
factor comes in a daily-changing menu featuring locally-grown organic vegetables,
meat from Chicago, and seafood from an
exclusive supplier. Moderately priced tasting
menus have offered lobster roll with duck-fat
French fries and crudo decorated with chile
oil and avocado mousse. 3118 E. Camelback
Road; 602/956-6622; restaurantnoca.com.

Discover
South America’s exotic charm with Princess.

®

ExclusivE OFFER:

Receive up to

$100
12-day Cape Horn /Strait of Magellan
Star Princess | buenos aires to Santiago
®

18-day brazilian adventure Cruise
Star Princess | Rio de Janeiro to Ft. Lauderdale
®

16-day antarctica & South america
Star Princess | Roundtrip from buenos aires
®

onboaRd
CREdIT†

balcony fares from

$1,895

*

balcony fares from

$1,947*

balcony fares from

$2,595

*

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to plan your complete getaway today!

*Fares in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only, subject to availability, and capacity controlled. $2595 fare is based on category BE, Star Princess, 01/17/10, $1895 fare is based on category BF 02/18/10 Star Princess, $1947 fare is based on category BC 03/16/10 Star Princess. Government fees and taxes of up to $160.06 per person are additional. Princess reserves the right to impose
a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. †$100 maximum shipboard credit is per
cabin, based on double occupancy. Wine is one bottle per stateroom. Photo is one per stateroom. See applicable Princess brochure for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Other
restrictions may apply. ©2009 Princess Cruises. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.

Osteria Stellina
Why it’s worth a visit: A short detour
from the city proper takes you on a healthy
Italian voyage.
A jaunt to Point Reyes Station in West
Marin rewards you with an unforgettable
meal in homey surroundings. The utilitarian diner has an open kitchen and decor of
fresh flowers and produce, but the food is
why you’re here: Inexpensive, understated
dishes include a lovely mixture of gigante
beans simmered with rosemary and garlic-braised chard; pizza with a lush yet
crisp-bottomed crust adorned with a pure
tomato sauce, nettles, and freshly made
mozzarella; and a pasta plate of bucatini with

Chic skewers at The
Bazaar by José Andrés.

Manila clams and chiles. 11285 Highway 1;
415/663-9988; osteriastellina.com.

los angeles
Animal
Why it’s worth a visit: This insider’s
haunt seduces Angelenos and visitors alike
with its carnivorous carnival.
The Food Network’s 2 Dudes Catering duo
of Vinny Dotolo and Jon Shook, who both
nabbed Food & Wine Best New Chef honors
this summer, have taken L.A. by storm with
their brazen approach to meat, meat, and
more meat. There’s no sign out front, but

movie stars and hard-core foodies are finding this ultra-hip new arrival to dig into the
likes of flatiron steak with asparagus, chanterelles, and truffle-Parmesan fondue; a
burger topped with foie gras, quail egg, and –
no kidding – Spam; and balsamic-glazed pork
ribs with grilled corn. 435 N. Fairfax Avenue;
323/782-9225; animalrestaurant.com.

The Bazaar by José Andrés
Why it’s worth a visit: Set in high style,
Spain’s greatest gift to American palates
proves that more is indeed better after all.
This exotic gathering spot intrigues with
its multiple-personality approach at the
SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills. Opened by José
Andrés, the Spanish restaurateur-chef who
conquered Washington, D.C., with stellar
restaurants, this complex of “magical food
experiences” offers Rojo y Blanca, where
you find such tapas as marinated mussels
in escabeche, served from a tin sardine
can; the Patisserie, a place for taking high
tea and nibbling on foie gras sandwiches
and bonbons flavored with lemon-ginger
and star anise; and Bar Centro, dominated
by an etched, black-glass bar, where guests
sip mojitos poured over clouds of cotton
candy and graze on crabmeat and pickled
cucumber sandwiches and caviar served on
steamed buns. Throughout The Bazaar, a
roving cart dispenses goodies such as cones
filled with soy-marinated salmon roe and
herbed cream cheese or caviar crowned
with cauliflower puree. 465 S. La Cienega
Boulevard; 310/246-5555; thebazaar.com.

seattle
Spring Hill
Why it’s worth a visit: A seafood-savvy
menu lures with unexpected pleasures.
Seattle native Mark Fuller presents his renditions of Northwest cuisine in a small, sexy
space replacing a former floral shop. Roughly
95 percent of the somewhat pricey menu represents regional ingredients, such as local
oysters on the half shell, Northwest shrimp
and grits, and rainbow trout with spicy green
beans, brown butter, and toasted hazelnuts, along with veggies from Fuller’s own
garden. 4437 California Avenue Southwest;
206/935-1075; springhillnorthwest.com.
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· Rediscover The Beaches ·

Mexico:
The Ultimate i n

Life Experiences

Come to México for a one-of-a-kind vacation where you can relax on one of our many stunning
beaches, experience history at multiple archeological sites, or get back to nature at the unbeatable
wildlife preserves. Where else can you experience so much?
Explore one of the many colonial towns where people live as they have centuries.
Shop for handicrafts, visit the historic pyramids, and stay in one of the many renovated haciendas
that house turn-of the-century charm with all modern amenities. The resort beach destinations, the
cultural sites, and the warmth of the people invite you to discover México again.

w w w . V i s i t M ex i c o . c o m

· Rediscover The History ·

Unlock the

Past

in modern-day

Campeche

Archeological discoveries yet unearthed. Campeche has the highest percentage of indigenous people and includes
Calakmul, the largest Mayan city ever discovered. Visit the Mayan ruin of Edzná (the House of Itzaes), for a peek
at life during Mayan times. You’ll also find secluded beaches and quaint fishing villages.

www. camp eche .t ra vel

· Rediscover The Culture ·

Discover
the

Magic of

Yucatan

The magic of Yucatán spans the ages. World-famous archaeological sites, enchanting colonial cities, beautiful
beaches and distinct cuisine make Yucatán one of México’s favorite travel destinations. Admire the sacred Mayan
pyramids of Chichen Itza, one of the New Seven Wonders of the World.

www.yuca tan .t ra vel

· Rediscover The Art ·

explore the

heart of Mexico
in San Miguel de Allende

A favorite city in Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende was just voted a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
With its cobbled streets, colonial architecture, natural hot springs, and mild clime, San Miguel de Allende
attracts expatriate artists, writers, and musicians.

www.turismosanmiguel . com . mx

· Rediscover The Warmth ·

Your experience

historyin
Guanajuato

becomes

Guanajuato state is one of the richest mineral regions. Come find your fortune in the city by the same name
with its narrow twisting streets disappearing into winding tunnels. Guanajuato was named a UNESCO World Heritage
site in 1988 and includes the city of San Miguel de Allende.

www. g uanajua to -t ra vel . com

· Rediscover The Beauty ·

discover the

Biggest Mountain of Mexico
in

Puebla

Visit the historic city centre, awarded World Cultural Heritage Site by UNESCO, and tour
Cholula, home of the largest pyramid and the world’s largest monument. The Church of Our Lady
of the Remedies, built by the Spaniards in 1594, sits on top of it and is a major pilgrimage site.

www.visi tpuebla .t ra vel

P R O M OT I O N

A vi ew of th e

WORLD—

Take the Plunge: Amalfi Coast, Italy, by Mollie Fitzgerald.

As Seen Through the Lens of Virtuoso Travel Advisors
We recently asked Virtuoso member travel advisors to share personal photos from their worldwide travels that
best capture the moments in life that move us, make us laugh, and remind us what’s really important. As you take
a journey through the breathtaking images you will find their passion for travel, and see firsthand why Virtuoso
travel advisors are true experts at delivering vacations that offer their clients the greatest Return on Life™.

Families Stick Together: Africa, by Janie Bullard.

ABOVE, from left: Ecuadorian Shepherdess: Andes Mountains, by Melissa Young; A View of the Hills: Umbria, Italy, by Gary Johnson.
BELOW: Surf’s Up: Easter Island, by Nancy Grimes.

ABOVE:
Cooling Off on a Hot Summer’s Night:
Lima, Peru, by Angela Pierson.
LEFT, from left:
My Two Front Teeth: Chennai, India, by Sharel Felger;
Bastille Day in Papeete: Tahiti, by George Staples.

RIGHT:
Desert Shadows: Sahara Desert,
Morocco, by Vera Schwartzbord.

Morning Mist: Lake Louise, Canada, by Renee Barnett.

The Joys of Friendship: San Cristóbal de Las Casas, Mexico, by Magdalena Giudici.

Wigman Making Fire: Papua New Guinea, by Tom Callister.
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Most Health Plans,
Travel Insurances
& Platinum Cards

THE BENEFITS OF MEDJET
When and where serious medical emergencies occur are out of our control. Serious accidents and
illnesses frequently happen away from home. The victims are left unprepared, frightened and
alone. An already urgent situation is quickly compounded and can turn into a devastating
upheaval of miscommunication, disorder and medical mishaps.
A world leader in medical evacuation, Medjet provides a calm path through the chaos. If you or
a family member is hospitalized more than 150 miles from home, Medjet will arrange medical
transportation to the hospital of your choice from virtually anywhere in the world.
Whether you are traveling for business or pleasure, your physical well-being is a vital part of
a successful trip. That is why tens of thousands of travelers look to Medjet to keep them safe
wherever their journeys take them. A Medjet membership is your guardian, your protection and
your peace of mind in a medical crisis.
Add peace of mind to your travels and sign up for a Medjet membership TODAY. Short-Term
memberships start at $95 and Annual memberships start at $250. Contact your preferred Virtuoso
Travel Advisor for more information.

CLOCKWISE, from right:
Key West Sunset: Florida, by Patricia McGeehan;
Lotus Awakening: Vietnam, by Kim Vetter;
A Passion for the Excitement of Life: Antarctica, by Babs Cape;
Her Eyes Can Talk: South Africa, by Ilana Valo.

Just in case you get hungry.

Puerto Vallarta. It’s where Mexico’s 62 cuisines meet with the
rest of the world’s. But then, fusion is nothing new here. We were born
of the meeting of the Sierra Madre and the Bay of Banderas—creating
a magical place, and a true center of global gourmet inspiration.
To learn more information, visit our website.

VisitPuertoVallarta.com

WANDERLUST

Global gourmet 132
well traveled 140

DINING, DRINKING, AND LIVING WELL

TASTING NOTES

Sake
to You
A pairing primer from a Tokyo
master, plus what to drink with steak.
BY ADAM SACHS
photography by MANNY RODRIGUEZ styling by HEIDI ADAMS

O

This sake’s body and melon notes
pair well with earthy flavors.
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ften when foreigners come

in, they will ask for the driest sake
we have,” says Mr. Sato, manager
of Roku Roku, an elegant sushi restaurant in Tokyo’s Roppongi Hills. Too polite
to criticize, he sounds merely quietly pained.
This is my fifth time in Tokyo, and I’ve had
a chance to eat and drink a lot of great stuff,
but I have to admit I still don’t know my way
around a bottle of sake.
“The taste of very dry sake,” Sato says patiently, “can be too strong for light appetizers
or sashimi.” I suggest some of us might be ordering dry bottles because we don’t have any
clue what we’re talking about. I suggest it because, ahem, I do it all the time myself.
Sato-san laughs. He’s a kikizake-shi, or sake
sommelier, and is accustomed to explaining
to locals and gaijin alike the complex classifications and flavor profiles of Japan’s national
drink. He offers to set me straight.

PORTOFINO, ITALY

VERANDA SUITE

A Lifestyle to Savour Aboard Silversea
Let Silversea indulge your palate as you travel from destination to fascinating destination. Superb cuisine is served with a
sophisticated flair and an ever-changing ocean view. Silversea offers the only Wine Restaurant at sea by Relais & Châteaux,
as well as a signature collection of exclusive dishes inspired by the Grands Chefs Relais & Châteaux. An onboard Enrichment
Programme invites you to attend inspiring cooking demonstrations, entertaining competitions, and wine tastings.
Aboard Silversea’s Culinary Arts Voyages, contemporary guest chefs share their most tantalising talents through special
menus, cooking presentations, escorted provisioning excursions to local markets and a grand gourmet dinner. On select
Wine Series Voyages, enjoy enlightening lectures, tastings of vintage blends and optional private tours to world-class wineries.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor for an updated listing of these special sailings.
When you step aboard any of Silversea’s remarkable ships, you will realise at once a setting of intimate elegance. This convivial
atmosphere encourages like-minded international guests to engage in stimulating conversations. Delectable cuisine is served
in a variety of open-seating restaurants or under the stars on your own private veranda. All suites have ocean views and all
onboard gratuities are included. Fine wines, champagnes and spirits are complimentary throughout the ship. Personalised
service is paramount. Excellence and quality prevail. This charmed onboard lifestyle of countless indulgences awaits your arrival.

For reservations or more information on any of Silversea’s worldwide voyages,
kindly contact your Virtuoso travel advisor. Ask about current special promotions
on select sailings including up to 60% savings, free roundtrip air,* and $1,000 in onboard
spending credits.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Offers are valid on new bookings only; bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. All offers may not be available on all voyages. Savings may vary by
suite category, and may not be available in all categories. Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional. The Onboard Spending Credit offer is $1,000 per double occupancy suite;
$500 per single occupancy, when booked by September 30, 2009, and may be used towards shore excursions or luxurious onboard services including spa treatments, premium selections
from the Connoisseur’s List of wines and spirits, the alternative restaurant dining fee, and boutique and Internet Café purchases. All offers and savings are capacity controlled and may be
withdrawn or modified at any time without notice. Other restrictions may apply. For complete Terms and Conditions, visit Silversea.com. Ships’ registry: Bahamas
*FREE AIR: Offered from 22 US and Canadian gateways in Economy Class on over 150 voyages in 2010. Package includes transfers between airport and pier on embarkation and disembarkation
days. Specially Priced Air is also available from an additional 50+ US and Canadian gateways. This programme is capacity controlled and valid only for new bookings made by December 31,
2009. Silversea reserves the right to select the air carrier, routing and departure airport from each gateway city. Air schedules are assigned 95 days prior to cruise departure on deposited
bookings. The Free & Specially Priced Air offer is available only to the first two guests in a suite, not valid for 3 rd and 4th guests.

WANDERLUST TASTING NOTES

Left to right: A summer sipper,
a powerful and diverse brew, and
a great pick for sake novices.
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Delightful dining is just part
of what makes your stay delicious.
The Fairmont Southampton and The Fairmont
Hamilton Princess offer an unparalleled dining
experience, no matter which restaurant you choose.
Featuring precise preparation and renowned recipes,
our medley of restaurants will please even the most
refined palates. Select from an impressive array of
atmospheres from casual to 5-diamond, including
intimate indoor seating and enchanting beachfront
dining. When it’s time to work up an appetite, you’ll
be dazzled by the picturesque pink-sand beach of
The Fairmont Beach Club. Play golf on our world-class
par 3 executive course. And energise in the Willow
Stream spa. For reservations contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor.
Virtuoso Endless Summer Offer
Book between August 21 and October 31 and receive a
$300 resort credit on a 3 night stay or a $400 resort credit
on a 4 night stay to use at any of our Restaurants and
complimentary daily full American breakfast for two.
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arrange your ﬂight,
book the hotel,
provide ground transportation,
move your bags from place to place,
deliver the services of a Local Host,
show you where the Venetians dine,
suggest shopping along the way,
arrange for VIP access to major sights.

dine alfresco on sumptuous scampi pescatore.

SAVE $150 per person on the air-inclusive
price of any 2010 Monograms Europe vacation.*

Wouldn’t it be nice if someone took care of all the stuﬀ you don’t want to when you travel? Heck, it’d be like
being on vacation. Next time you travel, let us take care of the details, you take care of the fun. Call your Virtuoso
travel advisor to help bring your dreams of simpliﬁed travel to life.

Europe – South America – Australia – Asia – North America
*Book a 2010 Monograms Europe air-inclusive vacation to receive the $150 off per person offer. Booking must be made, under deposit and discount applied between September 16 and October 13, 2009 for travel through December 31, 2010. Offer not valid with any
other offer except Journeys Club. Applies to new 2010 bookings only, and offer will not be applied to pre-existing bookings. Offer reliant on space availability. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

WANDERLUST TASTING NOTES
Swap champagne for these
sparkling sakes at your next party.
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TASTEMAKERS
STAY Designed to mimic a Japanese lantern, The Peninsula
Tokyo, in the city’s Marunouchi
neighborhood, offers 314 spacious rooms that place guests
within five minute’s walk of
Ginza’s boutiques and even
closer to the Imperial Palace
(across the street). Doubles from
$593, including breakfast and a
$100 hotel credit.

DRINK Sakatomo A lively
sake-centric restaurant owned
by one of the city’s premier sake
importers, Sakatomo features a
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menu designed to complement
the large list of bottles. Uchida
Boulevard, 4-12-6 Roppongi,
Minato-ku; 81-3/5786-3533.

extensive sake list and a special
all-uni tasting menu.
6-10-3 Roppongi, Minato-ku;
81-3/4333-1234.

Peter One of the most stylish
places to drink in the city at the
moment, The Peninsula Tokyo’s
hypermodern bar boasts amazing views of the Imperial Palace
and the city from the hotel’s
24th floor. 1-8-1 Yurakucho,
Chiyoda-ku; 81-3/6270-2763.

Inakaya West A popular and
lively robatayaki (grilled food
restaurant) recommended
by Sato-san, Inakaya recently
opened an outpost in Manhattan in the New York Times
building. 4-10-11 Roppongi,
Minato-ku, Tokyo; 81-3/57751012; and 620 Eighth Avenue,
New York; 212/354-2195;
roppongiinakaya.jp.

Roku Roku Head to this sophisticated sushi restaurant for an

SAKE SET COURTESY TAKASHIMAYA/TAKASHIMAYA-NY.COM

Where to sample sake in Tokyo (and sleep in late the next morning).
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Chikurin “Karoyaka” Junmai Ginjo
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Culinary Cabo
At the southern tip of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula, you’ll find stunning beaches,
seaside meals, and, yes, tequila – sipped, not slammed.
By JUNE NAYLOR

I
Stylish sustenance
at Don Emiliano.
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n the midst of exploring a long weekend’s worth of mellow

Mexico escapism comes a valuable discovery for the traveling foodie: Cabo’s lavish culinary bounty beats even the deep-sea fishing and tequila-soaked fun for
which this resort area became famous over the past 20 years. Here, where a spindly reach of desert landscape separates the Sea of Cortés from the Pacific Ocean, Los
Cabos presents a dichotomy of personalities. To the west, Cabo San Lucas has grown
from a dusty town with rutted roads to a sprawl of chain restaurants, strip shopping
centers, and a new luxury mall, all crowded around a bustling marina. Scarcely 15

© WTV / lukas beck

WHERE TRADITIONAL
MEETS CONTEMPORARY

The culinary arts in Austria

have been revolutionized by the new generation of creative
young chefs who have infused the traditional cuisine with
a more modern light touch. Together with our worldwide
reputation for high quality wines, such as the Gruener
Veltliner, Rieslings and Blaufraenkisch, it makes for a
wine-food pairing par excellence! Austrian wines are on
the cutting edge and the new cuisine scene in Austria is
being discovered by international gourmets.

top restaurants
and vineyards are located at the tourist

Many of Austria’s

Collegiate Church, Salzburg

and has an untold number of traditional dining establishments
as well as new trendy restaurants to enjoy. Vienna offers many
unique dining venues. How about elegant dining at Vienna’s
Museum of Fine Arts on Thursdays? On Wednesdays, the
Museum of Natural History features an exquisite seafood
dinner along with a rooftop tour. Want to try a new take on
the traditional Wiener Schnitzel? Try Oesterreicher im MAK in
the Museum of Applied Arts. If you are a serious foodie, consider
the restaurants Steirereck, Plachutta, Korso, Anna Sacher, the
Imperial restaurant or Meinl am Graben. For a great view
of St. Stephen’s square, Do & Co’s terrace is the perfect spot.
And don’t forget to enjoy a Sachertorte or Apfelstrudel
for dessert!
Austria is the destination for travelers who consider food
and wine essential to a rewarding travel experience.

© aWMb, M. sTelZHaMMeR

© WTV / lois laMMeRHubeR

© TouRisMus salZbuRG GMbH

centers. Salzburg has over 16 gourmet restaurants,
including both the traditional Goldener Hirsch and
contemporary gourmet Ikarus-Hangar 7 restaurants.
Innsbruck, in the western Alpine region, likewise features
gourmet restaurants with new takes on traditional as
well as international cuisine.

vienna, Europe’s culinary
hot spot, has numerous vineyards within the city limits

Oesterreicher im MAK

FOR RESERvATIONS TO AuSTRIA,
PLEASE CONTACT YOuR
vIRTuOSO TRAvEL ADvISOR.

Gruener Veltliner
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What a view:
A suite at Esperanza.
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Tequila!

minutes east, the village of San José del Cabo
maintains its status as the duo’s sedate side,
a place that makes a deep impression with its
food and art.
I’ve come with my friend, Michelle, to relax and explore the area. Within moments of
hitting San José’s sidewalks, we realize that
we’ve found the calm quarter we require
for this getaway. Simply wandering downtown’s historic art district helps us gear
down into a carefree mindset. A charming old-world spirit permeates the shops
and galleries, with brightly painted stucco
outside, rich-quality, handmade goods on
the inside. Within this vintage district, the
desirable, authentic sense of place that we
seek in a retreat to Mexico readily presents
itself. The modern world may be encroaching someplace nearby, but it’s not in this serene corner.
Sipping strong iced coffee, we perch on
the patio of a corner espresso bar to scribble

(BEACH) Mark A. Johnson/Corbis, (TEQUILA) SUPERSTOCK

Rocky beaches dot the
dramatic Los Cabos coastline.

“ Spectacular wildlife viewing, awesome floral diversity, endless
bottles of delectable wines and delicious dining surprises —
South Africa is a gourmet destination on so many levels.
I am already looking forward to my next visit.”
– Mark B., Washington D.C.

Experience adventure and culinary indulgences in South Africa
Packages starting from $7,795*
For more information, call your Virtuoso travel advisor
* Price includes three nights in Cape Town at The Twelve Apostles Hotel & Spa, two nights in the Cape winelands at Le Quartier Français and two nights
in the Sabi Sands Reserve at Lions Sands Ivory Lodge. Highlights include a helicopter transfer from Cape Town International Airport to The Twelve
Apostles Hotel & Spa, two days of private sightseeing and a picnic on the beach, the chance to have your picture taken “up close” with a cheetah, an
8-course dinner at the renowned Tasting Room in Franschhoek and wildlife viewing in an open vehicle in the Sabi Sands Reserve.
Price based on travel October through December 15, 2009, subject to availability. Price does not include international airfare to/from South Africa,
internal airline flight Cape Town to Johannesburg, gratuities and items of a personal nature.

Las Ventanas’ cozy
La Cava wine room.

Don’t miss the tapas – and
sweets – at Mi Cocina.
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Local finds
in downtown
San José.

on postcards and peruse a map of the art
district. Dozens of galleries stock works
from around the country, as well as from
Asia, Africa, and Europe. Wandering about,
we find one boutique after another selling
fine silver creations of a local artist, pieces
of old wooden folk art, and handmade soaps
incorporating local botanicals.
Just off a favorite little square, we pop
into a recommended spot for martinis and
tapas, Mi Cocina. Snacks within the minute
poolside bistro include serrano ham with
melon, grilled tuna, and Mediterraneanstyle octopus, which go down easily with
a Flor de Mexico, the San José version of a
cosmo, substituting magenta-hued hibiscus
juice for the cranberry.
The loveliest restaurant to be found in
Los Cabos, however, must surely be Don
Emiliano, a San José destination most often
frequented by locals but being discovered
by travelers as well. At owner-chef Margarita de Salinas’ culinary oasis, the open-air
dining space feels like a hacienda terrace.
Margarita’s food is stunningly stylish – but
there’s such substance to go with the fashionably plated edibles. Pairing dishes with a
list of surprisingly good Baja wines, such as
Cavas Valmar tempranillo and L.A. Cetto
viognier, she serves a series of thrills, such
as a fresh tomatillo and jicama salad with
chipotle vinaigrette; a Michoacán bean
puree soup with crisp tortillas, fresh local cheese, and avocado; pit-cooked lamb
stuffed into tiny tortillas; and grilled scallops atop a white mole made with pine nuts,
almonds, and agave juice.
Where’s a traveling foodie to stay in this
region? Drifting just a bit west from town,
off the main road, the magnificent Las Ventanas al Paraíso, a Rosewood Resort, is one
of a handful of exquisite resorts lying between San José and Cabo San Lucas. Clinging to the soft, tortilla-colored sands that
slope down to the azure seas, these hideouts
supply sublime surroundings where you can
still have your tequila fix.
We savor a few of the 50 fine (and often
rare) brands offered at the resort’s outdoor
Tequila & Ceviche Bar, where fresh ceviche
selections change daily for different pairings
with selected agave tequilas. There are even
tequila lessons, where staff experts share
the country’s proud tequila history, explain

(SHOPPING) Kim Karpeles/Alamy
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LOS CABOS CONNECTION
Where to stay and dine on the Sea of Cortés.
GETTING THERE Mexicana flies to Los Cabos daily from Mexico City
and Los Angeles using state-of-the-art Airbus A-319 and A-320 aircraft.
STAY Las Ventanas al Paraíso, a Rosewood Resort, less than 15 minutes
west of San José del Cabo, features 71 enormous suites with ocean and pool
views and personal butler service. (Spring for a terrace suite with stunning
rooftop vistas.) Enjoy tennis, golf, culinary lessons, tequila tastings, yachting, and more. Doubles from $515 (junior ocean-view terrace suite from $750),
including breakfast daily and a ceviche tasting with margaritas for two once
during stay.
An Auberge Resort, Esperanza sits atop bluffs over two private coves
at Punta Ballena, near Cabo San Lucas. Guests choose between 56
rooms and 60 Residence Club villas on 17 landscaped acres, where
spa treatments, beach bonfires, and tequila and wine education classes
are among diversions. Doubles from $475, including complimentary
parking, breakfast, and a welcome basket with chips, guacamole, salsa,
and housemade chocolates.
Originally opened in 1956 as a private retreat, One & Only Palmilla now
boasts 173 rooms overlooking the merging of the Pacific Ocean and the Sea

of Cortés. Guests play golf on 27 Jack Nicklaus holes, charter the resort yacht
for private dinners and whale-watching, scuba dive, and fish. Among dining
options is Market, a restaurant from celeb chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten
that allows guests to customize meals with special ingredients and cooking
techniques. Doubles from $500, including breakfast, a 30-minute in-room foot
rejuvenation treatment for two, and a set of aromatherapy candles.

EAT Don Emiliano’s tagline, Alta Gastronomia Mexicana, sums up the elevated Mexican cuisine for which owner-chef Margarita Salinas has become
famous. Boulevard Mijares 27, San José del Cabo; 52-624/142-0266.
A poolside setting gives the Mi Cocina tapas and martini bar in San José’s
historic art district a mini-resort feel. Boulevard Mijares 4, San José del Cabo;
52-624/142-5100.
La Cava, the posh wine cellar restaurant at Las Ventanas, stars food pairings
with selections from a 3,500-bottle list and elegant Laguiole place settings. At The Restaurant, chef Fabrice Guisset creates Baja-Mediterranean
dishes and offers a number of tasting menus at this formal dinner venue.
Las Ventanas al Paraíso, km 19.5 Transpeninsular Highway, San José del Cabo;
52-624/144-2800.
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For some, paradise is more than a place on the map. It’s freedom from schedules and
fussy dress codes. Or feasting on fine wines and five-star
cuisine.
Being
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CARIBBEAN } COSTA RICA } PANAMA CANAL } GREEK ISLES } EUROPE

Ships’ Registry: Bahamas
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Night lights at Las Ventanas.

It is one of the most spectacular journeys
you will ever take. A train trip on Canada’s
Rocky Mountaineer reveals millions
of years of nature’s handiwork, not to
mention feats of engineering. See spiral
tunnels that took 1,000 men almost two
If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
years to excavate. All while enjoying our
DARK GRAY BOX.
renowned service and cuisine.
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The most spectacular travel experience of your life

Mountaineering with fine wine and superb cuisine, instead of sherpas, ropes and carabiners.

THERE

ARE PLACES TO REST

YOU R E Y E S .

AND

SETTINGS WHERE

YOU ’D R AT H E R N E V E R B L I N K .

S TAY
LONGER
C O M P L I M E N TA RY
5TH NIGHT
Disconnect from the mainland with this special offer.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

As always.

Advance reservations required. Subject to availability select dates through December 17, 2009. Minimum stay of four consecutive paid nights required. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer. Does not apply to groups. Offer is not available
on the Mountain Side or Maile Suite categories.

WELL TRAVELED

Gorgeous, Plane and Simple
Comprehensive carry-on kits make the best travel companions.

N

By anna sachse

photography by MANNY RODRIGUEZ styling by HEIDI ADAMS

o matter how far you travel

and how long you stay, it’s hard to
justify swapping precious clothing
or shoe space in your suitcase for
an entire medicine chest full of your beloved
lotions, potions, and tonics. But there’s no
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need to forgo your favorite beauty products on
your next trip. High-end brands are creating stylish kits filled with travel-size versions
of everything you might need on the road.
Here are six of this fall’s best travel kits, all
TSA-approved.

JAPAN, 2010
The exact time and place where
modernism meets traditionalism
www.japantravelinfo.com

EXPERTS IN THE
ART OF TRAVEL

WELL TRAVELED

GREAVES TOURS’ comprehensive
collection of bespoke itineraries
and specialty small-group programs
within the Indian Subcontinent
have been developed and refined
after 30 years of experience. Whether
If BLEED,
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you
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Dine with a Maharaja, heli to a
Therefor
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local winery
day,FOLIOS
shop one of
for 1/2-page ad pages.
the world’s oldest spice markets,
assist cooking with a Keralan chef,
have dinner on the ramparts of
forts and palaces, explore coffee,
tea and spice plantations with the
estate owners…the possibilities
are endless. Create your culinary
journey through India with Greaves.
/2@A3.023<?D.?1

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
for more information and to receive
a Greaves Tours brochure.
Bringing you the best of

TM

Kate Somerville Discovery Kit
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UN[Q YbTTNTR 6a P\[aNV[` 2eS\YV8NaR 6[
aR[`VcR2eS\YVNaV[TA_RNaZR[adUVPUb`R`
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WINE & DINE IN THESE GREAT DESTINATIONS
Indulge in decadent cuisine as diverse as the destinations on a map. Select from three limited time offers and taste your way through a most incredible
vacation. Experience the unique culinary stamps of Venice, Barcelona and Anguilla, while exploring the vibrant culture, history, and local offerings.

VENICE, ITALY

Hotel Gritti Palace - 5-star

BARCELONA

FROM

$715*

INCLUDES 3 nights. FEATURES buffet breakfast
daily & Excursion to the Islands of Murano, Burano &
Torcello. EXCLUSIVE 3rd night free.

Hotel Arts Barcelona

- 5-star
FROM $1099
INCLUDES 3 nights. EXCLUSIVE buffet breakfast
daily & Tapas & Tablao Flamenco Tour.

ANGUILLA

*

Cuisinart Resort & Spa

- 5-star
FROM $1249
INCLUDES 5 nights & hotel transfers.
EXCLUSIVE save 20% & continental breakfast daily.

*

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Packages do not include meals unless otherwise indicated. Savings reflect
land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Availability is limited. Package prices are subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package
and when it is cancelled. Europe valid for travel 9/2-10/31/09; must arrive on a Sunday or Monday to Gritti Palace. Caribbean valid for travel thru 11/20/09. Photo Credit: Cuisinart Resort & Spa. CST#2007207-30 ADV#190 SS 7/09
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Fekkai Travel Faves Glossing Kit
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Go Smile Go Travel Kit
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24 Hour White Glove Service™ Guest
for Assistance
1/2-page ad pages.
+ Over 900 Hours of Destination Training Annually
=

98.3% Customer satisfaction rate,
among the highest in the industry
Contact your Virtuoso Specialist to learn more about our distinctive journeys.
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Molton Brown Globe Trekker for Women
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Dreaming of Down Under
with

The ultimate view, Sydney

Island bliss, Great Barrier Reef

Swain

The ultimate retreat, Kangaroo Island

Search no more for THE idyllic, dream-like experience in Australia – this is it! Start in the magical Great Barrier Reef with a

four-night stay at an extraordinary resort on a breathtaking island designed to relax the mind yet completely spoil the senses.
From the sun, sand and sea, to Sydney! For three nights, this iconic city will delight, excite and indulge the senses as the harbor
waters lap against the immaculate and famed Opera House and her glistening sails.
Next, it’s time to get wild with a visit to Kangaroo Island – Australia’s take on the Galapagos. Native wildlife abounds, and
breathtaking views fill your mind – and your camera’s memory card. Your accommodation for the next three nights floats atop
a secluded cliff on a rugged stretch of coast, commanding unrivaled views of the wild Southern Ocean and pristine wilderness.
From here, venture to the cultural capital – Melbourne, where clanging trams, high-end fashion, and countless eateries and
coffee houses line the streets that blend timeless architecture with new-age sophistication. Stay in a residential retreat in the
chic suburb of South Yarra – three nights here will feel like a lifestyle change, rather than a vacation.
$5,999* includes all distinct, luxury accommodation for 14 days, internal Australia flights, private touring,
most meals, transfers and, of course, plenty of personal touches you will love!
Swain has consistently been voted 'Top Travel Specialist' by Condé Nast Traveler and is a proud member of the World
Travel & Tourism Council. Swain is a family owned company celebrating 22 years of arranging customized vacations
for the most discerning travelers .

For more details or to make reservations,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
*Prices are per person, twin/double share in USD and exclude international airfare. Based on travel
between 9/1/09 and 10/19/09. Internal Australia flights impose strict luggage restrictions. Call for details.
All travel must be completed by 10/19/09. Conditions apply. CST#2012413-20
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If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
The Hertz Prestige Collection allows you to reserve the exact make and model

Make a reservation to drive off in style.
you want, like the Infiniti G35. It’s the perfect marriage of style and performance, with
an interior that leaves a good impression and an engine that leaves others in the dust. And
®
since it comes equipped with NeverLost, Hertz’ in-car satellite navigation system, powered

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

by Magellan GPS, it’s easy to find your way to excitement. To reserve this or any of the luxury
vehicles included in the Hertz Prestige Collection, call your Virtuoso travel advisor. Spend your
®
vacation driving in elegance. Let Hertz put you in the driver’s seat.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

6;39645AA?.;>B696AF

® Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. © 2009 Hertz System, Inc.

Prestige Collection vehicles available at select major market locations in the U.S. and Canada. Not all vehicles available in
all locations.

Wine&SunMatter
The wine region around
Mendoza produces the
most wine of any region in
Argentina. The dry climate
and pure water from the
Andes combine to provide
a perfect atmosphere
BLEED,a make it fit and center in the
for great wine Ifand
fabulous vacation. ExtendDARK GRAY BOX.
should have been designed with
to the wine regionAds
around
bleed
on all sides for balance when imSantiago, Chile, with
Avanti
ported.
and our local partners, for
the ultimate wine tour in
South America. If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
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Pack this sun-care kit in your checked bag.
Formulated by a dermatologist and former skin
cancer researcher, the MD Skincare Made for
Shade Beauty Bag is an indispensable addition
to a sunny-getaway packing list (albeit too
large to carry on). The individually wrapped facial towelettes cleanse, tone, repair, and moisturize between sunscreen applications. Follow
them with the Hydra-Pure Mist and Powerful
Sun Protection SPF 25 Lip Balm, both of which
contain a blend of chelators, which neutralize
harmful heavy metal residue left on the skin
by tap water. The oil-free SPF 45 Sunscreen
Cream dries clear and is appropriate for both
face and body. $65, mdskincare.com.

There are NO FOLIOS
for
1/2-page
ad pages.
Wine
Route

4 days/3 nights from

$939*

Includes: 3 nights in first-class category room fPrivate Full-Day
Wine Cellars Tour in Lujan de Cayo and Maipu Regions with Lunch
fPrivate Full-Day Wine Cellars Tour in Tupungato Region with
LunchfPrivate roundtrip airport transfersfDaily breakfast
*Land Only - Price is per person, double occupancy.

This Works Travel
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in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Mendoza

Anthony Logistics for Men Morgan
Grays Deluxe Overnighter Kit
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Contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor for
information
and reservations.
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www.cometogermany.com
www.magic-cities.com

Discover the Stars

Stuttgart Wine Village (© Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH)

Silk Restaurant in Frankfurt (Provided by: Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main)

Near Dresden: garden pavilion (belvedere) in the baroque garden at Wackerbarth
stately home (DZT/Dietmar Scherf)

Restaurant Quarré at the Hotel Adlon Kempinski in Berlin (© Hotel Adlon Kempinski)

Exceptional Dining & Wining in Germany’s Magic Cities

Welcome to Germany – where food and drink nourish body and soul, as they say. In Germany’s Magic Cities, there is an abundance of opportunities
to do just that: enjoy a traditional meal with friends or a romantic dinner for two. Get jolly at Stuttgart’s Wine Village or Munich’s Oktoberfest,
or savor the elegant atmosphere of a Michelin-starred restaurant in Berlin, Hamburg or Dresden. Dine under the starry sky during a festival in
Hannover or Leipzig. Lounge in a trendy club in Frankfurt, relax in a beach bar in Düsseldorf or embark on a dinner cruise on the Rhine River in
Cologne. Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations. Enjoy the good things in life in Germany. The travel destination.

© Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V. Gefördert durch das Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie aufgrund eines Beschlusses des Deutschen Bundestages

BIG SHOT

Gourmet
Gateway

WHAT Tuscany’s small hill towns harbor some of the world’s most sought-after flavors: rare
ITALY

Add this to your list:
A tasty sojourn through
the Tuscan countryside.
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and pricey Brunello wine from tiny Montalcino, Pienza’s creamy sheep’s milk pecorino, and
truffles and wild boar from the surrounding countryside. WHERE The Val d’Orcia, just south
of Siena, is a quintessential Tuscan getaway, complete with rolling hills, spiky stands of cypress,
and Etruscan walled towns. HOW Pierbusseti World Travel takes visitors on a mouthwatering
three-day private jaunt through the region, with stops in Montalcino and neighboring wine town
Montepulciano, as well as Pienza. Departures: Any day through 2009; from $3,065, including driver,
guides, and accommodations.

Paul Seheult/Eye Ubiquitous/Corbis

The hills are alive:
Cypress stands, olive
groves, and wheat fields
blanket the Val d’Orcia.

What’s your
RETURN on LIFE ?
TM

Ask the advisors at any
Virtuoso afﬁliated travel agency.
Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends, and even
yourself is your most valuable investment. To ensure you’re spending
it wisely, take advantage of our personal knowledge, expertise, and
connections around the globe to design your custom travel experiences.
There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

Virtuoso

www.virtuoso.com

Contact us today to reach an expert advisor at
one of the 300+ travel agencies in the Virtuoso network.
(800) 401-4274 or travel@virtuoso.com

